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ady l;Jison storni through MEAC Chainpionship
tournaD1.ent, earn trip to NCAA tournainent
By Kis ha Riggins

1995-96 MEAC Championships

Hilltop Staff Writer

1.05ing is 001 an option!"

1Wsiswha1 Howard U niversity
's basketball coach Sanya
!IICSSC<I 10 her players, before
moug!iou1 the Mid-Eastern
· Conference (M EAC)
nl. held last weekend in
, Fla. Tyler stresses the
10 her players throughout
96 regular season, duri ng
lectures in locke r rooms
tedinncr table during team

beating

Bcthunc-

77-63 on Friday, the
then humiliated the

The Lady Bison basketball team
dominated the MEAC tournament, sending three team
members to the all-tournament
team. Amanda Hayes (at right)
was named the tournament's most
valuable player. For more, see
Sports, B12.
True winners: Members of the Lady Bison basketball team
captured their first MEAC title In six years.

Lady Bulldog.~ of South Carolina
State, 10 1-47, working 1hcirway10
a 20-9 record. With the victory, the
team captured its f irs t MEAC
champ ionsh ip in six years and
eUined an automatic berth to next
week's National Collegiate Athlet ic
Association (NCAA) tournament.

" fl feels so good 10 finally win
the [MEAC] tournament. Wilh this
bei ng my senior year, I' m sad, but
I'm also glad because I'm end ing
this year on s uch a good note,.,.'
forward Melissa Young said.
Ama nda Hayes, one of the
team's most contributing players

throughout the season, was named
the tournament 's most va luable
player. Other Lady Bison named 10
the all-touroamcnt team along w ith
Hayes were sophomore forward
Alisha "Tuff' Hill and junior center
Deniquc Graves. The big lhrcc were
also named 10 the All-MEAC first
team. This is the first time three
Lady Bison received such honors.
The first half of the

issed deadlines c ause delay
student elections process
BY Kcnyaua Mauhcws
Hilltop Sta.ff Writer

this time H oward
Student Association
candidates s hou ld be
for a run-off and the
lnlStees would have s tarted
lheir ca_mpaign prom is!!Sprcv1ous discrepancies
uys within this year's
occss, they have been
until Monday, Mar. 11.
Genera l
Assembly
Con1mi11cc (GAEC) has
to postpone e lections
the academic colleges
submit lists of cand idatcs
· student counci ls, class
latives, Undergraduate
Assembly (UGSA), and
Student Assembly by last
deadline.
made !hat decision because
to make sure 1ha1 we
the schools a chance 10
elections,·' said Yvclle
dcctions chairperson.
deadline allows the (GAEC)
' tely a week 10 verify the
candidates before the

e lections. The verification process
includes checking petitions for
valid s ignatures and reviewing each
candidate's application 10 confirm
that they meet grade point average
qualificat io ns, valida1 ,on, and other
requirements as specified in each
individual school's constitut ion.
"We check the signatures, but we
have 10 go through S tudent

about subm ission deadlines. We
gave the schools ample time to get
fheir lists in," Pryor said.
Due to the week delay, the
elections process will affect the
comm illec and candidates alike.
"Although no major problems
have developed, the e lections
commi11ec will have 10 put in more
ti me for the elections tnan we had

p.m. (Monday), but we s till had
people trying to turn in their lis ts
M~nday andTucsday night," Pryor
said.
.
Th e e lections, or igi na lly
scheduled for Mar. 5, will be held
on Mar. 11 in the West Ballroom of
Blackburn Center from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. If no one candidate or slate
receives 51 percent of the vote, then
the two candidates or s lates who
• receive the mos t votes will go into
a run-off.
Because of usual poor voter
turnout and the number of
ca ndidates running for each
position, Pryor docs 1101 foresee
elections e nding on Mar. 11.
"Howard has a bou t 10,500
students. Out o f all those students,
we'll probably get 3,000 o r 4,000
students to come out and vote. I've
anticipated. It probably caused the never known of anyone 10 capture
other candidates the most problems.
51 percent of the vote the first time
Some candidates a rc anxiousl)' around," she said.
an ticipating tbc outcome of
In the event of a run-off, a
e lections, ancl oow they will have to
spcakou1
is schedu led fo r
wait an extra week," Pryor said.
Wednesday, Mar. 13 at Cramton
Even wi th the new deadline,
Auditorium, folJowed by a debate
some school's were still late in
o n Thursdar, Mar. 14. The run-9ff
submilling the ir lists.
•' f s topped accepting lists at 4:31
elections will be held on Mar. 18.

"We wanted to make sure th a t we
give all the schools a chance to enter
the elections."
-Yvette Pryor, GAEC cha irperson, on
why the elections were moved back.
Act ivities to get the candidates'
requirement approval," Pryor said.
The Coll ege of Ans & Sciences
and the School of Communications
were the o nly schools that met the
commit1ee's dead line. According
to Pryor, the schools' were given
notification of the verifica tion
deadli ne.
"There was an ad in The Hilltop

f e Spring "\Veek h ighlights
n1pus security efforts
By Alexis Joi Henry
Hilltop Staff Writer
year, after receiving
complaints in Bethune Han
iga1ions seeming to lead
, Howard University put
rd for in formation lead mg
capture of the person
le.
· tbrcc hours three calls
naming the student who
ns iblc for robb ing the
I is th is combination of
commit men t with th e
· y that is the goa l behind
· Safe Spring.
collaborati on octwcen the
s Po lice, Office of
nee Life, Counsel in g
s and studen t body
the project 1ha1 was held
k. Several of the programs
·nue into the semester.
Sprin g consisted of
[cs focu si ng on crime
on and safe!)' meas ures.
not realistic for us 10 think'
l'ill ever end in this world, in
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the D istrict or o n this campus, so
we must have a co llaborat ive
working effort 10 keep thin!ll! from
happen mg on campus;• said Or.
Steve Favors, Vice President for
Student Affairs.
On Sunday lit erature and

Th ursday was also bcld in the
Blackburn Center.
Most of the programs w ill be
duplicated in the weeks 10 come. A
little over a dozen students were in
allcndance at the rape aggression
defense workshop Tuesaay. The

paraphernalia were distr ib uted in
the c hape l and in the residence
ha ll s . Monday and Tuesday's
programs l\)cuscd on sexual_assault;
a prcsenrn11on on s~xual ass,1u~1 and
dale rape was held m the Blackburn
Forum. In the Reading Lounge on
Tuesday a rape d efense dem9ns1ration was conducted b): Vcrn1ka
Irving of Campus Pol ice. T he
candfolighl ra ll y schedu led on
Wednescfay was cancc!cd be1:ause
of rai n. 111e Safe Spring Fair on

nex t defense works hops are
sched u led fo r Mar. 14 at the
Tubman Quadrangle, Mar. 21 al
Cooke and Drew Ralls and Apr. 4
at the Bethune Annex.
Safe S£r ing is part o f the
University s security plan 10 move
students closer 10 campus.
Developed three years ago, the
security efforts include the blue
lights s trategicall y statione d_ on
campus, the manda to ry cri me
preven11on
program
during

---r-----------------------"It's not realist ic for us to think
crime w i ll ever end in this world... "
-Dr. Steve Favors, Vice President for
Student Affa irs

Editorial
Perspectives
Gallery

A12
A13
A16

orientation week and thebrighllights
on roofsofthcbuildiogson cam))us.
According 10 Favors, other
security plans include retocaling
the Campus Police headquarters
back to the main campus. He said
he would like to sec a D.C. police
substation placed on campus.
William V. Keene, Oeao of the
O ffice of Residence Li fe, said
sp ri ng is an optimum ti me for
calling a11cntio n to safety
precautions.
'"llJere are a couple of key times.
during the year when s tudents need
to lie reminded of safety
precautions. They arc the beginni~g
of the semester, especially for new
students. They are excited and in a
new place. The semester break is
when students are traveling and the
spring. It's warm, romance is in the
air, people are not as careful. We
want to remind them of the small
things they can do to be safe," said
Keene.
·
"Especially at this age because
young people, I know I felt that way,
arc the one's who feel they a rc
invulnerable but statistics show
they arc the ones most vulnerable."

JJJN/~Jlm)[I

champions hip ga me started off
s loppy for the Lady Bison as they
comm illed 12 turnovers, but
Howard was able 10 cling 10 a s lim
25-22 lead.
"The reason w hy it was so close
in the first half, was because me and
Deniquc weren't 1,c11ing ii done
inside," Hill explamed. " Me and
Denique take responsibil ity for the
first half, but in the second half I

was calling for the baU. And baby,
you sec we got it done! "
The Lady Bison came out in full
force for the second half. A quick
8-0 run opened up the lead 10 eight,
37-29. From there ii was downhill
for the Lady Aggies. Leading
sco re r Nisha Watson of Nori~
Carolina A&T was a non-factor,
finishing the game on 3-18
shoot ing, as the Lady Bison's
defense clamped down on her.
"f(jm (Ford] helped us out a lot
on number 23. Our freshmen and
our bench really helped us and
supported us when we needed ii in
lh1s tournament," Hill said. MVP
Hayes, finished the game with 25
po1111s, nine rebounds, three assists,
and two steals.
"'This team is special because we
have so many weapons," 'fyler said.
"We don't j usl count on one person
to be our offense. When one doesn' t
have a good game, then another
one steps up. When everyone is
playing al the top of their game, ii
1s hard 10 beat us."

Nicki Claggett
selected as 1996
Homecoming chair
" I know we won't be able 10
satisfy everybody," Claggelt said.
But we need lo find an act that
both the alumni and the ~pie on
Parties, fashion s hows, this campus will enjoy. I want to
comedy shows and the Yard Fest do more market research in order
a rc only a few of the annua l 10 get more ideas from s tudents,
events that a11rac1 visitors from so we won't have to guess."
around the country 10 Howard
C laggell is now lay ing the
Unive rsity's Homecoming. groundwork for a successful
However, next year's HomeHomecoming week.
coming chair, Nicki Claggett,
"Therearcsomanygooclideas
plans 10 make HU 's biggest event tha t I don't want to lim it
more than just a big party.
Homecoming to only my ideas,"
"I would like to incorp0rate s he said. "Once a n executive
more of a social and political board is established, we will work
aspect," said the j unior a rt collec1ively. l'm looking for hard
management major.
workers who
"Last year homepay altenlion lo
coming's
bas ic
cletail, are willconcept was more
ing to put in
social. It rea lly
work and handle
didn't seem to offer
stress
under
much for alumni or
pressure. 1'm
s tuden ts
who
hoping_ 10 have
weren't really into
coo rdinators
hip-bop. I don' t
chosen by the
thmk tnex focused
end of th is
on anything they
month. Now, my
could re late 10 or
main focus 1s to
identify with."
comp lete the
Claggell hopes
budget a nd to
to unify ihe Howard
\~
elect
my
community in order
executive boara
10 raise its level of
\
members."
consciousness.
>
The confi" My concept is
den1iali1y of
10 bridge the gap L-...i....---"'----....., Hom~comi!'g
between a lumrn and
Nickl Claggett, 1996
events 1s a maior
students," she said.
Homecoming Chai r
headache 10 stu"For instance, al the
dents a nd visitstep s how, there could be a table ors, who feel they have the right
for voter reg is tration, or on 'the to be informed. But, according 10
Yard,' have a booth for b lood
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkms,
donations a nd communil)' director of Student Ac.rivities and
outreach. I also have an idea of executive secre tarx for the
having various clubs set up social Homecoming Policy Board, that
or
politica l events
for confident iali ty isn't always
international students."
planned.
According 10 Shawn Barney,
"Al the beginning of every
1995-96 HOSA president a nd Homecoming, we hope that the
Hom ecom ing Policy Board stude nts plan far eno ugh in
member, Claggcll is breaking the advance so that, in August and
homecoming mold.
·
September, it won' t be a mad rush
"I think what se!)arated Nicki 10 throw something to~cther," she
from the other canaidatcs is her said. "If events aren t planned,
desire 10 broaden the appeal of then we can't publicize 1nem. It 's
Hom ecom ing for all th e been mx expe rience in the past,
constituencies of the University that we re 100 late pulling things
community," he said. "Her ideas together · 10 have enough
are innovative and pioneering as
in format io n lo Rub licize a
far as recent homecoming efforts schedule of events.
a rc concerned, dea ling with
Daancn
Strachan,
issues beyond having fun. As a
homeco mi ng advis'or and
whole, [Claggelt plans 10] have associate director of Student
the
k oward
U nivers ity Activities, feels Homecoming
Homecoming give back 10 the should be an inclusive process.
community."
"My main concern is that the
Events that usua lly draw process is fair and that students '
crowds, such as the concerts, wiU have input," he said. "II is also
now be aimed 10 please more very important 10 keep the costs
people.
down."
B)' Lylah Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Engineering students protest lack of heat.in building

i]

Undergraduate Trustee Omar Karim forgoes organized forum

el

organized forum on Monday, Mar.
11th," said Tracie Harris, vice
president of the School of
Engineering Student Council.
Karim, a senior electrical
engineering major, was upset
because of the lack of action the
administration has shown in getting
heat for the school.
"I was trying to study for my test
with my coat, hat and gloves on,
and it was still freezing. It inhibits
our academic course work," Karim
said.
·
On Jan. 25, Karim started three
petitions in an effort to remedy the
problems with the cold classrooms.
However, nothing was solved.
"We need heat in our classrooms
today!" Karim said. "If we pay our
tuition, we should have heat today.
If we go to the Foot Locker and try
to get some shoes, we can't pay a

By Jennifer Hopson
Hilltop Staff Writer
An organized forum scheduled
for next week turned into an
impromptu protest Tuesday, as
engineering students met to voice
their feelings about working in a
building without heat.
The protest, which left students
unsettled, was quickly arranged by
Undergraduate Trustee Omar
Karim.
The protest surprised the School
of Engineering Student Council,
which had planned a calmer
discussion of the building problems
for early next week.
"Last Wednesday, we decided at
the meeting that we would have an

month later." Karim also suggested
that if nothing was done about the
heat, engineering students should
receive a refund on their tuition.
Along with the fact that the
majority of the engineering
building is not properly heated,
among Karjm's major concerns are
the school's broken .w indows and its
broken copy machines, which have
not worked in over two months.
"If I go to the administration
office, their copy machines work.
They have heat in their offices," he
said. "Why can't something be done
about our classrooms and copy
machines? We want the dean to
take action on the concerns of the
entire engineering student body."
At next week's meeting, Vere
Archibald, president of the
engineering student council, had
planned to discuss two major

to walk with their class.
issues: the computer facilities and
Dr. James Johnson, acting dean
graduation requirements.
The School of Engineering is
of the School of Engineering, said
the only building that allows
that he has tried his best to meet the
students to check their e-mail and
needs of the students. "The problem
use the Internet services, resulting
is, the building was built in the
in a system overload. Engineering
1950s. They don't make the same
students also believe that the
parts anymore," he said.
recreational use of the school's
Archibald thinks that these
computer facilities hinders
problems could be fixed instantly.
completion of their class
By May, the student council hopes
assignments.
"When you have work due and - to have the graduation requirements
can't complete it because 12,000 changed, and a new computer
facility for students is anticipated
student are getting their e-mail, it
for the fall.
becomes frustrating," one protest
The administration has sought
participant said.
Regarding
the
school's
help from outside contractors to fix
graduation requirement, the
the heat, but there is nothing that
engineering student council wants
can immediately be done to support
the administration to make
a long-term solution. Johnson
allowances for any student missing wants an investment with at least a
no more than three credits to be able

five-year life.
Since Johnson has been acting
president, he has tried to meet the
needs of the students. He has
instituted all-day Saturday
workshop seminars and faculty
evaluations similar to "report
cards" that will affect their tenures
and raises.
Archibald said that Dean
Johnson is doing all he can do.
"Nothing can be done about the
heat by tomorrow, but they are
trying."
*At Hilltop press time, Omar
Karim stated that the heating in the
School of Engineering was fixed on
Tuesday evening, as a result of the
protest. The building's copy
machines were in the process of
being repaired on Wednesday.

Professor, alum.na conducts sem.inar for
students interested in attending law school
By Natasha Lindsey
Hilltop Staff Writer
Are you interested in law? Do
you want to go to law school, but
Just don't know what to do to get in?
Do not despair, because, on Mar.
16, all of your questions can be
answered.
"So You Think You Want To Go
To
Law
School,"
a
workshop/seminar hosted by
American University Professor
Tanya Madison, Esq., will give all
aspiring lawyers insight into the
legal profession.
The series of one-day workshops
will be held at five universities 10
the Washington Metropolitan area,
with Howard University as its first
stop. Each seminar will give
students insight into the legal
profession and dispel -many of the
misconceptions surrounding law
school.
"Oftentimes, students aspire to
go to law school and attain careers
1n the legal profession, but are
plagued by misconceptions about

the process. I want to host these
seminars to offer direction to those
students," Madison said.
A 1993 graduate of Howard Law
. school, Madison is currently a
professor at American University
where she teaches subjects such as
"The Legal Profession" and
"Justice and Public Policy."
When Madison is not teaching
law, she is operating her
consulting/management firm,
Worldwide, Inc. At Worldwide Inc,
Madison gives professional advice
on a variety of business concepts.
Much of her consulting work is
done in the entertainment industry,
where she represents artists,
musicians and entrepreneurs.
"Most of my chents have my
entrepreneurial spirit, which helps
us brainstorm projects from
virtually any angle," she said.
"Since many of my clients are
young self-starters with pride and
ambition, I assist them 10 putting
their ideas into motivation.'
Madison's creative energy and
spirit goes into developing and
marketing
programs
for

government agencies and private
corporations. It is this same
creativity that has spilled over to
enable the creation of the seminar.
With this new seminar, Madison

hopes that her youth and energy can
motivate students to go to law
school.
"Its my goal to enlighten and
encourage
participants
by

.

.
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Tanya Madison offers advice to future attorneys.

providing information that can
positively impact their decision
making," she said.
The interactive workshop is a
six-hour informative session that
will help students choose the law
school that best suits their
individual needs. The session will
also inform students about the
LSAT, the application process and
taking the bar exam. At the seminar,
Madison plans to give students
advice about how to excel in law
school once enrolled, as well as
discuss careers in the profession.
Madison will also discuss the place
of minorities and women in the
field of law, ethics and
responsibilities, and the structure
and hierarchy of America's legal
profession. Also, while Madison
does plan to demystify many of the
beliefs about law school, she will
also _share her own personal
experiences.
"Professionals in the legal field
must enlighten students by
balancing the theoretical intricacies
of law with the realistic perspective
of th e ind u st ry," she said. ''.Being a

recent graduate, I assist students
by
sharing
my
personal
experiences, which helped me
successfully transcend from student
to graduate to attorney."
As Madison continues to soar to
the top of every field in which she
is involved, she hopes that her
seminar will help students, once
given the proper information, to
make the decision to pursue a
career in the legal profession.
"It is important that students
have an understanding of the
process, requirements and structure
of the profession prior to pursuing
a legal career," she said.
In order to attend "So You Want
to go to Law School," students must
pre-register by calling (202) 3878070. Spaces are limited. All those
students who miss out on the
Howard session, which will be held
in the Blackburn Reading Room on
Mar. 16, can attend the seminar at
the University of the District
Columbia on Mar. 23, the
University of Maryland on Apr. 27
or Catholic University on Mar. 30.
_
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to future teachers
BY. Donya Matheny
Hilltop Staff Writer

Charter Day celebration includes
awards for outstanding alumni

Dr. Floretta Dukes McKenzie,
president of The McKenzie Group,
a national educational consultant
organization, arid Dr. Antanas
Suziedelis, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences of The Catholic
University of America, were the
featured speakers at a teaching
workshop held on Feb. 27-28.
McKenzie said she learned early
in her teaching career that "effective
teaching results in students
learning." McKenzie gave the
workshop participants three
guidelines for teaching in the 21st
century: know yourself, know your
students and know your profession.
In addition, she urged students
who are considering a career in
teaching to enhance their
technological skills and to keep
themselves current on new and
innovative ways to use those skills
in their teaching.
"The professoriate as we know
it will be very different. You must
prepare for these changes,"
McKenzie said.

,

By Jennifer Hopson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University celebrated
its129th anniversary last Friday,
Mar. 1. The ceremony began with
the academic procession. Members
of the Howard University Board of
Trustees entered the auditorium
with the processional music, "The
War March of the Priests" by Felix
Mendelssohn.
The Dean of the Chapel, Dr.
Bernard L. Richardson gave the
invocation and the Howard
University Choir sang a stirring
rendition of " Hallelujah " by
Ludwig Van Beethoven.
The widow of Thurgood
Marshall was also in attendance,
and she received a standing ovation
by the audience in the crowded
Cramton Auditorium.
President H. Patrick Swygert,
who wore the Presidential Chain of
Office symbolizing the current and
past holders of the Office of
President, introduced the Alumni
Award Recipients.
Among the recipients was Dr.
Lillian McLean Beard . Beard, a
practicing pediatrics in the

Washington area, received an
alumni award for medicine and
community services.
Alumnus Honorable Rodney A.
Coleman, assistant secretary of the
Air Force for manpower, reserve
affairs, installations and the
environment. He received an award
for corporate and government
services.
Among other honorees, Andre
L. Dennis, a partner for the
Philadelphia law firm of Stradley,
Ronon , Stevens & Young 1s
currently the first AfricanAmerican chancellor of the
Philadelphia Bar Association. He
was awarded for their law and social
services.
Dr. Marion Mann, former Dean
of the Howard College of Medicine,
former pathologist and retired
faculty member of Howard
University was awarded the
medicine and education award.
Alumnus Dr. Michael R.
Winston, served as a member of the
Howard University faculty and
administration from 1964-1990. He
received an award in history and
research.
Then
President S,vygert
introduced Drew S. Days, who

delivered the main address at the
Convocation .
" As solicitor general, he
represents the government in the
Supreme Court and oversees all
Justice D ep a rtment 's appellate
court activity," Swygert said. "Prior
to his appointment as solicitor
general, Days was a professor of
law at Yale University School from
1981. After practicing briefly with
a labor law firm in Chicago, he
entered the Peace Corps serving as
a volunteer in Honduras from 19671969. He then joined the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund in New York,
where he litigated cases in the areas
of school desegregation," Swygert
said.
Days who was awarded the
Judge Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
Human Rights Award in 1990,
spoke of the hardship and struggles
that young Black youth have to deal
with today. He talked about how
today Jouths need to be in school
instea of the ' system' .
"Having 1 out 3 Black males in
the jail or in probation is not right."
The University Choir than san~
"Go In the Wilderness" after Days
speech.

The changes to which she was
referring include an increase in
demand for teachers of higher
education, downsizing at the
college and university level, an
increase of older students enrolling
and returning to colleges, and a
shift to on-line computer
instruction.
McKenzie also encouraged
future teachers to be risk takers and
innovators, to keep abreast of
developments in their fields and to
become experts at monitoring
students.
Suziedelis sp_oke to the
workshop
part1c1pants
on
"Teaching Students to Think."
According to Suziedelis, future
teachers will be challenged to spur
students into interactive learning
and more complex criticism.
"Teachers must convey the
excitement of looking for answers,"
he said. "They must involve
students more in self-criticism, in
evaluating what they hear."
More specifically, Suziedelis
said it is essential that students
learn to discern between
uninformed opinions and more indepth opinion and knowledge.

Students need to learn to do more
examination of the knowledge they
acquire. For example, before
reading a book, students should do
background research on the author
to find out his point of view.
McKenzie ·
is
former
superintendent and chief state
school officer for the District of
Columbia Public Schools. She has
also served as deputy assistant
secretary for the Office of School
Improvement
in the U.S.
Department of Education and as a
U.S. delegate to UNESCO.
Suziedelis, a nationally renowned
psychologist, was first appointed to
Catholic's faculty as assistant
professor in the psychology
department in 1960. He became
chair of the department in 1984. He
is also a diplomat in clinical
psychology for the American Board
of Examiners in Professional
Psychology.
The workshop was sponsored
by the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences' Preparing Future Faculty
(PFF) Project, the Teaching
Associates Program and the Pew
Retention Grant.
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Next Week on Campus

•••

March 1 0
Religious Emphasis Week Begins
Chapel Speaker: Dr. Gardner C. Taylor,
Concord Baptist Church
March 1 4
March 1 5
March 1 6

Forum on Relationships for Men
NAACP Ball
"So You Want to Go to Law
School?" Seminar

,ctie. 1996
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PUS PLUS
jilltop Policy Board
Frustrated dormitory
residents pursue
~elects Donya Matheny
as 19~(>-97 editor in chief off-campus housing

rely on shuttle buses.
doesn' t like 100 many rules,"
Man y students say the Fennell said. "I' m used to being
inco ns iste ncy of the housing able to make my own judgments.
· lotte ry, which was held last week, I don' t think the University should
is
another
reason
for make my decisions for me.''
While many s tudents a re dissatisfact io n with campus
For students who already live
making plans for spring break! housing. Often students do not off campus, the freedom and
students likcEshanda Fennell wil
receive the housing that they responsibility o f living on their
be looking for a place to live for request when they submit to the own allows them to get a taste of ·
next semester.
louery.
the "real" world.
:'There are too many rules and
The chance to move off•
"L. · 0 ff
restrictions in the d or ms," the campus is o ne that many students
,vrng
campus has given
sophomore sociology major said. are looking forward lo, but me the opportunity todo whatever
" I want to move out, but I prefer !=ommuting 10 _campus every day I want lo do," said Karicm Jones,
to be close to campus.''
1s one of tfic disadvantages.
a sophomore majoring in
Paper-thin walls, annoying fire
" I don' t ca re about the l c I e comm u n i cal ions
ala rm s
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _m
_a;,.n...a.:ag...
c...
m...e~n t. " I don' t have to
expe nsive dorm
worry about being
fees have caused
inat acertaintime,
man y Howa rd
or having anyone
1
1
0
~ r1~n~sa ~ :~
~~e_?. a certain
By Chana Garcia
Hilltop Staff Writer

degrees.
Matheny sa id s he is excited
about the op11ortunily to serve as
editor in chief next year.
"I am ready to work with all the
Howard students willing lo work
w)th me," she said . " I love T he
Hilltop. I want to make it as perfect
as can be for the 1996-97 school

year."

Donya Matheny, 1996-97 HIiitop editor-In-chief
By Joy Sutton
lill?p Staff Writer
IIIHilltop Policy Board named
print journa l ism major
lialhcny as editor in chie f or
for the 1996-97 school

\.my,

a native or Gary, Ind.,
• ~ by the board for her
,am1s and qualifications that
llf_pt)''Cd her suitabi lity for
'8)0.
'lllyl was the on ly choice for
1lllwis the

best person for the

lllllam sure The Hilltop will

lnih her;· sa id lodd Tnpleu,
• graphi cs major a nd a

member of the board. " I could sec
her as a leader.'·
Mathe ny, who cu rrently serves
as campus ed itor for The Hilltop,
already has shown leadership skills
in her academic and preprofessiona l career.
M a th eny ma in tains a 3.95
cumulative G.P.A. and hopes to
graduate summa c um laude. She is
member of the Annen berg Honors
Program , Frederick Douglass
Ho nor Society, and Golden Key
National Honor Socie ty. She is a lso
in the Rona ld E. McNair PostBaccalaureate Program, which is
designed to e ncourage minori ty
stucfents to pursue adva nceo

Even though Matheny was only
rccentl:t elected as EiC, she already
has a vision for the newspaper.
" People a lways say that The
Hilltop 1s the largest and best Black
coll_egrnte newspaper. I hope that
during my tenure I can move people
o n \he road to sayi ng that it is the
best_ collegiate newspaper, Black,
While, whatever," Matheny said.
Sc hool of Co mmunications
Acti ng Dean Janene Dates said
Ma thc ny's v is ion for the
University's student newspaper led
her, as a board member, to
recommend her to lead The Hilltop.
"Donya not only identified her
vision for The Hilltop, she gave a
specific plan of action as 10 how she
would carry it out," Dates said.
Dr. Lawre nce Kaggwa, a
jo urna lism professor who sits on
t he boa rd , said it was he r
professional experience as a copy
editor and her internships outside of
the School ofCommumcations that
made her suitable for the position.
As editor in chief, Matheny will
be responsible for supervising the
paper, h iring the staff a nd
oevel0J)ing a budget, along with an
array of oihcr duties.
Matheny, who plans to intern
this s ummer as a copy editing intern
fo r
Kni gh t-Ridder{fribunc
Newspapers, said that with her
strong sense of professionalism and
cxpc_r,encc_, she _will produce a highquahty umvcrs1ty paper.
She said she is determined to
have a successfu l journalism career
and has a few words of advice to for
studen ts w ho arc interested in
writing and editing.
"Make s ure that you love it,"
Mathe ny said. " I love 11. I know that
when you love it deep down inside,
you put your all into it."

i

"There are too many rules
and restrictions in the
dorms ... ] want to move
out, but lpre-i'er
to be close
I'
to CampUS."
-Eshanda Fennell,
sonhomore
Y

housing.
" I can't get my
mail whenl want
to," said Tan illa
Bentley,
a
So P h o more
major ing
in
po lnical science.
'They (Howa rd
Plaza
Towers
ma n age me nt)
complain about
no ise, but how can anyone study
with the fire alarms going off
every hour?"
In addition to noise, dorm itory
residents complain about sharing
bathrooms, crowded space ana
sma ll rooms.
For Kamilah Forbes, a
sophomore theater arts mafor,
living in a dormitory like the
Howard Plaza Towers docs not
provide a place to go and get away
afte r c lasses.
" I want to be able to go home,"
Forbes said. "'After a whole day
on campus, I want to ~el away
from school and you cant do that
if )'OU live on campus."
The location of the dormitories
is one problem that faces students
· u ·
·1 h
·
w hores·d
I em mvcrs1 y ousmg.
Onl'{ the freshman dorms, Cool<
Hal and the Bethune Residence
Complex are on the main campus,
which causes many students to

commute, as long as it's close,''
Forbes said.
An informal s urvey revealed
that a number of students are
deciding to give up dormitory life
after their S0[>homore year.
:rhe cost of living in a house or
apartment can be reduced with
shared housing. A double studio
inthefurnisheilWest Towcrscosts
approx imately S!.,_800 a semester;
the
East
rowers
runs
approxi mate ly $410 a month,
furniture not included.
Apartments and houses in the
Howard/LeDroit Community can
cost as liule as $250-$400 (with or
without utilities included).
Students welcome the idea o f
living without the hassle of fire
· o ffi,cers, nosey
a Iarms, sccunty
management, visitation rules,
unwanted roommates and noisy
nciJ.lhbors.
·1•m the type of person who

For fourth-year
studen t
Maya
Jones, living off•
cam pus has its
pros a nd co ns.
Jones, an acting
major, moved into
a house her third
year at Howard.
" lt (movingoffcampus) was a n
auempt for me lo be more
focused," she said. "Living in the
Towers, I was surrounded by a lot
of people. I wanted to be more
independent."
However, Jones said there has
been a trade-off in living offcampus including "wakin~ up in
th e morning a nd walking to
school, having robe responsibfe
as far as paying utility bills and
dealing with the landlord."
BulJonessaid she iswillin~ to
trade benefits for living
comfortably.
"Livi ng off-campus has its
pros a nd cons. But all in all, the
· h"
h
pros a re outwe ig mg I e cons
thus far," Jones said.
Off-campus
. housi~
information
,s accessible
throu
the Office of Residence Li e,
Hi lltopics a nd real estate
agencies.

ltudies show cheating amongst students on the rise
~mbers reveal students dishonest when it comes to taking examinations
she got it from. I just took it."
Hewleu is not alone.
Cheating has become just as
By Torie N. Jones
much a part of college life as the
Hilltop Staff Writer
finals themselves.
National surVC)'S prove that more
bra Tina Hewleu,• a
than 70 percent of college students
ebiology major, had two
lials on t~e same day a nd a . arc relying on more than their
~llflicrs walked in with a copy
brains for tests and exams.
In the 25th annual survey of
~~ her exams. she had 10
k decision- to cheat or not High Achievers, 80 percent of3200
stuoents studied were found to have
c heated.
llcwlcu made her decision
In a study done by Rutgers
any hesitation.
University of 30 un iversities, 70
Ill studying for four hours
percent of college students ' have
&ir my cnemistry final
adm itted to cheating.
lllSon the same day as
" I have chea ted on severa l
s [final] ," she sa id .
occasions since I 'vc been in
my roomma te walked
the door with a copy of the college, but I don't do it as much as
final , I didn't ask w here some people,'' said Brian Green,• a

[mxl

Studies have indicated that, in
junior chemical engineering major.
'Fo r some people, it's as common general, moral and ethical standards
as their weekly quiz.''
among students have declined, as
Not only lias it become more well. .
common, but the methods of
" I would imagine that it's not a
cheati ng have changed as well. moral issue for some people,'' said
Passing answers on small slips of Tanisha Bracey, a sop homore
paper was once the technique of ps)'chology major.
choice, but now technology has
However, many students have
allowed students to receive papers the altitude that "cheating is be lier
off th e Inte rn et or program that repeating." Some stuclents find
c h emistry
fo rmul as
into
it harder to deal the potential of
calculators.
fai ling rather than being caug ht
What are the reasons for this . cheating.
"I believe that you have to do
a larming tre nd?
Many students cite lack o f time what rou have to do, however that
because o f jobs and extra-curricular doesn t mean that you don't know
activities, whi le others claim the the information," said Adadria Hill,
fierc':! competi!ion c_rea te d in a senior athletic training major.
ce rtam academ ic environments
~ia Bennett, a junior advertising
maJor agrees.
propels them 10 c heat.

HIGHLIGHTS
March 8

"I have never felt comfortable
do ing some thing like that," said
Ja nine Peuiforo, a sor.homore
biology majo r said. "II s wrong,
plain and simple."
Bobbie Hayes, a sophomore
physica l therapy major added,
·'People need to understand that
although that have achieved a
miniature s uccess, they have
inhibi ted thei r ow n persona l
s uccess."
.
*Names have been changed.

•

February 25

The Physical Facilities Management the Howard Univcrsitr HosP,ital and Service Ef1!ployees

Simple Assault• At approximately 7:30 p.m. in the Howard Plaza Towers, Subject 1 got upset with
Subject 2 for moving his pot of fooo located on the stove. At that J>Oint Subject 1 began threatening
Subject 2 with physicaf violence. Further investigation revealed that Subject 2 stated that he took the first
swmg with his fist which caused a fight between the two. Subject 1 susta.ined injuries from the incident.

I U~ion Local 82 present a heaJih fair titled "A Festiva of Life" at Cramton Aud1tonum from

a.m. 10 2:30 p.m. The health fair events range frOJ?1 HIV scr<;:e~mw., to stress management to
healthy cooking to blood bank donauons. Adm1ss1on 1s free.

February26

March 9

Stolen Auto• At approximately 4:30 p.m .. the complainant parked his ve~icle on the northwest
parking lot of Mays Hall.1Jpon his return at approximate1y 9:40 p.m. on t.he same day, be discovered the
vehicle was missing from the 101.

ity presents "Nywele: Reclaiming Our Roots," a natural hair showcase. D.C. hair sty Iis~ de~ign
-free hair styles and give advice on natural hair care. Hcl~ al the Blac~burn Center Aud1tonum,
hair docudrama "Middle Passage-N-Roots" by Ada B~b•~O "!'•II be viewed. The sh_ows are at 3
aVIP rece tion at 5 p.m ., and a 7 p.m. show. Student adnuss1on 1s $10 _al the do_or, $8 m advance.
• •
· [> 15 T. kets arc availabl e at Cramton Box Office. For more mformallon, call (202) 8291011 IS
$ , IC
_
6832

February 28
.

·1· s d t · of Howud University present Islamic Awareness Week. (Monday-Thursday
Mus 1m tu ens
•
t i·stcd)
evens
1.
.
3/U-Jesus in the Qur'an & M1;1hamm,id in the Bible, 5 p.m.
3/12-What the fv!usl1111s Believe, 5 p.m_.
-3/13-From Bo z 10 Men, A Manhood Seminar, Undergraduate. Library, Lecture Hall, 5 p.m.
3/73-Islam· The Path for Self-Enhancement,_ For S1st!lrs Only, 5 p.m.
All events held at Carnegie Hall. 1st floor. For more mformatton. call (202) 291-3790.

why.
Despite the statistics that show
students cheat in large numbers,
there are some students who believe
that cheating is wrong.

CAMPUS CRIME
'
REPORT

CAMPUS

March 11-17

" It :s real]y not that big of a deal,
especia lly m classes that are not
really relevant.''
The Chronicle of Hig her
Education s uggests that stucfents
shou ld implement honor codes
among themselves in o rder to curb
cheating.
At N"ewman Smith High School
in Carrollton, Texas, stucfents have
c reated the ir own e thics code,
emphasizing honesty and character.
T he University of Mary land,
College
Park,
in
1991,
implemented an honor program that
produced a n a ll-student ho nor
counci l that reso lves cheat ing
allegations.
If a student is found to have
cheated, he/she fails the class, and
their transcript reflects the reason

Theft from Auto- Toe complainant stated that at approximately 12 a.m. he parked and secured his
vehicle in the 2400 block of 15th St. N.W. and left the area. Upon the complainant's return to his vehicle,
he discovered tbat person(s) unknown had broken out the passenger's side rear window and removed bis
car stereo and l10olc bag.

February 29
Theft- The complainants stated thnt at approximately 3:00 p.m. they secured their property in their
locker in the Burr Gymnasium locker room. Upon their return at approximately 4:30 p.m., the
complainants discovered that person(s) unknown had broken the lock and removed the property.

•
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Spaulding and Rickford slate seek to revitalize
Howard's legacy through Operation E.M.E.R.G.

Rus·s ell Rickford and Melinda Spaulding

By Kenyatta Matthews
Hilltop Staff Wri1er
Melinda Spaulding and Russell
Rickford , ca ndidates for the
Howard Universi ty S1udent
Association (HUSA) presidency·
and vice presidency, say their slate,
Operation E.M.E.R.G.E., embodies
their qualifica1ions, pla1form, and
goa ls.
"Operation E.M.E.R.G.E. siands
for Experience Mcc1s Excellence

Re·aching Grea1Expecta1ions;' said
Spauld ing, the sla1e's presiacn1iaJ
candida1e. "We're the cand idates
with the mos1 experience and a
record of service 10 the Uoivcrsity.
We have grea1 cxpec1a1ions in the
goals we are lrying to reach."
Spauldi ng ancf Rickford sa id
their decision to run for HUSA is
more lhan just the merging of two
people with similar ideas- it's fa1e.
"We were bo1h born on Sept. 17,
1975. We have a natural
connection," Rickford said. " We've
been friends since freshman year."

Spaulding and Rickford also say Sojou rner's Com munity Center,
their love for lhe University is the · and Never Say Never, Inc.
drivi n_g fo rce behind 1heir
Spa uld ing, w ho is from
Wi lliamstown, N.J., is the former
campaign.
" Melinda and 1 love the school pres id ent o f 1hc Soc iety of
and we feel deeply responsible for Professional Journa lists. Her
the dircc1ion in which it goes," leadership achievements at Howard
Rickford said. " I don't thi nk include Thmpo editor (1994-95) for
Melinda and I could graduate with The Hi lltop, a Bison yearbook staff
a clear conscious if we didn'1serve writer, an anchor/field producer for
it in the best we could while we Howard Newsvision and student
were here."
media director for the National
Spaulding and Rickford arc bolh African American Leadership
Summit.
juniors majoring in journalism.
Rickford, a Palo Alto, Ca lif.,
Rickford said their experience in
this field will allow them to be native, is 1hc president of the Beta
honest and ethical in their s1udent Chap ter of A lpha Phi Alpha
Fralernity, Inc. and a member of the.
government decisions.
"Melinda and myself arc Frederick Douglass Honors
s1udying to be journahsts, which Program. He has se rved as a
mea ns that we have a na1ural sopnomorc class representative for
skepticism and distrust for politics the School of Communica1ions
and politicians," he said. "We learn Student Council and is a member
in our classes to reveal truth and and former 12111 edition president of
uncover corrup1ion."
the Gentleman of Drew Social
They also share many extra- Club.
curricular activities and scholastic
For the past two years, Rickford
achievemen ts. Both arc on th e also has been a volunteer for the
Dean's List, appear on 1he Who's Undergradualc Student Assembly
Who among American Colleges & (UGSA).
Universities list and have served
Spau lding said !heir range of
on 1he HUSA board as public extracurricular activities rcnects
relations director (Spauldins) and the qua lities needed to become
comm unity outreach ass istan t HUSA president and vice
direclor (Rickford). They also have president.
served as mentors in commun ity
"It is evide nt 1hat we arc
programs such as the Bruce candida1es who have a history of
Monroe and S1udent Cluster Big serving Howard," she said. " It takes
Brother/ Big S is1er programs, 1hc someone who is dedicated to 1hc

school and to serving the students,
and 1hc best way 10 show dedication
is throu~h consistent service to the
school.'
Operation E.M .E. R.G.E.'s
campaign plan, Mission, includes a
three-step method to improve
student life and revitalize school
SJJirit. The first princi(?ICis Quality
of Student Life, which involves
issues pertaining to any part of the
Howard students' da ily routine.
This principle includes more visible
campus securi1y, extended parking,
im proved health fac ilities, an
affordable telephone plan, and
cable TV for the dormitories.
Rickford said there is a direct
correlation between student life and
school spiri1.
"We believe that if the studems ·
most basic needs aren't being met
by the University, then all other
efforts to relieve student apathy will
fail," Rickfor.d said.
T he
second
principle,
Competitive Edge, focuses on such
adminis trative problems as
increasing technology, upgrading
campus bui ldings, streamlin ing
regis1ration anc' the financial aia
proce_sscs, an_d revitalizing student
rccruumcnt.
E.M. E.R.G.E. has c rea ted a
technology fee that would be added
to tuition. The fee, estimated at
S200, will cover the phone plan,
including local calls, for the entire
year. The fee would also cover a

- - -- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --

compu1er system in the
Center and cable in the
The slate also wants IO
the Debi t Card S
intcgraled card that
students to attend at
ca1 in the cafc1eria and
balances and schedule
" We realize that ii is
the University move
future; we must
technology," Rjckford
The final principle
the Howard Lesacy, a
of administrauve g
rekfodling of the HO\\
camp us .
This
implementing an al
and the implementatioo
101 which would
freshman orientation
school spirit.
"Thi s a _great
historically and an o
inherit its legacy, we
a political agenda and
the mission of the U
articulated by the stu
entrenched as we enter
millennium ," Rickford
Spaulding and Ri
exci1ed abou1theirPYftthc Un iversity.
..I rec I very confidCIII
we are trying to do. I
about the two of us
and forming a partn
based on our love for the •
and the students," S
}

- -- - - - - - - - l l l

-E nvision slate of Hart and Saulsberry aiin tGe inpo-wer the coniinon student
By Erin F. McKinney
Hi lltop Staff Writer .
Chris Harl and Brian Saulsberry
of 1he Envision slate say they want
to bring something different to the
Howard Un iversi ty S1 udent
Association (HUSA).
"We don't want 10 reinvent 1he
wheel, we want to add to it," said
Hart, a 23-year-old polilical science
major fro m Columbia, S.C.
"Everything that is on our platform
can be accompl ished in one year.
We want to make student
government more visible."
Hart and his running mate,
Saulsberry,
a
20-ycar-old
international business maj·or from
Memphis, Tonn., have bui t a slate
they hope will emphasize
communication with stude nts,
student empowcrmcnl, co111muni1y
development and solution s 10
current problems a1 Howard.
" We want a Howard thal loves
and cares about its very importanl
studcn1s," said Hart, a Junior. '·Jus1
as Harvard and Yale can cul1ivatc

their students, so can Howard."
recognizes students who arc not "Just because you aren't in the 'in campus, but we bring a serious
Self-described as "very serious invol ved in the mainstream of crowd' like a fralcrnity, soror ity, pla1form to studen1 governmenl."
and focused brot hers who are campus life. This aspect of their other ' in' campus organizations or
Saulsberry adde<I that their
co ncerned
abou1 Howard campaign is what they say will be a certain financial bracket doesn't pla1form gives everyone a voice.
University," the Envision team the key to their success.
mean you don't have a voice. Our
·'To the students that have (been)
be lieves 1hey can bring a, - - - - - - - - - - - -- --,-- - -----,: ::,----------,disrespec1ed, misinformed and
different form of leadership.
deceived abou t stude nt
"Everything in our platform
govern men I , through the
is simply what we're about,"
Envision platform, you have a
Han said. '' If you look at our
voice," he said.
posters and pamphlets, you will
Besides 1hcir focus on the
sec a magnifying glass 1hat
"average" studen1, both Hart and
focuses on VIS (very important
Sauls)jerry said communication
s1 uden1) (of 1he word
will be a main campaign goal.
ENVISION). Brian and myself
" We arc st rong on
bring a diversified and
communication," Han said.
alternative style ofleadership to
"Com munication lies at the
student governmcn1. We haven'!
heart of the problems that we a1
matricula1ed through the 'in
Howard have. We are personable
crowd."'
students. We really en,oy talking
Saulsberry said he and Hart
and relating with students. We
represent the average Howard
arc skilled in the art of
student.
communica1ions."
·,1 think abou1 th e
Wit h this in mind, Envision
experiences [Chris and mysclQ.____
plnns 10 ins1all a phone line that
have been 1hrough a1 Howard,
gives students continuous access
the sophomore said. "These arc
Chris Hart and Brian Saulsberry
to s1uden1 govcrnmcn1 leaders.
similar to other stude nts'
··we plan to institute a hotline
experiences, so we want to
that allows students to reach srnff
bnng a personal relationship to
members
of
Envision
student government."
"One of our goals is to reach out platform is one of subs1ance. We're immediately and 1hey will be able
The Envision team said they 10 the common s1udent," Hart said. not t he most pop ular guys on to speak wi1h someone 1hcn or they

can leave a message anil
will get back to them in
Saulsberry said.
The slate said 1heir ·
with students will noc
are ele.cted.
" We have a
campaign," Hart said.·
can come around and
your door while
campaign ing. we can
and aslc what are yo11t
and how arc you domg."
Some of the ways
Saulsberry plan to co
n
wi1h the students is I no
semester newsletter, H~IJSi'
cards that evaluate its
ic
Envision
meetings,
I
·admi nistrators and st
express t heir opinia
grievances.
Han said envisioning
1hat Howard can be is Ille
to making ii belier.
" If you can Envisiot
would like 10 see HOii
can become that
adminis1rators Envision
priority number one, 1kt
become tha1 way."

'

'All about service,' the Synthesis slate plans
to uphold Ho:ward University as the 'Mecca'

BJ. Chana Garcia
Hilltop Staff Wri1er

~ - ----- ----- Presidential
and
vice1nesideotial cand idates David 7X
Gaither and Lamoni Geddis say
1heir involvement in Universi ty
ac1ivities and around lh e
community have given them the
background they need to effectively
serve the student body.
Gaither, a junior majoring in

print journalism, describes himself
as a workahol ic because of the
many activities he is involved in.
lie is a youth minister in 1hc
Nat ion of Islam, The Hilltop
editorial editor, research director
of the Proper Education of the
Black Student (PEBS), chairman of
the Million Man March s1udeo1and
youlh committee and a member of
1hc Nationa l Dean's list.
Geddis,
a
senior
educa tion/Englis h major, was
named Mr. Howard University for
I995-96, is a youth instructor at

Sojourner's Freedom School, a
Campus Pal, a senior representative
for the Arts & Sciences S1udcnt
Council, the former vice-chairman
of the General Assembly Elections
Committee and a resident assistant
at Meridian Hill Hall.
" Brother David and I arc all
about service," Geddis said. "We
arc one of the few slates that are all
about service, and our philosophy
is if you haven't serviced Howard
before HUSA. you won't service
Howard after HUSA."
Gaither and Geddis said their
campaign name is the "Phenomenal
Tham" because they believe with
their credentials/ they can work
together to upho d Howard as the
" Mecca" of Histo rically Black
Colleges and Universities.
T heir platform, Syn thesis,
includes expanding tnc escort
service, extcndin_g Ilic Blue Light
System, enhancing the library's
resources, utilizing fhes1udent selfhelp fund for student businesses
incorpora ting s tudent input i~
University decisions and improving
communi ty relations between
Howard students and the
surrounding area.
"Synthesis is the combination
of parts or elements into a whole "
Gaither sa id. " We want to
sy nthesize Howard b.y bringing
together the different schools. We

have a new dimension and we don't
want to come and do what everyone
else has already done."
Gaither and Geddis wa nt 10
improvecondi1ions for the students
as well as 1he rela1ionshi_p bc1wccn
the studcn1s and the adm inistration.
They propose that the self-help
fund (the $5 fee a11achcd to the
tuitio n bill) will help budding
student businesses.
"We have a S:(Slem at Howard
where we set aside money," said
Gaither, a native of Oak.land, Calif.
"There is a pool of money that we
can use, and we could see a Oourish
of student businesses."
·
Gaither and Geddis say that as a
team, they can work to improve
Howard University.
'·We've always been working
togc1her but never officially," said
Geddis, a nat ive of Jamaica, N. Y.
"I've always admired Brother
David and he told me 1hat he
admires me. He picks my spiri1 up
with his posilive affirma1ions andl
look forward to that. We really
complement each other."
Gaither currently is studying to
become a minister m the Na1ion of
Islam, bu1 said there are many paths
his life may take.
" I want to be a syndicated
columnist and one day have mx
own newspaper," Gaither sa id. ' I
also want to develop as a minister

in the NOi, bu1whatever I do, I'm
always going lo write and all of
those areas can be incorporated."
Geddi s sa id serv ing as Mr.
Howard ~as given hil)1 a unique
opportunity to serve the Howard
community. He said he hopes to
conlinuc to serve as HUSA vice
president
"To
represe nt
Howard
University, where people l ike
Thurgood Marshall walked across
the ' Yard' is the best feeling,"

Don't Forget to Vote on ·March 11 ! ! ! ! !
t

Geddis said. "I'm just
I had the opportunity."
Gaither and Geddis
they have a good ehanct
and encourage students
out and vote.

'"The election is about
people you can talk 10 81111
to support your slate,"
" I think we can win butts
are the ones who arc '
us in office."
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Progressive Ag enda outlines the road to HUSA
for Jacques and Richardson
·
By Lisa Prince
Hilltop Staff Writer

Vincent Jacu es and Jania Rich ardson

"On the road to HUSA" is their
s logan and accord ing 10 Vincent
Jacques a nd Jania Richardson, that
is exactly w here their Progressive
Agenda is taking them.
" We a re very passionate about
our agen da becau se we have
designed it to take ca re of issues
that are very close to us;' Jacques
sa id. " We care abou t the
rev italization of Howard ."
Jacq ues and Ric ha rdso n,
candidates for HUSA president and
vice president, have created seven
points of action.
These points include: protecting
s tudents' rights, re-establishing a
fi nancial n etwork with alum ni,
ensuring technology throughout the
University, creating new busiflCSS
rela ti o n ships, imp rov ing the
registration process and inc reasing

.the level o f student consciousness.
According to Richardson, The
Progressive Agenda concentrates
on long- and short-term goals of the
University and s tudent body.
"There a re goals in our agenda
that can be implemented in the next
s ix months beca use we kn ow
s tudents want immediate changes,"
s he said.
T hese shore-term goals include
improving ihe a ppearance and
~uality o f the Uhiversity buildings,
libraries and athletic facilities.
Jacques and Richardson have
incorporated new ideas into their
agenda, such as a s tudent credit
union, a HUSA home page, where
Howard s tude nts can exchange
informatio n with students at other
uni versities, and HUSA on The
Road, w hic h w ill increase student
recruitment.
They said the difference between
rheir slate and the other slates is not
just the stressing of goa ls, but also
the amount of substance 10 their

agenda.
"Other (slates] have platforms
chat would occur without HUSA
a nd some of the ir goals have
no th ing to do w ith HUSA,"
Richardson said. "Our whole
agenda is satu rated with tangible

items."
Th e candi dates for 'The
Progressive Agenda have stressed
the points o f their campaign plan at
spcakours and have campaigned in
the dormitories.
" When we go fro m dor m to
d or m, s tud e nts a lways have
questions and are very interested in
w hat wi II be changed due to our
agenda," Jacques said . "Due to the
student interest, we hope more
s tu dents will come ou t lo the
elections. We also want to make
HUSA more diverse by including
graduate, law and medical schools."
Jacques and Richardson have a
lisr of campus memberships and
honors that show rhey arc qualified
10 be " the voice of the s tudent

body."
. Jacques, a junior majoring in
COBIS, is a student assistant in 1l1c
Howard Un iversity Office of
Financial Aid. He has served as
operation manager for the 1995
Homecoming Steeri ng Commi11ec
and in the United States Army.
Richardson, a junior majoring in
political science, is president of the
Howard University NAACP, she is
on the College of Arts and Sciences
Dean's List, she has been named to
the Golden Key Honor Society and
to Pi S igma A lpha, a naliona l
political science society.
Jacques and Richardson said that
the combi na tion of their
q ua li fica tions wou ld provide
effective leaders hip for HUSA.
"With my leadership qualities
and commun it y knowledge and
V ince nt 's
leade rsh ip
a nd
knowledge o f the University and ·
s tudcn1-rcla1cd activities, everyone
will be represented," Ric hardson
said.

Regular' student Lion Sha-w cainpaigns to
mprove "\Veil-being of the University
By Gena Gatewood

Hilltop Staff Writer

1111p1uatc trustee candidate
&w gel~cmotionnl when he
,. .llo>\11rd University.
lmmbcrs the dny he first
111111 Howard's campus. "I
( lid Shaw, who was one of
, iaAfrican Americans in his
' 1dool graduating class. "It
llea\'en being around all
1iatkrs and sisters, and at
11111 1 knew I had made the

aoo:·

ans

born and raised in
l a,C\lif., a mountain resort
,aBeraadino County. As a
, Saw yearned for the
of other Blacks and for
of his history.
~ ., sense of identity." he
a jun ior majoring in

psychology, Shaw is quite active
on campus. ,H,e has participated in
severa l ac11v111cs . including the
Brother to
Brot her Yout h
Conference, an an nual program
geared toward bringing you ng
brorhers in the commun ity to
Howard , and is a member of 1hc
African-Man Development Group,
an organizat ion developed , n
Meridian Hill Ha ll w hich gives
brothers the opportu nity to come
together and discuss thei r problems
as l:llack men.
Bui of all h is extracu rricu la r
activities, he says he e njoys
spending time with his mentee, I I·
year-old Antione Tuckson, the
most. Shaw became Tuckson's "big
brorher"' through the Sojourner
Neighborhood Center located in
rhe Ois1ric1.
" It's important 10 reach out to
young sisters and brothers early," he
said .
Shaw crcdirs his strong interest
in improving the we ll-being of

Lion Shaw

Afri ca n- Amer ica n
~ople to his own lack
of cullural awareness
during his childhood,
"For so lo ng I
didn't have an interest
in being Black." he
said.
Shaw said Howard
Univers iry has some
problems that need to
be add ressed, b ut
keep gett ing ignored
by rhc s tudents and
tMe administration. If
clcc1cd, he w ill seek
to
c h ange
th is
mentality.
" I am not going to
wail around,''llcsaid.
Shaw said one way
to · improve the
Univcrsiry would be
to get rid of the myth
thal Howard students
are apathetic. To him,
the students arc not

apathetic but arc disappointed by
facully and the ad minis1ra1i on,
especially during regis1ra1ion.
If granted the trustee position,
Shaw said he wants to hire more
faculty to work during registration
ti me, which would result in a n
increased student-analyst rario.
He also said !hat the Univcrsily
needs encouragement. He hopes to
b ring inspirational leaders like
Maya A ngelou and Un ivers ity
trustee Gen. Colin Powell lo speak
10 students.
"They have obviously found the
lock and key to success and they
need to share ii with un iversiry
s tudents;· he said.
Although Shaw has maintained
an active lite at lhe "Mecca," he said
he is just a regular student who is
interested in making life al the
Univers ily better.
"I'm jusr another s tudent who's
trying to take an active role on
campus: · he said.

lha\tVn Jones '\\Tants to einpo-wer HoW"ard
Jniversity by increasing aluinni support

Shaw n Jones

_BJ Lylah H olm es
llilhop Staff Writer

ones, a cand idate for
te tr ustee, wants 10
supporl the pri mary

means of empower ing Howard
U niversity- and for good reason:
It's a fam ily 1radi1ion .
"My fam ily has attended
Howard since 1897. I am the 63rd
or 64th person to attend Howard
from my famil y," said Jones, a
native of Los Vegas, Nev. ''I lo_vc
this university. Howard is my family

each school 10 form committees
a nd my home. I want Howard 10
under the task force for student
continue so that there are 65 more
emgowe rment.
of my family members attending
The goal is to raise money a nd
th is great school. We need 10 set UJ?
plans now thal can ensure Howards improve resources," said Jones, a
sophomore who has a double maJor
growth ."
in po litical science and cconom,cs.
Realizing the financial restraints
of t he U niversity, Jones has "That would improve Howard as a
whole. We as students are nor going
composed a t? la n called The
to take it a n~mo re. T his way,
Alumni lni tiau ve, w hich seeks
donations from Howard graduates. srudents are taking action instead of
re ly ing
on
faculty
and
"The Alumni Initiative is a plan
adm imsrration w ho haven't done
set u p to get the a lumni to give a
ce rta in am ou nt o f money each a nything."
Jones said outside sources need
month ," Jones explained. "Ualumni
to be taepcd in order to improve
can g ive jusl $10 per month, we can
Howard s financial situat ion.
raise $5,286,000 in one year. Wilh
"Corporations a re w ill ing to
100 percent partic ipation from all
44,000 a lumni g iving $100 per donate money to Howard. We liavc
alumni w ho are in high posirions
month, we could raise $52 million
w ithin corporations who can help.
dollars,"
Working together, we can bring in
Jones said that alumni who do
con tribute to the ir a lma mater outs ide resources 10 Howard
University. They may be able to
should be compensated .
access resources more quickly the n
"Reward s sbould b e g iven to
a lumn i who g ive back," Jones said . just s tudents or faculty working
"T he a lumni s hou ld fee l special alone."
Jones wants to persuade students
because they are s pecial. They are
still a part of Howard. Howa rd · to come togerher for empowerment.
"Stud e nts need to ma ke
needs to treat students bette r so in
demands,'' s he said. "We pay loo
rhe future we w ill give back ."
Her platform, tlic "Ac rion Tusk much money to li ve and anend
classes in filth . Howard has a huge
Force," would enable s tudents in

mai ntena nce s raff and noth ing
looks like its being ma intai ned.
Srudents are imporlant."
Despite student inactiv ity a t
Howard, Jones said s he refuses to
say s1uden1s do not care.
'' I don't believe in s rude nt
apathy," Jones said. " I think there is
a lack of communication between
students. Students haven't been able
to express emorions and feelings so
they can be heard."
Primary issues 1ha1 Jones plans
10 address include tuition increases,
scholarships for s tudents who show
improvement in their grades, and
re.vita lizat io n of the Howard
University Hote l.
"Th e
hotel
should
be
transfor med into a s tudent and
alumni center," s he said. " It should
be a resource center for peop le
coming from all over the country.
There s hould be one central place
to buy books, paraphernalia and
other ,terns."
Jones a lso wants to address
academic policies that she says arc
un fair.
"If a s rudent w ithd.raws from a
class or receives a "D" o r a "F." he
or s he will not be able to graduate
with honors. Many sludents didn't

know this in format ion," Jones said.
"This is un fair to hard working
students who may have outstanding
grades (but) won't graduate w ith
ilistincrion. This rule needs 10 be
e limi nated."
Jones has been active in her two
years al Howard. Currenti y, s he is
1hc sophomore president of Arts
and Sciences; last year she was
secretary and parliamentarian of
the Psychology Club. She has held
membership ,n the Political Science
Society, Entrepreneurial Society,
J udiciary Boa rd for A rts and
Sciences, Academic Standards and
Po li cy Board and the Gcnc-ral
Education Com mince for Arts and
Sciences.
If elected. Jones would make
Howard Un iversity history. She
would be the first woman ever to be
elected undergraduate trustee. But
Jones sa id lier mot ivat ion for
seeking rhe position is 10 help her
fellow students.
" I c hose
to
ru n
for
Undergraduate 11-usrcc because I
saw the need Howard has," Jones
said. "I wanted to be a part of the
decision making process and to
s hare my ideas.
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YOur vote counts! ! ! ! ! !
Don't forget to vote on March 11 ! ! !
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Henry Jackson brings 'new perspective' to
bid for undergraduate trustee
By Adrienne Carthon
Hilltop Staff Writer
Henry Jackson is a man with a
mission: to become the next
undergraduate trustee of Howard
University.
Jackson has a lengthy list of past
experiences that he says prepare
him for being the next trustee. He
is a grade school teacher at Mater
Dei School, a baby-sitter, a mentor,
a published poet, a father, a retired
Marine (who served in Desert
Storm), and a volun teer w ith
handicapped children.
In addition, Jackson said he
wants to bring the experience he's
gained from being a student trustee
at Prince George's Community
College to Howard University.
. "My main reason for runnmg is
to bring my ideas to the forefront
and let the trustees hear what we
have to say," said the 28-year-old
junior English major from
Forestville, Md.

One of Jackson's campaign aoals
is to pursue collective ownership of
property by Howard students.
Jackson pointed out that students
at other universities have
successfully become entrepreneurs
and benefited their universities.
"The idea of collectively owned
and operated student businesses is
not new. to the college arena,"
Jackson said. "(Georgetown
stude nts] collective ly own a
grocery store, household goods
store, mov ie rental s tore, fullservice travel agency, coffee shop,
and a bank."
The Georgetown businesses
successfully gross $2.6 million and
were able to loan the school $3.4
million last year. Harvard
University students own a huge
corporation of independent student
business that include a very
successful publishing compa ny,
campus store, temporary agency,
computer software company, along
with an assortment of other
businesses.
In the shadow of these schools'

prosperity, Jackson said that
Howard has been troubled with
financial woes and budget
constraints that have forced such
extreme measures as the selling of
the Howard University Hotel. I-le
says he wants to see Howard
students prosper like their peers at
other institutions.
Jackson said the answers to
many of the University's problems
lie with the students.
"I hear my colleagues saying,
'We need to milk the alumni.' We
haven't even tri ed to milk
ourselves," he argued . ''I don't think
it's fair to ask if you're not showing
any initiative. We don't give enough
examples of why we need tfie
money. It 's just like when you go to
a bank you have to show why you
need the money."
At Prince George's Community
College, he learned the pol itical
ins and outs of being on a Board of
Trustees of a college that bad to
fight for funding.
"I 'vc been on a Board o f
1rustees where (the enrollment]

was 95 percent Black and we had to
raise tuition because the county
stopped giving money because [the
schooll was Black. As long as it
was White, the money kept coming
in," Jackson said.
Also, while in that position, he
spoke at the 21st Annual Black
Faculty Convention, addressed
local media at a press conference on
the school tuition increase, and
arranged a student town hall
meeting to address the implications
of the increase.
As president of the Union of
Black Scho lars,
he
was
instrumental in making changes in
the Rights and Responsibilities Act
of the Prince George's Community
College handbook.
Jackson says he does not have a
lot of "promises or hoopla," but
focuses on what he sees as the
central question: "Arc we going lo
keep this University, or let it go 10
waste?"
Jackson likens Howard 's
problems to a virus that wi ll
multiply and weaken the University

Henry Jackson

if it's not stopped.
" Howard is not dying, but it 's
definitely sick,'' he saicl. "If we
don't do something about this, there
will be no Howard University."
Refusing 10 label the situation
hopeless, Jackson said that he plans
to use his accomplishments to help

imP.lement his plans.
'My experiences
there and doing many
a whole new per
·
said. " I've seen I e
You get a much broader
on life and a mu
appreciation."

Eric Johnson hopes to 'build bridges' amonl
graduate, professional students
By Natasha Lindsey
Hilltop Staff Writer
Third-year dental student Eric
Johnson said he has a plan that will
improve relations between the
University's graduate and
professional student bodies, and as
a candidate for graduate trustee,
hopes to have the opportunity to
implement these ideas.
As a 1990 graduate of Howard
University's hum an ecology
program, Johnson, 28, is very
- familiar. with how the University
works. While an undergraduate
student, Johnson served" as vice
president for the School of l-luman
Ecology, was involved in the
NAACP, was a member of The
Hilltop Policy Board and played
baseball.
His interest in l-loward
University has carried over to the
graduate level, where this
Oklahoma City, Okla. , native is
currently involved in th e Big

Brother/Big Sister program as a
tutor for elementar y students.
Johnson is also the building
coordinator for the East Towers ana
an active member of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.
"I've been here since '86 and
I've seen four administrat ions.
From
observing
each
administration, I foci lnave a good
undeFStanding of the University's
s trengths and weaknesses,"
Johnson said. "I plan to decrease
the University's weaknesses and
improve strengths."
His campaign plan, "Building
Bridges Today for a Better
Tomorrow," focuses on improving
graduate/professional studen t
relations.
O ne way Johnson plans to
implement liis plan is by creating a
way for studen ts to network
between the different schools.
"Very few of the grad uate
students know students rrom the
law school medical or de ntal
schools," Johnson pointed out. " If
we have soc iaf events and
community service projects,

students will be able to get to know
other students from other
campuses. It will be advantageous
for us in the future."
Another platform objective is
improving registration for graduate
students. -Jolinson wants to make
student account analysts available
for students on each of the
resgective campuses.
'We need people at the different
schools during lunch hours, so that
students can take care of their
responsibil itics," he said. " Many
of the schools have a set lunch
schedule. Setting up hours during
lunch for graduate students can
e nable them to take care of
registration."
Johnson sa id st udents at th e
dental, law and medical schools
ofte n miss classes during
registration because of set class
hours and registration times.
Working students also need to be
accommodated during registration,
he said. As a reaction pfan to the
inconvenience that
registration puts on graduate and
professional students, Johnson said

satellite offices should operate at
the beginning and end of each
semester at each school.
" I feel an increase in student
services will in crease studen t
morale, if you take care of the
students now, they in turn will take
care of the University in the future."
Johnson said he understands that
increasing student services wiU cost
the University, but he says that the
ends of serving the students belier
will justify the means of increased
costs.
Also on his campaign agenda
are: improving student and faculty
relations, increasing grants and
fellowships for graduate students,
establishing a hotline for students to
voice their concerns and a hotline
relaying information on campus
events.
Johnson admits that he does not
have all the answers and wants
students to voice their concerns 10
him.
"A lot of times, graduate trustees
positions are looked at as resume
builders, but I view this position as
a way 10 help fellow students.'·

Brown stresses importance
of self-government
By Jennifer Hopson
Hilltop Staff Writer
MBA.flaw student SherRod
Brown, a candidate for graduate
trustee, says his campaign plan,
like his sloga n, is 'A lf About
Business."
The 26-year-old Atlanta native
said Howard University is similar to
a business.
"Howard University has a very
important responsibility and that 1s
to be very cus tomer-se rvice
ori en ted and their primarr,
customer is the student body,'
explained Brown, who is in his
thud year of the jomt MBA and law
school program.
Brown said he has plans to
increase ~raduatc and professional
students awareness so that the
University has no choice but to
respond to its students/customers.
Brown's first plan of action will
be to get the student organizations
to work together.
"Tightening the network of the
graduate and professional schools
will hel~ us network among
ourselves,' he said .
Together, Brown said, the
graduate and professional schools
cou ld work toward three major
goals.
The first goal on Brown's
platform is establishing a research
grant institution to provide much
needed funding.to the-graduate and
professional schools.
.
The second is initiating a
corporate partnership with
businesses and companies to help
students attain jobs after they have
completed their degr~es.. . . .
The last goaf 1s 1n11iat1ng
student-based alumni fundraising
campaigns. With these fundraisers,
Brown said, the funds would go
directly to student organizations.
This method would channel money
directly to the stude nt without
havi_ng I~ go through the
admm1strat1on.
"Alumni would welcome giving
more to the students versus giving
more to the administration and not
knowin~ were their money is going
directly,' he said. "I want people to
realize that Howard is a powerful
upwardly mobile school. Alumnl
can help us network."
:-

Another
issue he plans to
attack is the
registration
r,roccss.
'Curre nt l y,
grad uat e
students register
with
the
undergraduates
[whicn J causes
more Imes and
more frustration
for students,"
Brown said. " I
SherRod Brown
plan
to
ae-ce ntr alize
universities in the professional and
registration."
graduate
level," Brown said. "After
7nstead of mass registration
involving all students, Brown r attended Columbia, I wanted 10
s uggested a plan that would experience an e nvironment of
separate i;raduate and professional higher education w ith people Ii.kc
studen ts
registration from myself.''
Brown is very active in the
undergraduate registration and
government
of Howard University.
reduce the burden on the
registration analysts, as well as on He was instrumental in forming a
separate student council in fhe
the students.
Brown also has devised a system graduate level that afforded
for grad uate and professional mdepende111 schools to be selfstudents that would allow them to governed, in stead of being
obtain book vouchers and money governed as one body.
Brown also fought to make it
for housing from the University
when the financial aid ofriee possib le to graduate from the
JD/~BA program in four years. In
disburses their loan late.
Brown said he has the political previous years classes overlapped
and academic experience to make and it was difficult to complete the
program in four yea rs, unlike
his plan a reality.
'Academically I have received sin:iilar !~/MBA programs at other
trainini; that could help me be an umvers111es.
effective board member," sa id • Presently, Brown is fighting for
Brown, who describes himself as a probation status at the gra<fuate
being "commined, dependable and level, that would allow students
who do not meet certain academic
determined."
" I have been very active and standards a set period of time to
effective while attending Howard bring their grades up.
lfe currently serves as president
University. I have had some success
in everything I've participated in." of the graduate school Business
Brown
graduated
from Student Council and as law school
Columbia University in 1992, with representative for the class of 1996.
a degree in political science. At Brown also is involved in the
Columbia, he was a member of the Graduate Student
seen the benefits of getting
Black S tudent Association, was
founder and editor of a poetrr, involved in the workings of the
magazine named "Black Heights,' University.
As graduate trustee, he said he
studied a year abroad in Par is,
France, and is 0uent in Spanish wants to get students to realize the
political power that they have in the
and French.
Brown decided to come to University 's affairs.
"When people think of Howard
Howard University for professional
school because he wanted to I want them to think that this is the
s uppor_t a histo rically Black ' Mecca', and to appreciate want
we do have," he said. "Once we arc
university.
empowered,
we ca n solve
" We need to support Black
problems.''

Eric Johnson

H OWARD UNIVERSITY

HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUOEITT" ASSOCIATION'
OFFICE OP THE PRESIDE!<T •

March 8. 1996

Dear Fellow Student,
Let me begin by thanking you for the pioneering year that HUSA
has shared with the university community. Although Kofi and I wanted
to foster initiatives and sponsor various programs, our priority was to
reinvest credibility into the positions of HUSA President and Vice
President. Our attempt to elevate the student government of Howard to
represent not only Howard students but college stude nts from around
the country was one that we felt was noble. We must actively seek to
maintain our status as the MECCA. Howard can no longer afford 10 rest
on its laurels.
Therefore it is important that each and everyone of you
participate in the General Elections on thi s coming Monday, March I ltll.
Occasionally students feel that there chosen student leaders arc
irrelevant, yet it docs matter. Over the next year, Howard will face manJ
crucial issues. If wc are to face these issues successfully. then wc must
face them together •· that means a competent and innovative leadership
that wants to serve you. Often times we get caught up in catchy slogaas.
overwhelming personalities, and the drama of campaigns. You must
focus on who has the most substance and the greatest desire 10 serve
you . Whic_h ever slate "wants it the most" will best serve your interest.
Kofi and I have tried to address as many issues as possible while
maintaining high visibility as well as an inclusive admini strati on. We
realize _th~t. there are various areas that we should have improved, but
we o_p11~mst1~ally look to next years HUSA administration for progress
that 1s mtelhgently planned. Kofi and I would like to salute all of the
candidates for there perseverance through the campaign. and there
dedication to the university. We admire you all. Good luck, and doo\
forget to vote.
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STUDENT
TRAVEL
London ... . .... $369
Paris. .. . . . .. .... 344
Frankfurt ...... 474
Rome . . .... . .. . 504
Madrid ...... . . 498
Athens . . .. . . .. 603
Brussels ....... . 442
http://www.sla•travel.com
Abo,-t (11.m
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202-887-0912
2401 Penn. Ave. Ste. G
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20037
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looks innocent. But

it could be
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overcharging broke college students.
So, calling card in hand, you dial
and save yourself' some
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1 800 CALL ATT
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cash.
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Dial 1 800 CALL ATT for ...-..... Calling Card calls.
Always get ,...x..a.. Never get overcharged.

THE
Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice~

AT&T
Your True Choice
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two or the mos t rtt0gnlzed and
8
aocepted credit cards In the -..ortd ••V1sas and Mast.etCard
c~lt cards.."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1\JRNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA 8 and Mast.erCan:I 8 lhc crcd II cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOK5--:DEPI\RTMEITT
--""STORES-TIJITION- EITTERTAINMENTEMEROEl'CY CASH-TICKETS- RESTAURJ\NTS. HOTELS-MOTEI.S-GI\S-CAR RENTALSREPAJRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RA.TINO!
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I want VlSA8/MASTERCARne Credit
Canis.approved tnunccllalcly. 100¼ OUARAHTEEDI
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No S.S.• _ _ _ _ _ __
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No turn downs I
•
1 SIGNATURE - - - -- - - -- - - No credit checks!
No security depos I ti I t«J'm t.lntnCaid 1, • tq(bltml troderna,l«i lo4astn0ud lnllemallonol. Ire.
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GM gives money for memorial to Black patrio
By Steven Gray

Hilltop Staff Writer
After receiving a $1.5 million
gift from Genera,Motors Corp., a
: proposal to build a memoria.1on the
· Mall to Black Patriots of the
Revo luti onary War is one step
closer to becoming a reality.
The project, wh ic h ga ined
Congressional approval in 1986,
has until Oct. l to reach its goal of
$6.5 million. After that date, the
Black Patriots Foundation will have
to begin the process of gain ing
• Congressional approval again.
If the foundation does reach its
goal! the Black Patriots Memorial
wou d be the first monument on the
Mall
dedicated
to
1he
accomplishmcnls of African
Americans.
Echoing 1he dona1ion made by
George Peapples, GM Vice
President for Corporate Affairs,
ac1or Ossie Davis and his wife,

actress Ruby Dee, announced that
they would donate $5,000 to lhe
founda1ion in supporl of 1he
memorial.
The foundation's efforls have
also received international
recognition. South Afr ican
Ambassador Fran){lin Sonn and his
wife announced shor1ly af1er Davis
and Dee 1hat they 100 would donate
"a few 1housand dollars" 10 the
foundation.
Bui despite the recen1 boost to
the project s financial s1atus, Wayne
F. Smith, execulive direc1or of 1he
Black Pa1rio1s Founda1ion, said 1ha1
more African Americans should
contribule 10 1he project.
"II is unthinka6le that American
people and American corpora1ions
wi lf not step up to 1he plate for
such a monument," Smith said last
week. Smith also said that he felt
"optimis1ic" that 1he foundation
would reach its $6.5 million goal by
Oct. l.
Howard Un iversity fres hman
LaWanda A maker thinks that

Sculptur Ed Dwight with model of Bfack Patriots Memorial.

African Americans should embrace
the project
"1 think that 1he concept is a
great idea," said the Orangeburg,
S.C., native. "When I go to the
Mall, I want to see images of
myself, not just of Whi te
Americans. In the fu1ure, when I
bring my chil dren \~ 1h~ Mall, I
want them to sec pos111ve images of
themselves that will remind them
that their ancestors helped mold,
build, and shape our country."
Pending
Congressio nal
legislat ion would allow a special
commemora1ive co in to be
produced that would be sold to give
the foundation an extra financial
boost. A similar act by Congress for
the Korean War Veterans Memorial
and 1he Women in Mil itary Service
Memorial secured an enormous
amount of money for both projec1s.
"It's lime 1ha1we start glorify ing
ourse lves and supponing 1his
project in 1he bes1 way that African
American:; can begin thal P.roccss,"
Amaker sa id. "l ' m wi ll ing 10

support 1he project."
The founda1ion r
unexpected giJt from
group of contributors
Melanie Bu1ler, anci
Holy Redeemer School,
a check for $500 to
Patriots Foundation.
schoo lmates ra ised
through candy sales
from a "uniform-free•
Local news anchor
announced tha1 he w
an equal amount of
Once comple1ed, the
wi ll trace th e contr
African Americans (roq
of Africans in America
of the Revolutionary
The monument wiD
depiction of Crispus
firs1 person killed
Revolutionary War.
The Black Patriots
ary War Memorial oo
expected to be com
year 2000.

Eye On D.C.
Congressman promises.
District $220 million
Rep. James T. \Yaish, (R•N.Y.), promised city
officials last week that Congress would approve
the District's $220 million budget within lhe
next t,vo weeks.

Walsh's promise comes weeks before the
shuldown of 1he District government that Mayor
Marion Barry says will occur unless Congress
approves the I996 budge 1.

made a commitment 1hat !hey would get
their full federal payment," Walsh s.1id in a
statement released by The Washington Post.
"The balance of the paymcnl will be delivered."
Al the center of the debate between Barry
and Congress is the con1roversial ·•voucher
plan," a proposal before Congress that would
allow poor District parents to use public money
to send their children 10 private schools.
Mos1 Democrats are vehemently againsl the
proposal, while most Republicans arc in favor
of ii.
That issue alone has caused Congress to
"I

delay approval of the District's S4.94 billion
budge! for the pas1 five months.
" I think we're headed in the right direction;·
Walsh said. "We all have to work 1ogethcr 10 gel
this city back on track. The mayor is commiucd
to working with us."

NAACP .a ccuses
Montgomery County
police of racism

The Montgomery Counly chapter of the
NAACP has accused 1he coun1y Police
Depanmenl of bla1an1 harassment of young
African-American men.
What more, the NAACP has accused the
Police Depar1men1 of haras.~menl of its own
officers. an issue that Police Chief Carol A.
Mehrliog claims to be unaware of.
Linda Plummer, president of 1he
Mon1gomery Coun1y chapter, said thal she
receives between nine and I I complaints per
week from young African,American men
who claim that 1hey have endured ex1ensive

harassment from Montgomery
officers because 1hey are African
··TI1ey're ou1 1here day after
[young African-American lllCII
tired of it," Plummer said las!
supporl crime. We don'I suppon
We don·1support harassment ei
Mehriing said 1ha1 1he N
··generalized complain1s," but
aliegaiions.
·'I'm no1 going to keep an
docs 1he wrong thing.''

·A1·ot of reasons why you

haven't had a mammogram.
I'm embarrassed.

'I

l

(

I'm nervous.

I'm not getting undressed for anyone.
· There's no history of breast cancer in my family.
I take care of myself.
My doctor never told me to go.

·The only reason why you should.
It may save your life:

L1. l1"

E~en though your doctor may not have told you to go for a yearly mammogram,
thats no reason not to. A yearly mammogram takes less than fifteen minutes and can
detect lumps too small to find even by frequent self-examination. And finding
breast cancer early may just save your life.

GET A MAMMOGRAM. EARLY DE'FECTION IS THE BEST PROTECTION.
CALL 1-800-ACS-2345
ltfl
S.Mee ot
~5 Tl'III P\.lbliea1ion
A PubllC

!AMERICAN

f~.

~

~ calls.
n aneme<geocy,
heapof
lsn"I
on thewoyu,,...,.i
So don't think
what
you can't do. ttd

.

.

b!J

whatyoucon do. Ca119·1·1 oryourlocalemeflllll
number. Don't hesitate, even if you're ~

To learn more about life-saving technlques,call your Red C ross.

'
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INT-ERNATION
Director of
International Affairs
Cent~r spe aks about
Caribbean presence
in U .S.
.
By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer
In his new ly released book,
"Pilgrims from the Sun," Ransford
Palmer, director of Howard
Universi ty's Ralph Bunche
In ternational Affairs Center,
examines the factors that led to the

migrating
since
their
emancipa tion," Palmer said.
"Economic conditions in the West
Indian nations were such that the
people had to go to Panama to build
a canals, or Cuba 10 build railroads,
but when the jobs started to thr ive,
they began to move to this country.''

accurately.
" I wanted to do some research
and clear up the misconceptions
and the stereotypes of West
Indians," said Warner, the director
of languages at George Mason
University. "That's something we
have to do, is to tell our story from

"I tit led the book 'Pilgrims from the Sun'
beca use I d o belie ve t hat the West Indians
who migrated t o this country were indeed
pilgrims."
-Ransford Palme r
Director of the Ralph Bunche Interna tional Affairs Center
large and vibrant Caribbean
presence in the United States.
Pa.I mer spoke at the Embassy of
Jamaica last week about wri ting
the book and the contr ibutions
Caribbeans have made in the U.S.
"It was the most difficult book I
have ever written because I had to
cover such a long period of history,"
he said. "I also had to gather so
much data . I titled the book
'Pilgrims from the Sun' because I
do believe that the West Indians
who migrated to this country were
indeed pilgrims."
Palmer also added that
Caribbeans migrated not only to the
U.S. but also to Latin America.
"West In dians have been

Making their way on vessels
such as banana boats, many
immigrants became prom inent U.S.
citizens.
"Banana boats started regular
shipping lines for larger cities and
it was the banana boats that brought
Marcus Garvey and Coli n Powell to
this country,'' he said.
After
1924,
Caribbea n
immigrat ion to the U.S. was
restricted. It took World War II to
bri ng more Car ibbeans to t his
country.
Keith Warner, conlributor to
"U rban Odyssey: A Multicultural
History of Washington, D.C.," also
spoke about Caribbean migration,
emphasizing the importance of
te lling the Ca ribbean story

our point of view."
Initial ly, nei ther Wa rner nor
Pa lm er realized they were
publishing books on similar topics
until later into the writing process.
However, both said additional
information on Caribbea n
migration will empower students to
learn about Caribbean history and
what challenges they faced living in
the U.S.
" When I came to Washington
and came to Howard for the first
time, there was a rashness about us
[Caribbeans]," Warner said. '"The
fact th at segrega1io n was so
powerfu l in this cit)\ going from a
majority to a minority was a severe
adjus1ment for us."

Antbassado·r says
'\Vestern '\Vorld inust
recogni ze Africa's
global iinportance
By Carey A. Grady
Hilltop Staff Writer
" If Canada is our nex t door
neighbor, Africa is a block and a
half dow n the street," sa id
Ambassador George E. Moose,
ass ista nt sec retary of state for
African affairs.
In his speech, given at the "Why

sought-after producers.
.. Africa will be in demand," sa id
C. Payne Lucas, director of
Africa re, a Was hingto n, D.C.bascd, non-profit special interest
group. "At least fou r out of five
consumers in the market place wi.11
demand t he reso urces Africa
produces. The problem is making
Africa trade-ready and efficient to

To remedy Africa's
problems, Cummingssu
conti nent impose an i
system.
"Africa needs
integration, involving a
research, coastal ship
liberalization of trade, as
sub-regiona l
opportunities between

"Africa needs economic integration, involving
agricultural research, coastal shipping and
liberaliz a tion of tr ade, as well a s sub-regional econai
opportuni ties between Canad a, the Caribbean, Nori
America, Mexico and Latin America. This will make
mother con tinent a viable trading partner."
-Robert Cummings, Chair ma n of African Studie,
Department
Africa is Important" symposium
hosted by 1he International Affairs
Cen ter last week in Cramton
Auditorium, Moose highlighted the
continent 's contr ibutions to the
international community.
"Africa presently produces half
of the world's basalt and 15 percent
of 1hc world's o il," he said.
"Zimbabwe alone produces one1hi rd of 1he world's chrome."
Because these resources are
needed in every nation across 1he
world, several polit ical observer5
say Africa is becom ing one of 1hc
in1erna1iona ( com muni1y's most

barter its goods to other nations."
For Africa to be a major player
in the trade world , participants
argued that African nations must
revital ize their ec-0nomic systems.
·' With all the in te rest and
demands of structural adjustment,
at the end of the day, we find Africa
at the table begging instead of
trading;· said Robert Cummings,
chairman of Howard 's African
Studies Departmen1. "Beggars arc
not viable trading partners."'
Cummings also said Europeanimposed slavery, colonialism and
nco-colonial ism caused most of the
contineni"s economic depression.

Caribbean, North America,
and Latin America. Thiswi
the mother conti nent a
trad ing partner," he said.·
not
only
looking
democratizat ion, but digJIIJ'
While panelists discusdl
need for Africa to becaa
aggressive distributor of gait
the internat ional m ~
student asked what re
other coun tries give to
Cummi ngs responded by II
'"We want Africa to providell
but we give nothing in rc1111l
needs to change."

Lottery attempts to regulate immigration in the U.S.
By Mohamed Majeed
Hilltop Staff Writer
The landmark Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1986 allowed
mi llions of foreigners 10 become
United States citizens between
I 986 and 1990. During that period,
many used the general amnesty
provision of the law that awarded
anybody who lived in the U.S. since
Jan. I, 1982 a green card.
However, following the collapse
of the Soviet Union, the
destabilizat ion of Eastern Europe
and th e terrib le economic
condi tions in Africa, wh ich
prompted a large wave of
immigration, pressure mounted for
more immigration reforms.
In 1990, Congress answered the
pica by amending th e 1986
National ity Acl. It also added the
Diversity Visa Program (DY Visa),
a lottery system that allows up to
55,000 immigrants to become U.S.

citizens each year. The program is
an effort by the Immigration and
Neutralizat ion Service (JNS) 10
regula te the process of legal
immigration into the U.S.
According to the Department of
State Visa Bull etin for 1996,
applicanls must follow registration
procedures to be able to compe1e in
the lottery. The deadline for th is
year is Mar. 12. Applicants arc
urged not to send in more than one
ent ry per pe rson, allow ing all
applicat ions to have an eq ual
chance of being selected.
To participate, each person must
be from one of lhe countries INS
includes in the yearly rou nd of
drawings.
"[TI1c program) is a good idea,"
said Rina Ayala, receptionist at the
Centra l American Refugee Center
in the District. " I know three people
who have won the lotto last year.
This year, not many people applied.
But last year, close to more than 100

people applied."
There is no applicat ion fee or
interview required to part icipate.
TI1e only requirement is that each
application be signed by the
applicant and a recent photograph
be attached.
The photo requirement is being
added for the first time 1his year 10
prevent duplicate appl ications.
Although the program accepts
applicants from many different
count ries, there are seve ral
countries whose cit izens are not
eligib le 10 pa rt icipate. These
countries, say INS officials, arc
considered in a " high ad mission
region." Mex ico, the Dom inican
Republ ic and El Sa lvador, for
example, have _received high
admission status and are ineligible
for the lottery.
The New York Times reported
recently 1hat a man from Colombia,
a country that is not eligible, insisted
that he qualified. When he was made

aware of the law the man persisted,
saying. ·•1 will apply because this is

the only chance I have."
Those who believe 1hey qualify

cxuJ

for the program must
INS before Mar. 12 1996!0~

The allotment of visas per region for fiscal year 1997:
AFRJCA:........................................................... (20,623) All countries arc eligible.
ASIA: ................................................................(7,187) All countries are eligible except
CHINA-mainland born and ThlWAN born, IND IA, PHILIPPINES, SOUTH KOREA and
VI ETNAM.

EUROPE: ............................................................(23,910) All countries are eligibleexap
GREAT BRIThlN and its dependent terri1ories [NORTHERN IRELAND is eligible).
NORTH AMERJCA:................................(8) The BAHAMAS is the only eligible COUii!

OCEANIA: .........................................................(817) All countries ar~ eligible.
S. AMERICA, CENTRAL AM ERICA and the
CARIBBEAN: ....................................................(2,455) All countries arc eligible except
COLO MBIA, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, EL SALVADOR, JAMAICA and MEXICO.

New program offers students Group raises funds to benefit
African c om munities
chance ,to·study abroad
By Jacqueline Slbanda
Hilltop Staff Writer
The American Institu te For
Foreign Study (AJFS) has launched
a new program for college students
who arc cager to travel but
dissuaded by the cost.
Starting this fall, Howa rd
University students will have the
opportunity to work and study· in
Europe under the" Au Pair Europe"
(European Nanny) program.
The program allows students to
combin e IO to 15 hours of
language, liberal arts or child
psychology courses in exchange for
a maximum of 30 hours per week
of child care for a host family.
Part of 1he package incl udes
private room and board, $75 per
week in spending money and time
off to travel and explore the country.
"This is an exciting extension of
ou r ex ist ing progra ms. This
program makes th e Europea n
cultural experience affordable to
many more students," said William
Gertz, vice president of AIFS.
Program fees range from $1,995
to $2,495 for one semester. For a
full year, prices range from $2,495

to $3,495. Sum mer programs arc emotional or physical baggage."
also available for $995.
She added that the experience
Participants can a11end several she gained is what helps her when
universities, incl udi ng the she fac-es a challenge.
Sorbonne or College International
"W hen I ' m sca red to do
de Cannes both located in France, something, I remind myself that I
th e American International went to a country where I didn't
Universi ty in England or t he know the language or anyone,'' she
University of Granada in Spain.
said. " I made some of the best
Lynnae Brown, a graduate film friends of my li fe. For the first time,
stu dent in th e School of I realized how big the world really
Communications, recommends the is. It opened me up to the
AlFS program to undergraduates. possibilities."
Through her college's participation
Senior modern languages major,
in a another program, she spent Cha ntenia Gay, shares Brow n's
eight months in France, during enthusiasm. Recently returning
which she allended a language from a year in Salamanca, Spain,
school and lived with a local family Gay said studying abroad was the
for two months.
bes t decis ion she ever made.
She then spent the remainder of Despite having to overcome several
her stay wo rking for a obstacles, she harbors no regrets
telecommunications company in about participating.
Paris while sharing an apartment
"At first it was hard; I felt like an
with a Parisian.
eight-year-old and J was afraid
"It's about adding knowledge people would laugh at my language
about the world," Brown said. "In skills. Also, I was usually the only
Paris, I met people Crom African Amer ican and always the only
countries like Chad and Senegal, Black in class," she said. " But, 1
which I had only seen on the map." was able to meet people from al l
Brown advises undergraduate over, challe nge my language
students to " (s1udy abroad] while abilities and experience a different
you have no big responsibilities or educational system."

By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye
Hilltop Staff Writer
The lack of adequate food,
med ici ne, clothing and housing
plagues many African nations and
causes the death of thousands of
people each year.
In efforts to alleviate this crisis.
Adventures in Health, Education
and Agricu ltura l Deve lopment,
(AHEAD INC.) works to improve
the quality of life and create stable
living conditions in many AfTican
communities.
Through its annual fund raising
even t, the Harambe Carnival,
AHEAD INC., has raised over
$100,000 for health care programs.
The Harambe Carnival, now in it 's
sixth year, was held at the Shops at
National Place in Northwest D.C.,
and drew crowds from around the
metropolitan area who participated
in traditional African sights, sounds
and smells.
Music and dancing, an integral
part of African culture, engaged
people throughout the evening.

Artists showcased their African
wood carv ings, paintings and
sculptures.
"With ·the Harambe Carnival,
we celebrate the cultures, customs
and cuisines of African people,"
sa id Elvira Williams, .executive
director and co-founder of AHEAD
INC. "The Carn iva l creates an
indoor African marketplace,
ble ndi ng
tradit iona l
and
contempora ry forms of music,
dance, food, art and clothing 1hat
are popular in Afr ica and
throughout the African Diaspora.''
Chanda Lupunga and Jocelyn
Mus hala, attended the Mar. 2
carnival as members of the dance
group Leo ni Leo. The duo
performs annually at the carnival.
'"The event was more organized
this year," Lupunga said. "As far as
showing the various arts of African ·
ancestry, like dances and the
fash ion show featuri ng Afr ican
attire, the carnival did relay the
African image."
The strength of AHEAD,
fou nded in Washington, D.C. in
1981 by Irving C. Will iams and his

wife Elvira, lies in it's cllil
comm it people of all raccslllil
to the healt h care, econoait
agricultural developmentp!f
in Africa.
In Thnza nia, for cuil
AHEAD, is building 121'
and renovatin g hcalt•
facilities.
AHEAD has also ac«J/'
inviia tion from the Nd!)
government to establishself-I,
programs in the area.
In addition, AHEAD tli
summer scholars program i
at undergrad uate juniOll 1
senio rs. The program p,.,I
students with the oppo~
work in Afr ica and the~
States for lO weeks.
Student volunteers~
com munity-development !If
that enable them to iocredt
multicultural awareness, 1114
international understandiDJ;
community needs and ICl11
languages.
A11yo11e i111eres1ed can ell~

530-3697.
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Howard University Campus Store
Located on the ground floor of
The Armour J. Blackburn Center

SPRING SALE

E

U'l'C lnlCl'CS.ICd In a c:
. ' ll'('CI' In Rclllll.
d llke 10 show you how our Industry.
Ing Store MHnai;,-crncnL 'lralnlng programs
can prepare you ror a retnll <:<1rccr Umt's built 10
lasL Discover why Eddie llauer Is becoming one
dthc most souwrt-ancr cmployrrs on university
mpuscs across the country.
11\l'II ha\'C Store Management rcprc:;cntallvcs
al )l)Ur campus on Mard1 12 & 13 to answer
)OOI' questions and c,~plaln how our programs
can bencnt You.

llcrc'l- how l o g11L on our lntcn ·lcw schedul e:

• Stop by Career Services to review our
Company lnforrnauon.

Take 40% off all regular priced
Howard University Sweatshirts
Take 25 % off all regular priced
T ,Shirts and C aps
All regular priced Professional Schools
Sweatshirs are now 40% off

• Let them know that 1ou'd like to be
considered ror an lntcn1cw w1U1 us.

We look fonvard 10 mccllng you!

All Konia Jackets are now marked
down from
69.00 to 29.95

!'Ale 8oocr IS rommlUCd lO l\/1uol ()iJil()l1unlly Em1llo)mcnL nnd encoor:,g;:s oppllcnuons rnlfn 1xxi1>k: or dl\,:rsc bor.l<groonds.

Date: March 8-22 , 1996
Includes regular priced children items

Greek Items are not included
'

Go Greyhound
and leave the driv ing to

LIS.

N o 'More Cab Fares
to the Bus Station
TO :
TO :

N e'"' Y ork City
Nevvark, N. J.

Rou nd Trip: N YC &

$22.00 One "W"ay
$22.00 One "W"ay
Nevvark

$39.00

TIME SCHED ULE:
Howard U ni versit y-4:10 p . m. Leaves Shut tle B u s S top
8: 10 p . m. Arriv a l in Newark( P e nn S t a tion)
8 : 4 5 p . m . A rrival in New York( P o rt A uthority)
New York-

3 :45 p . m . Leaves N e w York(Port Author ity)
4:20 p . m. Leaves N e wark(Penn Station)
8 : 2 0 p . m . A rrives at Shuttle Bus S top

**All S tate C lubs are urged to participate, some restrictions apply.
I F YOU M ISSE D THE BUS, YOU C AN USE THE TICKET AT THE
GREYHOUND BUS STATION.

SPECIAL PURCHASES ONLY:
DOES NOT INC L U D E DIRECT B US SERVICE AND CUSTOME R S MUST GO TO
G R E YHO UND B U S S T A TION:
TO:

PLACE
A l ban y , N y
Bosto n, lVla
Buffalo, Ny
Charl otte, Ne
C l e v e land, O h
Det ro it, JY.li
P hila d e lphia, Pa
Ral e i g h , N e
R i c hmond, Va
State College, Pa

ONE WAY
$ 38
$35
$ 51
$ 62
$47
$62
$ 14
$35
$ 14

ROUNDTRIP
$75

$29

$69
$89
$ 119
$89
$119
$ 25
$69
$25
$ 49

To get: sch e dule for dep/arr times, pleas e call

1 800-231-2222.
T h e Greyhound R e presentative will be at the Campus Store
EVERY FRIDAY from12 P.M. to 4 P.M. to sell Tickets
For Gcn e.-al J'.nfonn.>ldon c....U the Office of S tudent A ctlvid cs a t 806-7003. S chedules o f return trips can be
picked up from th e O ffice of S tudent Activities a.nd C nunton A u dJt.orlwn. N o price r estric tions o n sch e dules
and tickets can be used fo r any Greyh ou nd sch e dule leavin g N ew York o r N e w a rk.

.
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Attacks on Black leaders
make Anti-Defamation
League an unwanted
guest at Howard
ast week, Howard celebrated
its 129th birthday. Charter Day
was a joyous occasion, where
many alumni mingled with students
faculty, administrators and our distinguished Board of 'Irustees. But
during Drew Days' riveting speech
and later at the elegant Charter Day
Dinner, there was a pariah present.
Spotted talking to administrators and
meeting student leaders was David
Freidman, eastern regional director
of the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL).
The AOL has been highlighted
on the news and spoken about by
various Black leaders who have
been targeted and anacked by the
group. In the name of moni toring
racism, the AOL, founded in 1913,
has hi storica lly engaged in
domestic spying.
In April 1993, after years of
spy ing on tens of thousands of
indivicluals and organizations, the
AOL was finally exposed. The San
Francisco office of the ADL was
raided by police, uncovering a
clandestine spy network which had
amassed files on nearly 1,000
orga nizati ons
and
10,000
individuals.
The AOL used investigators Ro)'
Bullock and former policeman and
CIA agent Tom Gerard to obtain
documents from the FBI and
various police agencies. Bullock
and Gerard also admittedly spied
on and infiltrated num erou s
organizations for the AOL.
, he San Francisco distr ict
attorney's office dropped the
crim inal charges after the AOL
agreed lo pay $75,000 "for
programs to combat bigotry" and
prom ised " not to obtain
confidential information" from
Ca li fornia state and local

L

cmrloyecs. A civil suit was brought
against the AOL though, by some
of the organizations on whom they
had sp ied. More than l o
organizations, including: Arab American groups, the American
Ind ian Movement, anti-apartheid
orga nizations, and even the
lnternatiortal Jewish Peace Union
sued lhe AOL for its illegal spy
act ivities.
Though the ADL denies the spy
charges, th e overwhelmi ng
evidence, including its out-of-court
settlement, cannot be denied. Even
Freidman, who was on campus last
week, said his organ iza ti on
"monitors, investi~ates, and
sometimes in filtrates' groups and
individuals.
The AOL has espec iall y
monitored and attackeo Black
leadersh ip. Henry Swartzch il d,
who worked for the AOL between
1962 and 1964, admitted that the
ADL spied on Or. Martin Luther
King Jr., and passed on information
to the FBI. The AOL was also a rarl
of a larger spy operation that
illega ll y
monitored
three
generations of Dr. King's famHy.
During Jesse Jack:son's 1994
presidential bid, t he AOL
conducted an enormous slander
campaign against him. The AOL
compiled one of its infamous and
malicious "special reports" falsely
accusing Jackson of anti-Semitism.
The ADL threatened to persuade
corporations to stop funoing the
NAACP to combat Dr. Benpm in
Chavis' relentles.s pursuit to unite
with Nation of Islam leader, Min .
Louis Farrakhan. In reference to
the AOL trying to break the
relationship between himself and
Farrakhan, Chavis said, "Never
again will we allow any external
force to th e African-Amer ican

community attcm~t to dictate who
we can meet with.'
Chavis was ousted from the
NAACP for his desire to sincerely
improve the condition of Black
America. The night of his ouster, a
huge crowd of f'IAACP members
stood outside the organization's
headq uarters holdi ng placards
reading "Stop the AOLLynching."
For the past eleven years, the
AO L has been in a bitter connict
wi th Farrakh an. The AOL has
published volumes of slanderous
literature against the popular Bl ack
leader. Tfie AOL h as used its
influence to try to put a stop to the
Nation of tsram's fight agai nst
AIDS and their work m the l3lack
community.
Along with maliciously Sl)ying
on tens of thousands of Americans
and making unwarranted attacks
against Black leadership, the AOL
has long been in violation of federal
tax statutes. The AOL holds taxexempt status as a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit corporation. Under Internal
Revenue Service federal tax law,
501 (c) (3) corporations can not
involve themselves in poli tica l
activities. It is obvious that their
activities are indeed political.
The list of AOL machinations
could continue forever.
It is alarming is that Howard
Un iversity officials would allow
such an organization to have input
in our activities. African American
studies chairman, Russell Adams,
has worked closely with the AOL,
and he should be held accountable.
Last year, he initiated a program
which allowed the AOL to conduct
a class on campus.
Not only should the AOL be
exposed and rebuked, but Black
America should not lend an ear to
their propaganda.
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' Mecca' merely in name, but

this institution is the center of
Black intelligentsia. So it's only proper that one of the largest repositories
of Black history is right on campusthe world renowned Moorland-Spingarn Research Center. What's not
proper though is that most students,
if they even know where the center is,
have no idea of how large and
resourceful Moorland is.
Often universities arc judged on
their status by how extensive their
libraries are, and although
Founders and the Undergraduate
libraries have much to work on, the
Moo rl and -Spinga rn Research
Center is a shining example of the
'Mecca.'
When most students think o(
Moorland, we think onl y of the
library section on the ground noor
of Founders. But the center has
four divisions: the library, Howard
Archives, the manuscript division
and th e magnificent Howard
Museum.

The center in the repository for mass lay offs in I 994, the center
many collections of higl1 ly- lost most of its staff, leaving one
acclaimed in dividua ls and person in some departments and
organ izations.
Bound
and shutting down others. The center
microfilm copies of current and had its own microfilm department
historic Black newspapers arc w here Black newspapers were
available to students. Even original being preserved; this department
copies of the first Black newspaper, has been closed. The uncontrolled
The Freedom Journa l, are heal in the bu ilding affects old
documents and pictures and they're
accessible.
The Masons, several fraternities various problems that coul<f be
rectified
by
the
and sororities, numerous wr iters easily
and Black leaders have chosen the administration.
The staff also needs student
center 10 perscrve and document
volunteers to take up the slack of
their history.
Howard 's curre nt fres hm an lost employees. If freshman took a
orientation program should be detailed tour during orientat ion,
totally revamped to include a maybe many would want to help.
The
Moorland-SJJ ingarn
thorough tour o( the Moorland.
Students should be in fo~med and Research Center is a jewel for the
empowered when they first arrive Black world. We must continue to
on ca mpus. Nurturing students' reco rd and preserve ou r own
capacity to create rnstead of history rather than rely on others.
sending them on a track of Students must be aware and utilize
memorization and regurgitat ion the center's facili ties. But above
all, the entire Howard commun ity
should be the goal.
The University must also give mu_st support and help the center
more support to the center. After the thrive.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to the
recent article that you printed about
Ms. Donya lwyman and her
business '"Danya's Kilchen." I feel
it is important for your readers to
know the kind of shoddy service I
received from Ms. 'Rvyman on Feb.
24, 1996.
·
Pleas note that since that letter,
the Multi-Door Dispute Resolution
Division has contacted Ms .
'lwyman about my concerns. Ms.
Twyman told the dispute specialist
that she had no knowledge of my
dissatisfaction and was not
intcrestcd_in negotiating.
Looking back at the experience
I have gained the abil ity to laugh at
her outrageous behavior. However,
1do feel obligaled to make sure that
she does not continue to offer such
substandard service and attitude to
aying Howard University students.
lost almost $300 lo her and I am
still considering lhe possibility of
bringing her to smair claims court

f

to get my money back. It is people
like her who continue to brmg
down the Black community. 1 think
you readers should know 1l1a1.
I would also like share sqme of
the things that 1 have learned to
protect myself in the future from
people like her.
When hiring a caterer, make sure
that he/she has a deli license in the
city where they are providing the
service. You can call the Consumer
Regulatory Office to find out. That
license means that they are trained
in food preparation.
Do not use just word of mouth
when choosi ng a caterer. Make
them show you pictures or ask them
where they are working in the near
future so you can sec the set up
yourself. Your sta ndards of
excellence may not be the same as
someone else's.
1f )'OU find yourself in the same
situation as myself and weren't
satisfied wilh the service, do the
following:
Toke pictures of the shoddy set-

up/food so if you have to go to
s mall cla ims cou rt yo u nave
pictures as proof.
Pay only after all services have
been rendered. If you are not
satisfied with the service, don't pay.
Let them take you to small claims
court and provide the evidence on
why they sn ould be paid. Leave all
the wor!( on them.
Pay only by check; not by c-<1sh.
That way is there is a problem, you
can stop the check or call the local
police station and report a check
fraud . Also, the checli can serve as
your receipt.
· I know that this story ma)' open
myself up to some ridicule. But as
I say in my letter to the BBB, when
I give someone my word, it means
something. Out of a sense of selfpride, 1 always do my best when
hi red to do a JOb. 1forgot that there
are many people out there who do
not feel the same way.

Lymwe C Brown, School of
Co111r111111ications, Senior

Submit Perspectives to the Hilltop
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E WELCOME YouR LETTERS AND COMMENTS

THE HILLTOP welcomes yo11r views 011 mty public issue. Fnc11/ty, nd111i11istrators, staff,
and a/1111111i are encouraged to share tlreir origi11nl ideas n11d opi11io11s.
,
We p11blislr only material addressed to us. We ro11ti11ely edit letters for spnce n11d correct
<
style, spelli11g and pwrct1111tio11. Letters as well as co111111e11taries 11111st be typed n11d sig11ed, comp/tit
/11/1 address 1111d te/epho11e 111rr11ber.
Tire opinions expressed 011 tire Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are scle/tJ tl,e views of the
in/ Board, nnd do 11ot 11ecessnrily reflect tlreopi11io11s o/Hownrd U11iversity, its adi11i11istrntio11, THE
TOP Board or tire st11de11ts.
Please address letters and comments to:

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251. Sherman Ave. N.W.

Washington, D-C- 20059
PHONE: (202) 806-6866

l THE HILLTOP
Monica M. Lewis, Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor :
Elsie Theodore
Donya Matheny, Campus Editor
Natal ie Moore, Campus Plus Editor
Rashida Syed, Tumpo Editor
Dav id Gaither, Editor.ial,Editor
Patricia Hardin, International Editor
Miguel Bu rke, Pulse Editor
Sadarie Chambliss, Local Editor
Janelle Thompson, National Editor
Shenikwa Stratford, Business Editor
Reginald Royston, Health & Fitness Editor

Tina Duncan, Production Coonllna
Millice nt Springs, Production Ass
Kisha Riggins, Production Assistant
Torri Prettyman, Copy Desk Chief
Leslie Harris, Copy Editor
Myesha Rodgers,Copy Editor
Nik ia Puyol ," Pho_tography Editor
Wesley Gordon, Chief Artist
Seba Johnson, Artist
Dennis Freeman, Sports Editor

Kiri Rollins, Business Manager
J. Laleef Martin, Assistant Business Manager
Sharonda Davis, Office Manager

Sahima Choudhury, Advertising
William Monroe, Assistant Ad.

Simpso~ case shows
that 'Blackness' is
mot just skin c o lo r

it, Ta-Nehlsl Coates
HllopColumnist
161Rthan any 01her inciden1 in
fcw)'(<lrs. the OJ. Simpson
,iaads as one of 1he greaiest
lllalsoflhe low level to which
llllct communi1y has sunk.
~II)' si1ua1ion where race is a
ialliefirst thing a Black person
"Whal 1s the relevance
ilualion 10 people w ho arc
y and cuhurally Black'?''
IUI physically Black is no1
ji:ine(I m the ques1ion.
I Ill know that one can be
II Black and may look Black
uill choose not to associate
t6c Black community.
ethnic group or
has cuhurol interests.
IJllllCOne chooses to totally
llllciale from that cuhure in
•cases. they cease to be a
fill.Of that ethnic group or

••is.

e

=

c'i::lack community

is no
Id, While someone may look
d,dlc)· arc no1 always l31ack
.-all,: O.J . Simpson was
ml11>a White woman. is now
..i with a different White
•
lived in a White
(llodlood and was surrounded
mly by White people. In
Iii to his complc1ely White
1Urhassaid publicly that his
•ICX'Omplishment was not
1111ottd upon as being Black.
wldus lie clear here, neither
fll\ Whi1e spouse, nor his
mfrom his community arc
■611 necessarily divide him
16illbck community. But all
ilr factors together make it
, .. be really docs not think

~-

~ Simpson has repea tedly

'lilcilted from the Black

ailyand yet we will plaster
IZCII T-shirts, we will attack
Iliajustice system in defense
ii.lid cheer when that justice
• gives him the right to
of racial apatl\y, and
lidain. How sicl< can the
111111111unity be?
bile, real heroes who
for Black people rot in
s prison camJ>S. Where
1111bins for Geronimo Pratt?
t at pro1ests for Mumia
, Black people rare Iy
a majority of the

••life

E'

illack people plead I he case
o docs not consider
be culturally Black,
who have given up
for Black causes $0
. red. I repeat, how sick

Simpson's practices show
has no interest in the

affai~s of Black people, the
question becomes wfiy do B lacks
liavc any interest in him?
The amount of concern Blacks
had for Simpson made sense only
on an emotional level. Mistoricall)j
the_ law in . America has worked
aga111st African Americans. Black
people, as an oppressed class, have
not on ly gone unprotected by the
law, but have also been abused by
the law. Black leaders Crom Marcus
Gar~cy to Fred Hampton to Angela
Davis, to name a few, have come
under attack from the law.
Bl~cks have been jailed, beaten
and killed while " lawmen" watched
or actually participated.
•
In other incidents, the law has
initia~ed physical attacks on Blacks,
as ev1cl1:ncccl by the Rodney Ki ng
case. Since most people do not
happen 10 have a video camera
handy at all times, it is obvious 1hat
the Rodney King incident was only
o~c of many incidents of police
violence.
'fak ing these factors in10
consideration, the deep level of
emotional gratifica1 ion that Blacks
felt when Simpson was found
innocent of his former White wifo's
murder was understandable.
On on~ level. it gave a feeling of
redemption to some Blacks by
Simpson not automatically being
found ~ui lty of murder rcpard less
of the 'reasonable doubt.' But on
a larger level it g ives 1he illusion of
a ray of hope for Blacks.
In 1hc past even 1hc rumor 1hat
a Black man had somehow harmed
a White woman, was evidence
enoug h him 10 be prompt ly
lynched. Not only was S impson
not lynched but he was actually
found innocent. 1b most people 1h1s
says that it is possible for a Black
person to gel 1·usticc in America .
Only racists b inded by 1hcir own
m isconccptions of Black Iife would
fail 10 sec this.
Bui this is only on an emotional
level. On a realistic and eractical
level, Black interest ,n O.J.
Simpson was perhaps the grandest
show of unrcqui1cd love that
America has ever seen.
Many people supported
Simpson because they felt 1hat his
s ituation could reflect them in that
he was being subjected to a racist
j ustice system. This may be 1ruc,
but the fact is that most Black
people would not have the money
10 hire the team oflawyers Simpson
hired. Thus the chances of any
ordinary Black person getting off in
a crime such as the one Simpson
was tried would have been
significantly lower.
Then there is the dis turbing
factor that Black people seemed
unconcerned that O.J. Simpson had
previously beaten his wife. This is
probably because 1he woman was
White. Yet there is no reason to
believe tha1 Simpson would not do
the same 10 a Black woman. In
fact , because of hi s .disdain for
Black people, there 1s reason to
believe he might do worse.
It is for these many reasons that
0.J. Simpson did not deserve the
ove rwhelm in g suppo rt that he
received from the
Black
com munity.
Before the community throws
i1 s s upport to people who 3:re
physically Black, 1hc communit),'.
must first cxarmne that persons
behavior and actions to sec 1f they
arc worthy of support. _Not
exam ining their beliefs 1s 1llog1cal.

e Hilltop needs
tfie Howatcf
ommunity to
support us!
vertise in tfie
Hilltop!

rite for tfie
Hi[[top!
ut comments to
tfie Hilltop!

A Rap Thang
By Mum la Abu.Jamal
"You remind me of my Jeep, I
wanna wax you, baby! You remind
me of my bank account, I wanna
spend you, baby!" -R. Kelly, "You
remind Me of Something" ·
T he so ng is smooth, with a
funky bottom and a sexy lead
vocalist. So, why does it make me
grit my teeth every time I hear it?
It 's not because I am, as one of my
sons put it, an "old man," who just
can't in te~ret the young "whipper
snappers!

their pain into art.
For a generat ion born into
Amer ica 's chillinfi w inters of
discontem, into the 70s and '80s1
into periods of denial, cutbacks ana
emergent White supremacy, one
must understand how love songs
sound false and discordant-out of
tune with their gritty, survivalist
realities.
.
When their mothers and fathers
were teenagers, Curtis Mayfield
sang, "We're winners! And never let
anybody say that you can't make it,
'cuz them people's mind is in yo'

of sneakers, or Whod ini 's
"Friends"- about how no one can
be trusted.
Their parents grew up in the
midst of hope and Black liberation's
consciousness; 1he youth grew in a
milieu of dog-cat -dog1sm, of
America's retrea1from its promises,
o~ Rcaganism and White righ1wing resurgence.
In that sense, rap's harshness
merely reflects a harsher reality of
lives lived amidst broken promises.
How could ii be otherwise?
At its heart 1hough, rap is a

the last century, in the eyes of the
Ja,v, Blacks were property-chattel,
thinjlS ... like wagons, owned by
Wlutes. That a Black man, some
three generations later, could sing
that a Black woman, his God-given
mate, his female self, could "remind
me of my jeep," amazes me.
This isn't, nor could it be, a .
condemnation of rap.
Tu_r,ac Shakur's, "Dear Mama"
and Keep Your Head Up" arc _
s hin ing examples of art istic •
expressions of living oneness wi1h
one's family and people.

-----------------------------------------------------.
Like any art forms in America, it is also a business with the ·
infiuences of tne market place impact ing up on its
production. The more conscious its artists, the more
conscious the art.
That said, I must admit I am
more at home with R&B1 with the
sofl magnificence of Anna Baker,
or even Brownstone, singers like
Sade, and yes ya'II- Whitney
Houston.
I also enjoy _rap, for its vitality, /ts
rawness, ,ts irreverence and its
creativ it y. Rap is an authentic
descendant of a people with ancient
African oral traaitions, from griots
who sang praise songs to their
kings, to bluesmen who transmitted

way! We're movin' on up!"; Earth,
Wind and Fire sang, in exquisite
harmony, "Keep Your Head to the
Sky!"; and 'Bob Marley and the
Wailers thundered over a rolling
bass line, "Get uo, stand up! Siana
up for ya' rights!"
The hip-hop generation came
into consciousness on Tina
Turner's, "What's Love Got to Do
With It?," or an C_llOCCnlric mix that
glorified materialism, like RunDMC 's, "My Adidas," about a pair

multi-bi lli on dollar business
permeating America's commercial
culture and influencing millions of
minds. ii is that air-American
corporationism that transforms
raps grittiness into the gutter of
materialism: a woman, a living
being, reminds a man of a th inga car. That, 10 me, is more r.ervcrsc
than the much criticized 'bitches
and hos" comments.
This is especially objcc1ionablc
when one notes that in America, in

-r
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'"

Creative, moving, loving, funky, .:
angry and real arc tfiat young mans "'
works, as is a fair amount of the u
genre. Like any art forms in
America, it is also a business with ''
the influences of the market place ''•
impacting upon its product ion. The ···
more conscious its artists, the more
conscious the art.
'"
Keep ya head up.
·
Tlte writer is a political activist
a11d former journalist 110w 011 demh '"
row i11 Pltilade/phia.
,
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The need for proper education
and meaningful music
By Reginald Muhammad
There arc several ind icators that
tell us w het her or not a given
country is on the rise or destined to
fall. Among these indica1ors arc
education and music.
Education is the torch light of
civilization and is supposed~ to be
the proper cultivation of the gifts
and tal ents of the individual
through the acquis ition of
kaowfedge. If a country is not
w illing to invest in the education of
its youth, then it is only a matter of
time before tharcountry begins to
feel the effects. Couniries who
spend time developing the minds of

Assessment Governing Board, 16
percent of high school students
graduate compe1cnt in math .
Among Blacks the figure is 2
percent and among Whites the
figure is I 9 percent.
If the you1h of 1his country are
not bein,g properly educated what
docs this say about the future?
You1h in other countries, such as
Japan, England and Hong Kong,
are performing significamly bener
than American hign school studen1s
in _ma1h. In 1~is s_ocicty, one of 1he
primary mot1vat1ons for jlOrng to
co llege is 1he acqu isition of
material items. I am not saying that
we shou ldn't desire the best in life,
but that shouldn'1 be our [>rimary
mot ive for wanting to achieve a

commun ity has been the vanguard
of social change.'' Among those in
1hc artistic commun ity, musicians
play a vital role in creating social
change. For example, "Sax ii loud,
I'm Black and I' m Proud,' wriucn
by- James Brown, he lped spark
Black consciousness in the late
1960s. Groups such as Earth, Wind,
and Fire and Maze featuring
Frankie Beverly- for the most
part- cont inued the legacy and
gave our people music 1hat
con1ained meaningfu l lyrics that
uplifted our spirits.
In the book "The Secret Power
of Music," David Turne states, "lfa
civilization's music was in 1hc
hands of the evil and the ignorant
the ancients believed ii cou ld lead

••
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behavior, wha1 docs the music that
we listen to produce? Docs it
enhance 1hc spiritual, moral and
mental well-being of its listeners?
Or does the music 1ha1 we listen to
produce rape, theft, murder, greed
and the destruction of fam ily'/
Music, wh ich is 1he intelligent
produc1ioo of sound th rough
ins1ruments and the vocal chords, if
used properly, enhances the rhythm
of man's though1, the melody of
man's emotions and 1he harmony of
his bodily hcallh and manner of
movement. If we pul pressure on
our musicians, producers and their
record companies1 without being
self-righteous, tnen a pos itive
direction can be charted for our
people. If not, we will continue 10

If the students, faculty and administration of Howard University
would make the commitment to be the catalyst for a resurgence of
proper education and meaningful music then we can be worthy of
upholding the title of the "Mee.ca."
its you ng are ensured future
rulership, whi le countries who
neglect developing the minds of its
young are guaranteed oppression.
Presently, it is estimated that 10
to 20 percent of Americans are
functionally ill iterate. T he high
school dropout rate has reached 30
percent and of those who return,
only 80 percent of 19 to 20-ycarolds gain t heir high school
diplomas.
·
According to the Nat ional

higher education, but ra1her the
acquisit ion of knowledge that will
enable us to serve our people and
fulfill their needs.
As we approach 1he next century
the criterion of true education will
not be just a degree, but rather the
capacity to create and the abili1y 10
solve problems.
Ln the book "A Torch light for
Amer ica ," Min is1cr Farrakhan
states, "Histor ically, the artis1 ic

.

the civilization 10 an inevi table
doom. But in the hands of the
illum ined, music was a tool of
beauty and power which could lead
the way for an entire race into a
golden age of peace, prosperity and
brotherhood.'
If we are honest, we can agree
that our music is being control led
by the hands of evil and at most
times performed by the ijlnorani.
Since it holds 1ruc 1hat music guides

be

the

laugh ing

stock

A message needs to be sent out
to those that arc trying to change
things aga inst the better judgment
of tl\eir society. Do as the great
Curtis Mayfield says and "keep on
pushin' !"
How ma ny times have you
literally been attacked when
attempting to do the right thing?
Obstacle upon obstacle arise more
so than solutions. So what are you
supposed to do? Buckle under the
pressure, run home to mom and
dad, or turn around and conform,
ultimately submitting yourself to
do w hat you feel ano know is
wrong?

same faces wear the same clothiers,
go 10 the same parties, do the same
things and play the same games?
Who's going to break the mold and
alter the cycle that'$ grown to be
embedded within us?
Imagine a future of soulless
droids who do nothing for Howard
but wander aimlessly around the
"Yard" and pay its bil rs. The picture
doesn't really live up to the
cx~ctations and perceptions of the
mighty Bison. But if life at The
MECCA were 10 drastically change
as a result of your personal efforts,
would you be able to handle the
repe rcussions?
Arc
you
psychologically prepared to face
the turmoil t hat accompanies
bravery?

students choose to simply continue
the legacy of perpetual silence. Or,
if one cloes decide to say something,
he/she tends to stand completely
alone- everyone knows that there
is no support for agitators.
Dissension, however, is
extremely prevalent. The sea of
bodies 1hat create Howard have
been torn apart so much so that
conflicts arise everywhere. Man vs.
woman, administration vs. students,
East Coast vs. West Coast- what
next? The re-birth of the infamous
con1roversy between light skin and
dark skin? Jusl when a brigh1 future
is w ithin reach, the airs of
acceptance, popularity, betrayal and
deceit seep through the cracks of
Howard 's seemingly invincible

The minute someone has enough
guts to say that this student body
needs help and is actually ready 10
do something about it, he/she is
ostracized and almost exiled from
this campus. People mi~ht as well
retro~ress and start wearing scarlet
"Ms' on thei r chest and brace
themse lves for ridicu le. It 's
unfortunate but true: People are
actually afraid of their peers. As if
ashamed to voice their opinions
and remain steadfast in them,

armor.
Don't fear being alone. Try it.
Having to no longer answer to the
expecrntions of 01hers frees your
spirit. Be an agiiator. Make others
think for once. Allow them the
opportunity to view things from
another perspective. Show ihcm the
path less traveled and assure them
that there really is nothing to be
sca red of.. But be aware and
ca utious, for be ing unique
encompasses being ignored, talked

'
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civi lization.

If the studcn1 s, faculty and
administrati on of Howard
Univers ity would make the
commitment 10 be the catalys1 for
a resurgence of proper education
and meaningful music then we can
be worthy oT upholding the ti1lc of
the "fvfecca."
The writer is a Howard
a/111111111s.

about, and sometimes having your
character threatened. Your
emotional., physical and mental
guards must be up 24 hours a day.
But, you ask, 1s sianding up for
yourself and your future worth it?
Why should you be the one to
subJcc1 yourself to situat ions that
could be otherwise avoided? It's
obvious that thosecxac1scn1iments
were felt by our predecessors and
therefore have us within the same
clutches of apprehension.
You'll know your efforts weren't
in vain once you, at long last, can
personall y witness a contrast
between what was the " norm" and
what is now the reality you've
created. And from that vantage
point, carry on the legacy of the

Don't let the apathy and ignorance of some students govern
how you live your days at Howard. Agitate and continue to
fight, or you'll be just another ID number.
Since there are so many
temptations and thrills available
everywhere you turn, _most of the
time you end up battling yourself
just to utter a refusal. But initially
acknowledging that somethingjust
isn't right abo~t y_ou_r surroundings
is a pos1t1ve within itself.
Howard University is supposed
to be saturated with young, strong,
Black individuals that stand up for
what they believe in. With this in
mind, how is it that every year, the

'
.'

••

Don't let apathy rule-: Agitate!
By Sharon C. Grevlous
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Bison. Pass down 1hat particular ,.
positive aspect that people 1end to
shut out everyday. Don't let the
apath y and ignora nce o_f some ,.
students govern how you hvc your
days at Howard. Agi tate and
continue to fight, or you'll be just
apother ID number.

The writer is a sophomore
majoring in prim jo11malism.
,,
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Have You Visited The HoWard
lJn.iversity Museum?
HOWARD IN RETLROSPECt: IMAGEs·oF THE CAPSTONE
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MOORLAND-SPINGARN RESEARCH CENTER• HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Come and

Rediscover The Mecca!
Location: 1st Floor Founders Library • Hours: M-F 9:00AM-4:30PM • Tours By Appointmed
Catalogs and Prints·of Museum Exhibits are Available
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Howard University NAACP

~--·
The 2nd Annual

1LIQUIDATION

l

·sALE ,

RED,BLACK&
GREEN BALL

BATH/BED LINEN, DRAPERY, ·
TABLE CLOTH, NAPKINS,

~

TEI,EVISIONS (LIMITED QUANTITY),
ij
AND

;~

OTHER MERCHANDISE

•

•

Friday March 15

FEATURING:

8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Blackbum Ballroom
$5 B/4 10 p.m.
$7 after 10 p.m.

-Alpha Kappa Alpha
--Alpha Phi Alpha
--Delta Sigma Theta
--Kappa Alpha Psi
--Kappa Kappa Psi
--Phi Beta Sigma

Tickets available at H.U.
Cramton Box Office

DJ PHASE
DOOR PRIZES
FOOD
SPECIAL GUESTS
DRESS To IM PRESS
FOR MORE INFO (202) 48}-555}

C

COME ON IN
TO THE

N Netscape

·--~~~J.9.r

DOWARD
UNIVERSI~Y
,~,ts. . .:. _ .
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Mathcad°

.
k
d I ft t of oll the fun. Go onywhere
on't let this spring leave you b ro e on e ~u f
f $ l 29 F
limited
Gre hound• oes for o moximum round trip ore o
. or O
.
tim:
only,
fro!
Februory
26th
until
April
15th,
students.
who.
show
o
vol,d
~
••
.,
I
f
2 400 destinations. So th,s spring, toke your
MUaent ID con trove to ony o our ,

'

Borland
C++
•DOS.-•nic WQl'li:klM!brd C11-.1 ~

Fl.
•

and /elM3 the driving to US.

27fUe;4<i.10NA.e

w
ALL AT ACADEMIC
PRICES.

$69
$119
$89
$119
$39
$25
$69
$25

Go Greyhounde

WE HAVE TITLES THAT
RANGE FROM

2N<l-2'R<7,;4 .1 N /J,t2-N<i

WA~HI N GTQ~~· ~A~OROUN D TRIP

$35
$62
$47
$62
$22
$14
$35
$14

COMPUTER DEPARTMENT
AND SEE OUR·
SOFTWARE SELECTION.

.

break on Greyhound.
For more information call 1.800.23 1.2222.

BOSTON. MA
CHARLOTTE, NC
CLEVELAND, OH
DETROIT. Ml
N EW YORK , NY
PHI LADELP HIA. PA
RALEIGH, NC
RI CH MOND , VA

BOOKSTORE
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BLACK HORIZEN
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Hilltop Staff Writer

11POf1 book upon book has been

an self-esteem. In this era of "New

• everyone has advice on how
can lift hiS/her spirits. Even Larry
I self-help book: How to Talk to
me, Anywhere.
self-help seller at Brentano's
,_, · o
k Ch
,
"''' ts eepa
opras The
Wlzard: Twenty Spiritual
Creating the Life You Want.
achieving love, personal fuland spirllual connectedness•
use the ancient teachings of
5 right, the same guy from
and the Knights of the RoundI guide for today's society.

Black folks a re concerned,
etely different view on selfmy random look on the
, the African-American selfseem to be more spiritual,
to the ·step" programs that
self-help books advocate.
-American reader needs a
he/she can skip the psycholand go straight to the tiny
'African-American Inter-

Where does the Black \VOinan stan d?
By Rashida Syed
Hilllop Staff Writer
T he "crisis si tua ti on'· that
Afr ican-America n men are in is
widely recognized. There have
bec.n proposa ls by educators,
Africa n- American organizations
and parents. to have separate classcs for A frican-American males
and, in somll states, the government has formed specific task
forces to dea l specificall y with the
problems that face African-Amer,cqn !na le. And then there was the
M1lhon Man March wh ich left
African-American women asking
" Where do we sland?''
'
The Million Man March spoke
10 the need for Afr ican-American
men 10 be strong leaders and 10
reclaim and rebuil d 1hcircommuni1ics. March leade r Minister
Louis Farrakhan. aske'd AfricanAmerican women to show their
support from home. and praised
lh<.:'!' for havjng carried the
Afr1can-Amcr1ca n commu nity
thus far. 8111 many of the underlying problems that have driven
ma lcs 10 join gangs, 10 kill and 10
sical have also aftcc1ed AfricanAmerican women. African-American women also su Cfer from low
sclf-cs1cc111, along with 1hc ills of
racism a nd soc iety. Afr ica nAmerican women 100 are affec1cd
by lhe negative portrayals of
themselves in 1hc media. l3ul the
media and beyond have oflen
placed African-American women
and their issues on the back burner.
But. Dr. Chrisline Carringlon.

reader will find a plethora of

chief psychologisl at Howard Uniyersity Hospiial said 1hat 1he issue
1s not a mancr of 1he amount of
a11cn1ion !hat males get versus the
amount given to females. "The
issue is: where do Black people
siand in a sociel y based on power
and powerlessness?," she said .
"Blacks do no1 have a strong s1and
in socic1y."
•
According to Carrington, bolh
males and females have problems
wi1h sclf-esiccm "because of
lhc nature of racism."
" Racism is a pri-

mary con1ribu1i ng
fac1or
I

0

CSICC m.

But Bl ack
people tllUSI lake
ownersh ip fo r !he ir
behaviors," Carringlon said.
"Racism has had his1orical effects.
In the media, images of Black
women have been dehumanizing
and degrading. Black women hacl
roles (h al were not considered
rCS()CClable and were destructive
10 Black people. Black women
have been as affcc1cd as Black
men.''

Black women have always dealt with it
with a quie1, almost mystical courage.
Still, it would be a foolish exercise in fan1asy to 1bink thal B ill.ck women have
emerged devoid of battle scars. And lhc
deepest scars arc 1he ones we're least likely 10 sec- the psychological ones.
Black people in general have oflen been
seen as oversexed by weslern observers.
This belief was of even greater significance
for Black women during slavery; 11 allowed
for !heir wholesale rapel>y WhJle men to be
dismissed.
This behavior was not confined to slavery !hough, and ii has led to several misconccptioos of Black women. In addition,
1hc economic disenfraochiscmcnl of Black
men has necessilalcd Iha! Black women
often be lhe breadwinners in the communily.
In contrast, White women, by and lar1,1c,
have not bad this same level of responsio1lity. Yet, since While women arc held ue as
tlic archetype of feminjnity in America,
many have charged 1ha1 the Black woman's
"untradi1ional" roles have lessened her femininily. Even worse, Whiles and Blacks have
aclually asserted 1ha1 Black women have

!old me 1ba1 l was the best and 1ha1
I would become somelhing impor1an1,'' she said. "She afso cons1an1ly reminded me that I was
beautiful so !hat I would nol be
vulnerable lhc firs! time a man
!old me I was a11 rac1ive. My
grandmolher, my mother and m)'
aunts taught me to think highly of
myself, my family and of Black
people."
Rackley believes 1hat s1ereotypes of Black women can be dangerous because Black women may
feel forced to live up to !hem.
''There arc Black women from all
stripes. They arc not all secure and
not all inse.curc," she said.
She added, however, that 1hcre
is some 1ru1h 10 !he historical view
of Black women. "When While
women's libcralion starled, !her
were fighling for lhings 1ha1didn t
apply to Black women," she said.
" Black women have had to carry
an economic load th at While
women have nol had 10 carry."
A reoccuring Iheme is that of
lhc love of 1he family, and it has
001 escaped lhis issue. Racldey
and Carringlon bolh believe 1ha1
parcn1al influence and the support
of 01hcr home-bases like lhe
school, the church and the community have las1ing effccls on 1hc
self-esleems and lhe behaviors of
Black males and fcmale-5.
"There is no way you're sup- .
posed lo raise a male child vas1Jr,
different from a female child, '.
Rackley said. "Children mus1 be
surrounded by love and opporlu•
nity."

Some Black women succumb 10 the pressure and actually become whal American
culture says 1hcy arc. Titese women use sex
as a means 10 achieve self-worth. The idea
of someone desiring them, even in on ly lhe
smallest wa), lends 1hem some degree of
imporlance. .
Yc1, 1ha1 sense of imporlance usually
Iasis on ly for 1ha1 nigh!, and afler 1he
encoun1cr, they return 10 their regular selfpitying selves. In search of Ihat Teeling of
importance, they start the whole cycle again.
Some younger Black women become
prcgnanl in bopcs of having someone 10 love
and someone 10 love them. This, 100, is
exP,Osed as an illusion when the realily of
child-rearing sets in.
Ycl wbal $lands OUI mOSI aboul Black
women and lhe self-esleem issue is 1ha1 the
vas1 majori1y do not succumb. Oespilc 1hc
racism from the oulside world, and lhc sexism from Black men, Black women still, by
and large, manage to become some of 1he
mosl productive members of the Black communit)'·
Those who do succeed do so because
!hey refuse 10 believe lhe hype. Disregarding the sexism, and the Adina Howards,
1hesc women define themselves by !heir
owo s1andards. The shock of America's
cultural war against Black women is 001 that
some succumb lo it- ii 's !hat so many
µvercome ii.

·s tudent .fashion show was all about business

Black Pearls: Daily Medita- ,
lions and Inspirations for
ns , thematically orgathe reader in many d1ffer6fe, was the first book to tap
for African Americans and

speaks to the developmen . n,American women in In
of My Sisters. Boyd shares
ns and wisdom of her "sishalpAfrican-American women
-esteem.
By Masako Wedin
rra down, you can pick up any
Hillto p Slaff Wriler
and get a well needed lift.
"School of Business!. School
of
P,as
f rundown of some titles by Business!
School ofB usmess. \v,
other than Schlessinger chanted throughout Cramton Aud110rium this past S:11urday evening,_ as
students eagerly awaited ohe opcmng

may sound really deep but,
have read, the books thema lot of substance. However,
my opinion as the gospel,
only read the backs of the
we all know that, if the back
klteresling, we don't buy the

emasculaled Black
men and arc 1hus
responsible for the
problems of Black
males. Since, in a
sexis1 society, male
issucsarcof1cnseen
as the only issues,
Black women have also been charged wilh
holding back nol just men, but all African
Americans.
The mass media renaissance bas only
compounded the problem. Now, we can
turn on the TV and see Black women actually presented in liviQg color as oversexed.
As far back as lhe blues age, Black music
has conlaincd misog)'n.ist aod sexist elements. Snoop Doggy Dogg is only a 1996
resurrection of brue~ singer Little Waller.
Bui now, we have music and videos 10 con•
vey 1ba1 misogyny to in1erna1ional audiences and on a much wider, oalional scale.
Black women arc bombarded daily by a
culture 1hat sees 1bem as nothing more !lien
exolicsex fiends. Then, !hey are held up next
10 While women, who are 1hough1to be lhc
ideal model of womanhood. Add to Ibis the
everyday slruggle of dealing with lhe
shrinking pool of available Black men, and
one gains a surface undcr-slanding of 1hc
myriad problems Black women face.
This enormous pressure rcsulls in a
depreciated sense of coUeciivc self-worlh or
self-esteem. The stigma associated wilh
Black women manifes1s itself in differen1
ways.

B l a ck women and self-esteem:
•
·•
H o w sisters are coping .

By Ta-Nehls! Coates
choices are scrumptious.
Hilllop Staff Writer
In the Spirit with Susan Tay- - - - -- - - - -- - -- - Acts of Faith or explore lnte1995 w ill proba'?,IYb_c dubbed :•The Year
Vanzant. You may also of !he _Black r;,ia.o. M 1ke Tyso.n s release,
In the Company of My Sisters O,!. _Simpson s tnnocent verdict and the
-... d.
Bl k p
Man March were lhree of the
I M1lhon
VVJU or ,scover
ac
ears
bigges1 news s1ories of the xcar. Each of
, Copage.
1hese events, allhough in d1ffcrcn1 ways,
is a collection of inspira- involved Black men.
from Susan Taylor's monthBui, i_n that rcspcc1, 1995 was really not
,Easetice magazine that bears m!Jch d1ffercn1 1r1an all the years before
,
this. We always hear about Black men, and
Taylors m~st re_c~nt book, i1's almost never in a positive light. \Ve ialk
1.Mng, 1s her first original book abou1 how race-based o ppression has ripped
on •questions of faith and spir- ap art our communities, causing disproporarise from the challenges of 11ona1e incarceration and murder ra1es for
."The Essence editor in chief Black males. We arc often told thal Bl~ck
and insights from her men were robbed of their manhood during
85
.
. ,
slavery and have never recovered.
of approaching h!es probYet wh at about the o1her side? What
a theoretical perspective.
effect has the oppression that Black men
Acts of Faith is a collection of have endured had on B lack women? More
strengthening quotes and import~ntly, what cffe<:t has the Bia.c k
s unique oppression had on Black
aid ·in d a,·1Y. med'_,ta1·•~n. Th',s woman
women? The Iota! effecls of sex- and raceone of Scribners quick sell- based o ppression arc unfathomable, ycl
nt for Black Women profor every African-American
Vanzanl's autobiography,
Black Woman's Healing in
:.ahares Vanzant"s personal
how she is overcoming

college, whal does lhis say abou1
the income of !heir families?"
Rackley asked.
Carriag1on said 1ha1 1hc !roubles !hat young African-American
men face may seem greater lhan
those of African -Ameri can
women because women manifes1
their hurl or pa in diffcrcn1l y.
" Women show signs of depression; !hey show signs of emolional dislress. But Brack males tend
to be more action oricn1cd. For
inslance, Ibey may become
-...-·•.-,..._
workaholics," she said.
Hi slor icall y, and
sometimes slcreot y p ic a I l y,
~ ~._~ African-AmerG: _
1can women
:7Y
have been
considered
outspoken,
a gg r es sive, self., asse rti ve,
and enduring. But is
there
any
truth 10 1his?
"Th ere has
been no systematic
research 10 prove ii,"
Carringlon said. "Black people, by virtue have been the lowmak- est paid and held in 1hc least
es1eem.. . and Black women arc
ing 1he loudes1 noise."
7-lowever, Rackley acknowl- the lowest rung on lhe 101cm pole.
edged 1ha1too much emphasis has Out of a necessily, we have had 10
been placed on separating 1hc work. HisloricaUy, Black families
Bl ack male from 1he Black were more egali1arian."
Sophomore Kiia Marsh said
female. "If Black men havef roblems, so do Black women. 1 men that having a high self-esteem was
are in prison, who will women part of bemli a Black woman in
marry? If Black men are not in her family. 'My mother always

Rejfections

books written just for African

the Power Within: A Path to

Lurma Rackley, executive
direc1or for communicalion al
Amnesly In1crna1ional, USA said
she tends to have a bias wilh
grealer atlenlion being given 10
Black males. "Their_p,roblems are
worse," she said. There are a
grca1cr number of !hem [Black
mco] in prisons and they [Black
men have lower posi1ions in the
jol1 market. It's 1101 1ba1 girls are
being ignored, ii 's jus1 1na1 boys
ar c

scene for 1hc School of Business
Fashion Show. Anyone with a fashion
obsession or who simply has rbe
desire 10 dres.~ ror success would have
been right at home at the show.
The show opened with flashy, yet
appropriale business attire as sophisticated models added even more style to
the spring fashions rhey modeled.
Throughou1 the shO\V, the auditorium
pulsated with 1ech no and hip-bop
sounds, while the clothes and 1he music
worked together to crc.ioe an aura and
a vibe 1ha1showed the field of business
in a completely different light.
In one scene. business-like rainwear was the focus, as models wore
simple, yel colorful coals !hat were
suited 10 complement any oulfll. In
another scene tilled "Just Black," 1hc
color black was 1he central focus, as
fashionable suits and various other
attire were displayed. Models suc•
cceded in proving the notion that
black indeed goes with cveryohing.
Sophomore biology major Kir•
tracey Hill said, "It's all about fashion :utd soyle in '96. The flavor that
my brothers Demetrius and La 'Tuef

contributed added 'pbatness' 10 the
show."
"After 9 to 5, Anything Goes,"
was an erotic scene in which models
wore sleek fashions 1hat paid close
attention to thei r individual
physiques. The exotic 1iger and leop•
ard prints gave an illusion of mystery
and sophistication, while all of 1he
clothes were sultry and fashionable in
their own right.
As the models strutted 1heir stuff, ·
showing off 1he sexy outfiL~to the best
of their abilities, the fashion show
succeeded in quenching the thirsts of
every type of dresser. For the profes•
sional, there was an array of stylish
suios, while the daring were dazzled
with a variety of flirtatious and elegano dresses. For those with more
provocative tasoes, 1he show featured
scenes wioh hard-bodies and passionale poses. One model wearing a naval
ring w ith a chain connected to his car~
rings slirred up conversalion and
whispers among the audience.
As the lights dimmed and the
crowd dispersed, nothing but positive
things were said of this fashion show.
In the poignant scene "Black Men
United;' 20 diverse, young Black men
modeled fashions 10 the beat of 1he
song "You Will Know" (from the
"Jason's Lyric'' soundtrack), while
the audience participated by clapping
and singing along.
,
"TI1e scene ,vas uplifting and sent
positive messages. I really liked the
end, when 1hey (the models] all

'Rain Wear'
"Having only practiced eight
The School of Business hosted
many evenos that oook place this past times, we had an excellent shO\\~/'
weekend. The Class of 1999 spon• fashion show par1icipan1 La 'Teer
sored parental events and the fashion Martin sa id. As an experienced
show was the climax of an exciting model, I feel 1ha1 everyone worked
and productive weekend. Special weUtogether in the short amounl of
acknowledgements went 10 all of t~e time we had."
models from the School of Business
as well as the D.C. Showbiz models.
0

t1cknowlcdgcd each other as equals,"

said Jamel Penson, a sophomore business major.
New York native Kisha Walker
said, "I found the fashion show to be
an exciting experience for me on a
professional level. It gave me a greater
appreciation for 1he hard work that
models have to go Ihough jus1to have
a show/'

'Pure ·contour'
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um.nus m.akes a splash in the world of fashion
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Founder of Tomilson Modeling Agency uplifts Black beauty, breaks down stereotypes
and a planner in the other. He is neither
an undergraduate student nor a stranger
to Howard University. He is Howard
Tomilson, an alumni of Howard and the
founder and owner of the Tomilson
Modeling Agency.
Tomirson doesn't boast of his
accomplishments, but rather expresses
his individuality. "I didn't name the
agency after myself to show off or to be
cocky, but it's only my father and myself
that have that last name and I really want
it to stand out."
Tomilson takes pride in his agency. He

serves actors, models, dancers, hair
stylists,
make-up
artists
and
photographers. He is responsible for the
beautifu1 chocolate hues that have
appeared in videos for Patra, L.L. Cool
J., Vertical Hold and the Lost Boyz. He
is also responsible for the "gorgeous
honies" that grace the pages of
magazines like Black Beauty, Essence,
YSB and Heart and Soul.
After graduating from the School of
Performing Arts in New York, Tomilson
entered Howard University in the fall of
1990, majoring in political science and
minoring in tlieater arts. "Back then,
image was different," he recalls.
"Everyone was concerned with
beautifying themselves, Every Friday at
twelve, people would dress UP. and meet
outside of Blackburn. It was hke one big
fashion show."
"Now everybody is looking for self.
People are starting to feel more
concerned with themselves," he adds.
"There's definitely been a change in

graduated to_ coordinating fas~ion_ shows.
And as fashion evolved, so did his ideas
of the manx things he was capable of
doing. Tomilson sent away for packets at
Woodies and Nordstrom of their models,
and after receiving them he realized he
could do the same distribution and
exposure. "After that everything started
to skyrocket," he said.
With the help of a friend who worked
at Kinko's Copy Center and the
determination of an army, Tomilson put
his words into action and his dreams
became reality.
"Everything I think about is on a
celebrity status because that's where I
want to be, and it's about what you

Tomilson is focused on his career. He
wants to be successful and "keep
business close to home."
"Our business needs to connect and
join other things. If there are no positions '
available then we have to create them.
It's time for us to have our own and
develo~ it. Then we can do with it as we

want," he said.

encourage entrepreneurship," he said.

"The fashion industry, as well as the
entertainment industry, is a White
industrr. Nowadays Black models are
not 'in. My goal 1s to make them 'in'."
The Tomilson Modeling Agency has a
wide variety of Black talent, and while
in many industries the main focus is

"You have got to read, analyze and make
it better. It's about getting ahead,
knowing what's out there and how to use
it. I only wish I had had someone to tell '

money, Tomilson's is not.
"I'm pissed off," he said. "I am tired
of industries and agencies exploiting and
degrading our models and making
money off of them. That's like a slap in
the face."
He continued, "I refuse to have my
models be featured in any video or
anything that degrades them. It's about
image and how you present yourself," he
rephed.

Howard Tomlinson , a distinguished looking man.

By Tamika L. Smith
Hilltop Staff Writer

A distinguished looking man in his
early twenties walks through the double
doors of the Blackburn Center. He is
holding a package of photos in one hand

·

It is not unusual to hear of an alumnus
who becomes successful and forgets
where he came from. Tomilson is the
exact opposite. He plans on giving back
to the community.
"We are a family. I want to come back
to Howard to teach. I want to travel to
elementary schools and high schools and

1

1

l

me sooner."
Six years ago, Tomilson set a goal for
himself and today he is right where he
planned to be. Within the next two years,
Tomilson wants to be responsible for '
creating and fostering Blacl< businesses.
"I represent Black designers. I am
taking it on as my responsibility to create
a Black fashion industry," he said.
"I remember a professor told me that
'you can, you must and you will.' I
believed him," he said. "You have got to
let go of the fear of success- believe in
something and go for it."

Vital Statistics

consciousness."
Initially, Tomilson dreamed of
becoming a lawyer, however; this dream
took a detour into the world of fashion
after auditioning for the Homecoming
fashion show his freshmen year.
Tomilson was one of the few freshmen
who made the show, and this boosted his
self- esteem. "I still have plans to go to
· law school but first I want to work on this
[the fashion industry]. It's [the agencyj
taking off and I want to grasp it before
move on to something else.'
After modeling in fashion shows, he

please.'

Name: Howard Tomilson
Hometown: New York
Profession: Founder and owner of Tomilson
Modeling Agency
Words of Wisdom: "You have to let go of the fear of
success-believe in something and go for it."

Owner of Pyramid bookstore opens House of Peace
Former Hilltop editor finds solace in Islam, writing novels
Avenue, said the new "baby,"
By Akiba Solomon
Hilltop Staff Writer
Although today is Sunday, a
steady flow of customers trickle
into the warmth of Dar Es Salaam
[House of Peace]. Little boys are
begging their mothers for colorful
beads while fathers sam))le
essential African oils. While
ringing up a pair of pink crystal
earrings for a new customer, Hodari
Abdul Ali, the 41-year-old
proprietor of the House of Peace
and Pyramid Bookstore on Georgia

(House of Peace), needs more
attention than its sibling, Pyramid
bookstore.
"Are you on our mailing list?" he
asks a customer. The woman
replies, "No," and begins to recite
her full address and telephone
number without hesitation.
Now the little boys are running
in circles around the brilliant yellow
children's book rack. But Abdul
Ali, the proud father of two sons
and one daughter, stays calm.
"Sorry for running around your
store,' says one of the sprinters.
"No you're not," Ali shoots back
with a chuckle. "I know your type;

Vital Statistics
Name: Hodari Abdul Ali
Hometown: San Diego, Calif
Profession:
Owner,
Pyramid
bookstore and Dar Es Salaam
Words Of Wisdom: ''At Howard I was
trying to find out who I was, where I fit.
Now I'm convinced, beyond a shadow
of a doubt. that
Islam
is
the
best
for
the
,,
community.

I have two boys of my own."
From its countless books to its
fragrant selection of incense, bright
yellow surrounds everything at Dar
Es Salaam, a boutique that opened
last December and sells African
clothing for adults and children and
books. Children's titles like "Dance
of the Rain Gods" and "Iluminata,"
dare you to deny that ignorance
really is bliss. But then, spirit-filled
titles like "The Holy Qur' an" let
you know that Abdul Ali, really

does run of a "House of Peace."
Abdul Ali is a soft-spoken man
with a lot to say, a quiet storm in
these times of torrential rains.
"I read The [Washington] Post,
but it has never been a friend, and
it never will," the 1975-76 Hilltop
editor in chief said of one of the few
mainstream publications he has
freelanced for. "While I was at
Howard, I wrote for them fthe Post]
but it wasn't a big deal. We need to
have our own institutions."
Ali said The Washington Post is
"an institution that doesn't have an
interest in the African-American
community."
He continued, "The Post is there
to serve big business. They say
they're objective, but they're not.
Just read it. The next time you see
a Black person it will be negative.
Eight out of 10 times it's something
bad," he said.
His interest in racial politics
dates back to his high school days
in San Diego. "My [high] school
was 10 percent Black so we formed
this organization called the Umoja
club. We used to put on productions
like 'Free Angela ' rallies," he said,

He makes time to pray- to "make
laughing. "They tried to suspend
wrote about that I'm still helping to
me for three days on some trumpedget information out."
Salat"- five times a day.
up char(se just to keep me off
Business owner, writer and
"At Howard I was trying to find
campus.'
community fixture, Ali has his
out who I was, where I fit," he said.
When he arrived at Howard, he
hands full with his endeavors.
"Now I'm convinced beyond a
was excited by all of the Black
When it comes to his faith, however,
shadow of a doubt that Islam is the
faces. At 19 years old, he traveled
Islam has his undivided attention. · best for the community."
to six African countries on the
University's
Lucy
Moten
fellowship. "It was g'reat to see
Black governments and Black
policemen. I was used to being
afraid of policemen," he said.
While at Howard, Ali also
explored Islam, which is now his
focus. "It wasn't a deep spiritual
thing," he says of his early interest
in Islam. "I admired people like
Malcolm X, Eli/. ah Muhammad and '
Muhammad A i. I saw Islam as a
weapon of freedom."
Ali describes the political
ideology of his college days as
"Black Natronalist with an Islamic
flavor."
"I was trying to bring about
revolution. I made a very conscious
effort to raise political consciousness
with my Hilltop articles," he said.
He used his _power and influence
as editor in chief to ensure weekly
coverage of political and cultural
issues including his "Eye on
Africa" column. He was so
outs))oken that some students began
to call the Hilltop "Hodari Speaks."
Twenty years 1ater, the Orthodox
Muslim still speaks- he's just
lowered his voice. "Writing is my
first love," he said between the
rhythmic clicks of his P.C./cash
register at Dar Es Salaam. "I like to
Hodari Abdul Ali was very active as a student at Howard .
think that since I deal with the same
types of topics in my store as I

Do ou have an idea a6out who
to read a out on tlie Peo
el Give our
estions to the H i((to at 202 806-6866.
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THURSDAY,MARCB14TH

7PM TO 9PM
COOK BAL~ - 'LOUNGE

ABSALOM JONES/CANTERBURY
PRESENTS
'

CONVERSATION AT TEA
WITH

JUAN WILLIAMS,
WRITER FOR THE
WASHINGTON POST

~~rwo AFRO=-ANGLlCAN
TJTANS~~ JUSTICE
THUR ~.., i> MA.RSHAU
AND BISHOP JOHN
WALKER~~
,

TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1996
4:00 P.M.
THE READING LOUNGE - BLACKBURN CENTER
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Hilltop staff members Share ~avorite books ,,

By Carmla Marshall

Hilltop Staff Writer

It's Friday night. You and your
friends are bored to death.
Suddenly, a friend stares you right
in you r face and says, "You r
boyfriend is so fat, he went on a diet
and the only thing he lost was two
weeks." Laughter fills the room
and someone else responds: "Your
mother is like the Energizer
Bunny- she keeps blowin$ and
blowing and blowing." Retaliat ing
quickly, you reply: ''Your sister is so
stupid she thmks hummingbirds
hum because they forgot the
words." Laughter continues to fill
the room and the game of "snaps"
has begun.
To make this decades-old game
a little more interesti ng, James
Percelay, Monteria Ivey, and
Stephan Swek . have co-. authored"Triple Snaps," an new
'b001rof over 450 of the funniest,

crudest, and most original snaps.
''Triple Snaps" offers the the hottest
"mother," ·'father," "sister" and
"bro1her" snaps that will leave your
jaws aching from laughter.
1'hc book is packed with
hum orous insul1s coined by
celebri1ies, comedians and master
street snappers. In the foreward,
rapper/actor Ice T cla ims 1hat
snapping is a national pas1ime for
Black youth in America, and stales
thal he believes it is a way of
bonding, especially among men.
The rapper says, "It 's a s1atemen1
of friendship 1hat I don't think has
ever been explained. I can talk crazy
and jump all over you when we're
snapping because of the closeness."
No1 only is snapping an AfricanAmerican comedic art form created
by slaves 10 vent their hostili1ics,
bul is also a form of friendly insults
that promote "wits over fists."
However, some say 1ha11he book
isn't all 1hat funny.

"YOUR MOTHER
IS SO FAT,
SH£ THINKS
GRAVY IS A
BEVERAGE."

On the 01her hand. sea;
"Joking is cool, but 1his book is
corn)\" sophomore Karl Pilgrim that "Triple Sna ps" QI i
harmful rnsults and 1
said. " I can do bener myself."
Yet others disagree, saying the behaviors under the 1
t
ability 10 invent new jokes requires en1er1ainment.
" I don't like 1he bool:
ingenuity.
Sophomore Pa1reece Debarau first of all, the jokes !
said, "The book is good. Just being Secondly, it supports · ,
able 10 produce jokes shows the sophomore Keilani Sp· c
crea1ivi1y within a person."
"If ro~ are jo_k!ng ~~I
Although "Triple Snaps" persons insecurities, 11 l
features dozens of flln-filled jokes, J0kc, i1's real," sophc c
par1icipation in the ac1ual $ame Ford sa id. "The boot II
should be limited to close friends this.,.
Despite the variety I'
and family.
"Everr.onc canno1 crack on me. concerning '·Triple s..
If we ain I cool like 1ha1, then don'1 book has already rectiveda
think abou1 it. I don'1care where or a11en1ion and has been iadl
what book you got the joke from," USA Toda Iisl of bcslll
sophomore Marqui1a Woods said. the future, 'Triple Snaps·11
to pu1 a spin on the new~l
Others disagree.
" I don't care if someone makes "Snaps" comedy album
fun of me as long as we understand Records, and an upoomii
1ha1 it's just a game," sophomore motion picture. If ~u tnli
Allen Barber said. ''The book helps sec how funny "Tnple Smil'
is, check i1 ou1 for youncl
to provide the jokes."

ts

Rapper lce-T feels that "sn apping" Is the national pasttlme for
black youth In America.

Classic Soul evenings finds ·a home at the Takoma Theater
BY. Fatima L. Hall
Hilltop Staff Writer

As th~ curtains rose a1 the his1oric
Tokoma Theatre on Saturday, the cager and
appreciative audience sprang to its feet
with as much exci1cmcn1 as a group of
1eenagers al a Jodeci concert. Bui this was
not jus1 any other performance; the acts
which took the s1agc tha1 nigh1 were of an
era lhat 1oday's young generation has heard
of only in rap samples.
The comedic soul impressionist Oreg
Cooper and sexy soul s1irrers Gene
Chandler and Chuck Jackson captiva1cd the
crowd wi1h sultry tunes from the past. The
evening was made possible by D.C.'s own
Black-owned promotions co mpany
Dimensions Entertainmcn1, Inc. which has
been in 1hc entertainment business for over

20 years.
"We've got 10 keep the old music alive. Toddy Pendergrass, O1is Redding, Al
"I think it's wonderful 1ha1
Green, and James Brow n
Dimensions provides this kind----- -- - - -- -- - - -- -- - - -- -- along wi1h 1he men on this
of cn1cr1ainment," said D.C.
srnge.Thcycarried 1he 1orch."
residenl Bland Washington,
. With thi_s being the s~cond
51. ''At one time Ibey were
,n a seri es o r proJects,
theonlycompany1hatdidthis.
Dimensions plans 10 promote
This music 1ranscends all age
many other s hows. The
barriers and it 's about us.
Thkoma Thea1er is 1he official
Otherethnicgroups havebeen
homcofthe"Anolher Classic
prosperingoffofourmusicfor
I:'
Soul Evening" concer1 series.
years."
Arlists scheduled to follow
Gene Chand ler beca me
lhese legends nre: Johnnie
famous in 1hc '60s with hi1s
'faylor, The Manhattans. Millie
like " Duke of Earl'' and
Jackson, Latimore, and many
"Daddy's Home." Chandler
more.
gave an unforgettable
I:'
"My paren1s are part of this
performance whi le Chuck
era," sa,d Maryland resident
Jackson rejuvenated 1he crowd with hits We can't throw away these old albums and Lisa While, 26. " I reall y have a deep
Ii.kc " I Love You" and "One In A Million the people who made them," Cooper said. appreciation for music from the '60s and
You.''
" In the past, you had true entertainers like '70s. A lot of the stuff 1hat's coming out

alive. We can't throw away these
old albums and the peo1nle who
made them."
-Greg Cooner

Joseph Henderson"Double Rainbow,
the Music of
Antonio Carlos
Josim"

Joshua Redman"Mood Swing"
Young saxophoni st
Joshua
Redman
provides an excellen1
samp ling of modern
saxophone flavor on his
most recent jazz album,
" Mood Swing."
Redman, who is in
his mid-20s, was
accepted to Harvard
Un ivers ity 's
law
school, but decided to
continue playing the
saxophone instead. · He
is known for helping to
bring back the be-bop
jazz movement among
"Generation X ."
Th is particular CD
stresses Redman's goal
to educate lis1eners on
the classic jazz of the
1960s. The songs are
very soot hing and
devoid of modern and
contemporary bea ts;
in stead, Red man is

''We've got to keep the old music

recognized by hi s
"hard-bop" style.
Some well-know n
t_itles included on the
new CD are "Sweet
Sorrow," " Faith" and
" Rejoice."
If you like Jackie
McClean
or
Ca nnonball Adderly,
than yo u will like
Redman.
Red man's
ba nd
includes Brian Blade
on the drums, Brad
Mehldau on piano and
Christian McBride on
bass.

Saxophonist Joseph
Henderson is a legend in
the jazz community. He
has pbrformed with
trumpeter Lee Morgan
and the Modern Jazz
Quartet.
Henderson was not
widely known outside of
the jazz arena until the
late 1980s, when he
received
severa l
Orammys for
his
a lbums . He has now
finally been recognized
for his dedicated work.
Songs
on
this
particular album are
dedicated to Brazilian
songwriter Antonio
Carlos J osim. Titles
include " Felicidade,"

now is about sex and violena.
some thing abo u1 this musk
appealing to me."
'Black music has always CIOSSCl1
and color lines and 1hc '·Qa;i.
evenings are just an example o(tk
that music creates.
Dime nsions En1crtainmea
conii nues to work toward 1be
brin$ing quali1y ar1is1s to D.C ·
lookmg 10 expand and prom01ii
younger audience. On Fnday,
Downing and Najeewill bepe
two shows at the Warner Thealll
" If you have love in your heart.
will love thi s mu sic," said
Roberson, 36. " I was aboul II
heard my firs1 Gene Chandlr
' Rainbow.' I've loved him e,-cr~
an 'oldie but goodie' person. I
my life."

Ramsey Lewis"Ivory Pyramid"

"Once I Loved" and "No
More Blues."

If you e njoy John
Coltrane,
then
Henderson will be a
good selection. He too is
known fo r his " hardbop" and his avant garde
character i st i cs.
Hende_rson's
band
includes jazz legends
pianist Herbie Hancock,
Christian McBride o~
bass and drummer Paulo
Braga.
,

Pianist
Ramsey
Lewis has been involved
in jazz s ince the lat e
1950s and still has a
strong following. He is
)mown for his difficult
key changes and hi s
st irring renditions of
classical works. Lewis'
styles range from the
jazz
" toe-tapping"
classic and best-selling
album "TI1e In Crowd,"
to hi s funky rel ease,
"Sun Goddess.''
" Ivory Pyramid"
displays Lewis' recent
modern and contemporary jazz works, w hich
are often played on jazz
station 105.9 FM.
The new CD includes
"Brizilica," which was
origi nally recorded by
the group Earth, Wind
and Fire, and was also
remade on on e of
Lewis '
prev ious
albums, "Salongo."
Other famous titles
on the Lewis' new CD
include "Jackson Park"
'
" People Make the World
, Go 'Round," and

"Tuquila Mockingbird,"
which is a remake of
one of his original
reco rdin gs fro m the
1970s.
If you like Les
McCann's o r He rbi e
Hancock 's piano styles,
than Lewis is a nice
listen. In fact, many jazz
criti cs believe that
Ramsey Lewis had a
strong influence on both
piano players with his
funky-blues style of the
1960s.
Lewis' band includes
Mike Logan on electric
keyboard, Steve Cobb
on drums , Char les
Webb on electric bass
and Henry Johnson on
electric guitar.
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[nternet einployn1ent Black accou ntants
~ank takes hassle out organi~ation serves local
com
m.unity
~fjob hunting
'i;ShllOn C. Grevlous

a(1d fu11shmg up their Domino's

f!(ekers need no longer
(tMlnlless hours search 1ng
IIJWOfbindcrs for jobs in
center. JOBTRACK, a
f11ion dedicated to finding
;ymcnt for college students
l,UIII graduates, ha, emerged

pizza, wondering where the monev
for Ihe next one is coming from 1•
said Ramberg, a graduate
Stanford University. "We've created
JOBTRACK to be accessible 10
students an~_alumni at any time, 24
hours a day.
JOBTRACK accommodates

night _worrying about their future

HlltOP Slaff Writer

of

S ince
employers
using
J OBTRACK can Tocus their searcli
on specific campuses, like Howard,
competitio n bas diminished while
the c~ances of studentS finding jobs
have mc rcased.
Sonya Marc h, a sophomore
majoring in biology, appreciates
the convenience 01 JOBTRACK.
" I' m go ing to be graduating

["we've creat ed JOBTRACK to be a ccessible to
pulents a nd alumni at any time, 24 h o urs a day."
-Ken Ramberg
co-founder of JOBTRACK
l!ltjob hunting easier via the

1

o/ lhe creators and current
l,esidentof JOBTRACK. Ken
p,11.sa)~ that the corp0ra1ion
11tr600 jobs everyday with
1~ positions ava ilable.
rg, along with David
• and relative Connie
.created the JOBTRACK
in 1989 after noticing
11ploymcnt process was
and time consumi ng for
The founders thought it
ufortunatc that talented
®dents on the verge of
· could only scramble for
ucarcer center during the
k,ut\of9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
c kids slay up late at

1
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over 400 college and univers ity
career centers across the country
and posts jobs ranging from health
c.ar1; to engineering. It also has
ltstin,gs for comm unications
chemistry and bookkeeping.
'
There arc 170,000 employers on
the list~ that_t~rgct specific colleges
and umvcrs111cs.
William Shell, the ch ief
execut ive officer of Interactive
Medical Tochno logies, said the
diversity of the workers he recently
hired could n' t have been found
anywhere else but through
JOBTRACK.
JOBTRACK can be reached
through a ny home computer by way
of Internet service providers such
a~ America On-line and AT&T.

soon," said March, a New York
native. ''With JOBTRACK, I won't
have to worry about looking on
bu lletin boards o r gelling kicked
out of the career offices. r can just
sit down and start the searc h."
The listings arc updated daily
and arc filled with full-time, part•
t ime, and internships job
opportun ities .
Ramberg
is
confident that his creation will
continue to benefit all studentS who
use JOBTRAC K.
"Once you go int<i JOBTRACK.
you' ll see the quality of jobs you
like," he said. "You' ll probably be
quite surprised."
The c-mai I address for
JOBTRACK
is
http://www.jobtrack.com.
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No High School Diploma:
$ 12.809
High School Dip-Joma only:
$18,373
Bachelor's Degree:
$32,629
Master's Degree:
$40,368
Doctorate Degree:
$54,904
Professional Degree:
$74,560
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•(Figures arc based on the average annual
earnings in 1992)
•(According to the World Almanac and
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lllry:

Hotel and Restaurant Management:
$24,219
Journalism:
$20,154
Liberal Arts:
$22.318
Marketing/Sales:
$26,021
Nursing:
$33,531
Physics:
$30,598
Social Science:
$23,856
•(Source: Collegiate Employment Research
Institute, L995;
M ichigan Staie University's Salary Report
J994-95; College Placement Counci[ Inc. Salary
Survey fo~ 1994-95)
,

I Engineering:
Admin.

DRUNK
DRIVING
DOESN'T
JUST KILL
DRUNK
DRIVERS.
-· .

Kiva Dale, president of NABA

appreciation banquet in
By Walter Boyd
December
th a t
Hilltop Staff Writer
recognized members and
The Howard Univers• corporate sponsors.
ity chapter of the National
'Rvicc a monlh NABA
Associa ti on of Black cooks and serves food for
Accountants (NABA) has the homeless at Molhcr
had a busy year, offering Dcar's Community Servvaluable services to its ice Cen ter. They a lso
members and reaching deliver food to senio r
out to the community.
citizens' homes on the
"We arc havi ng an · weekends and tutor childoutstanding year," sa id ren in the community.
Kiva Dale, president or
NABA is the largest
NABA.
organiza tion in th e
Established in 1974, School o f Business, with
NABA has recen tly over 60 paid members.
raised over $2,000 from
"NABA members
donors and corpo rate have various networking
sponsors to pay for a opportunities with other
student Regional Confer• members around the
cncc in Teaneck. N.J.
natio n, and wit h th e
Students were able to profess io nal chapter,"
interview for jobs, receive Dale sa id. " You ca n
internship offe rs and always find someone in
obtain valuable informa• the industry in the
lion about the accounting particu lar a rea or ideal
industry.
co mpa nr, you want to
T hey a lso held an work for.'

Software packages ·tak e
stress ou t of filing taxes
By Daron Ross
Hilltop Staff Writer
Digging for o ld receipts and W-2 forms has many
people singing the tax season blues during this time of
the year.
Tux season also can be scary for many people,
particularly college students filing taxes for the first
time.
"l have to find someone to do my taxes for me again
this year;' said University of Maryland graduate stuilcnt
Adnenne Po rter. " I just have no c lue as to what I'm
doing!"
But thanks 10 tax software packages designed 10 take
the stress out of tax time. individuals can fife the ir own
laxes just like 1hc experts.
T.1x software front-runners of the market arc
Kiplingcr's ThxCut, and lntuit's TurboTax. Other
popular packages are SimplyTax by 4Home
Productions and Persona l Tax Edge by Parson's
Tuchnology.
"Turbo'Tux is what sells best in our store," said
George Ireland, Egghead Software manager. "I can't
speak for all retailers, but my customers like it because
Intuit usually gets the software package for state taxes
in our store the quickest.''
Jackson Hewitt, a business that specializes in tax
services, uses the software packages.
"I've used both TurboTux a nd ThxCut. I like ThxCut
because its interview process (questionnaire form)
from screen to screen is a little easier to comprehend
than TurboTax," Jackson Hcwi11 Tax Services manager
Iris Brunnell said.
The ease of filing taxes with these new packages can

make almosl anyone an expert.
"Working well into the evening may be stressful and
there is a possibility that a deduction could be missed.
I use TurboThx and the Fl key to help me find any
deduction I might have overlooked," O.C. resident
George lreland said.
Business Week reports lllxCut's 'audit' feature is so
thorough that it catches discrepancies that only a
certified public accountant might be able to find.
People can buy the new tax software for $24 to $40.
In many stores, TurboTux is discounted. But PC Data's
Ann Stephen's said a lower price won't boost sales
much.
"People hate doing taxes and will do anything to get
out of it ... and a discount in prices won'I make a 6ig
differe nce." she said.
•
USA Today reports these programs demand a lot o r
concentration. For example, the instructions must be
carefully read to keep up with all the tips and strategies.
The programs share many similarities. In most
cases, the software comes with instructions and expert
advice. The software does all the math and allows tax
filers to transfer data from personal finance frograms
and last year's taxes. CO-ROM versions o 'ToxCut,
Turbo'fox and Personal Tux Edge have video and audio
clips from experts .
"The thing to remember is that consumers have to
upgrade their packages every year in accordance with
the ever-changing tax laws," Brunncll said. "Many
individuals have unique tax situations that need
professional a11ention. Besides, most people sti ll end
up paying us a [cc for an electronic tax return because
they want their money in two days instead of waiting
for it in the mail."

Tax Software Programs to Look Out For:
TurboTux:
By Intuit
1-800-964-1040
On disk: $19 to $29
CD-ROM: $39 to $44.95

Simply Tax:
By 4Home Produc1ions
1-800-773.5445
On disk: $19.95
CD-ROM: $ 19.95

Personal Tux Edge:
By Parsons Technology
1-800-223-6925, mail order only
On disk: $19
CD-ROM: $29.95

Tux Cut:
By JGplinger
1-800-235-4046
On disk: $19.95
CD-ROM: $19.95

AVOIDING
ATICKET IS ASNAP
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81111clay, March 10
10:30 a.m.
Rankin Chapel
Holy Euchartst
Th«: Rc;v, .J<:-rry Hargrove, Catholic Chapl{Wl
The Newman Center Roman Cathol1c Mtntstcy
11:00 a.m.
Raoktn Chapel
Uomntty Cllapel 8ea tloe
Dr. Gudaer C. Taylor, Putor Emeritae,
Concord BapUat Church
2:00 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
· "The Progress of the Sour - Lecture
Dr. Fulton Caldwell, Baha'i Chaplain
4:00 - 6:30 p .m.
Rankin Chapel

Holy Euchartst

"Global Mro-Angllcanlsm as a Stgn of Hope"
The Rev. J. Carleton Hayden. Eptsoopal Chaplain
Absalom Jones/Canterbucy Fellowship

Recepttonjollowtng BeFVtce
Monday, II.arch 11
••n•da Chapel

8:00 ,, 8:SO a.m.
Momtna Prayer-a
Medltatioa: Dr. Dorothy L. PcnreU, De•a.

::.unlaf.

..

10:00 a.m~~
Blackburn Center
Display of Study and
Ground Floor Plaza
Teaching Resources
Ainertcan Bible Society
12:00 - 12:30 p.m .
Rsoktn Chapel
"Eat the Bread of Life: Prayer
and Pra!se" •
Staff Members, Information Systems and
Sc:rvtc~
12:00 - 12:45 p.m.
Undergraduate
..Dellef and Hopet CrossLtbrary, Media
Cultural Reficcttons"
Center, L-140
- Video Serles
"Guidance: How Do I Know What To Do"
Facilitator: Dr. Arthurec Wright, Assistant Director,
Foundens' Library ·
12:30 - I :30 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
"Fighting the Good Fight"

CQ~ch Wllllrurt P. Moultrte, Athletic De~.rtment

2:00 p.m .
Rankin Chapel
"The Problem ofEvtl"-Lecture Loun~
Dr. Lee Brown, .Associate Professor, Department of
Philosophy
5 :30 p.m.
Carnegte Building
"Jesus In The Qu'ran,
Little Chapel
Muhammad ln the Bible" - Lecture
. Mr. Omar Abdellah Ewing
Muslim Student .Association
7:00 - 8:80 p.m.
R•aJrta Chapel
Ualvenlty-Wlde Cbap«'ll Sea vloge
Tho Rev. Lewta Aatboay, Pastor, Metropolitan
Week,y A.M.E. Zloa Church
Howard Goape1 Choir
.Rec,epffon l'oUotofng Senfoe

Tueedey, March 12
7 :30 - 7:50 am.
Rankin Chapel
Mc;.>rn!p_g Prat~
Wesley Foundation, United Methodist
Ministry

8:00 · 8:80 a.m.
Ranlrtil Chapel
Monatng Prayea•
· Meclttatloa: Mr. Barry G. Robtaaoa. m.
Interim Vlc.Prealdeat for M ■ demtc
Affaln
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Blackburn Center
Display of Study and
Ground Floor Plaza
Teaching Resources
American Bible Society
12:00 • 12:30 p.m.
Ranlrtn Chapel
Prayen for Children aad Vam111.,.
School of Eclucatloa

l .Tndergraduate
12:00 - 12:45 p.m.
Libracy, Med.la
"Belief and Hope: CrossCenter. L-140
Cultural Reflecttons"
- Video Serles
"Why Me? If You're So Good, Why Are Things So
Awful?"
Facllltator - Dr. Arthuree Wright. Assistant Director,
Fot.1nd~n;• Library
Rank! Ch pel
12:00 -1:00 p.m.
n
a
"Llke One of These• - Symposium
Center for Research and Education of Students
Placed at Risk
Rankin Chapel
12:00 • 2 :00 p.m.
Lounge
"Women 1n Mlntstcy"
-Symposium
Bapttst Student .Min.1stry
Richard/Sarah Allen Fellowship, A.M.E . Mlnistcy
W~ley Foun<:t~tton, linltc,i Methcxtt~t Mln1~try
4:00 ~ &:4& p.m.
Blacldnma Center
of the
Loun,e
Cburob: Juatioe Tbur,ood Kan
and Blaha,
Job Walker • Two Afro-Allgbean Tltaa•"
. Lecture/DtacaNloo and Bl... Tea
Juan 181Ut•m•, Editorial Writer, "The Ws rbtoQh•
Poat"
Uatted M1matrlea at Bowanl UaJveimty
Abtlalom Jonea/Caaterinuy Fellowebip
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
Holy Eucharist
Bible Study
The Rev. Joseph A. Donnella. II, Luthe ran Chaplain
Lutheran Student Movement
5:30 p.m.
Carnegie BuJldlng
"What the Muslim Wants Little Chapel
What the Muslim Belleves"
Muslim Student Association
6:00 • 7:SO p.m.
R•nk!!! ~b'1P47!
-· · · ~-Importance of Spirit a11d Self" - Adch e••
Jyaala v.._mt, Author of Act• of hltb~ Daily

""The Gentua

Black

11eac::,f

~!1-~/Ja!'..Co&v
6:45 p.m.
Howard Plaza Towen
Forum on Relattonsh!ps for
W. Community Room
Women
Mrs. Mlr1am. Wright, Kingdom Life Christian Center
Tom Skinner Associates
Weclnerltrty, Muob 13

8;00 - 8:30 a,m.
R•oktn Chapel
Morning Prayer•
Meditation: Dr. Jannette L. Datee, Dean. Sch
of Commaatcatloaa
10:00 a.m. - 3 :00 p.m.
Blackburn Center
Display of Study and
Ground Floor Plaza
Teaching Resources
.American Bible Society
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Reakla Chapel
Unhenlty-Wlde Chapel Sezwl~

R. Patrick Swygert, Prcaldeat
12:00 - 12:45 p .m .
Undergraduate
"'Bellef and Hope: Crt>ssLibrary, Media
Cultural Reflections"
Center, L-140
. - Video Serles
"Why Hope?"
Facilitator - Dr. Arthuree Wright, Asststant Director,
f9~nders' itbrary
·
4:00 - 5:45 p.m.
Blackburn Center
"The Genius of the Black
Gallery Lounge
Church: Afi1can Popes 1n the Cathollc Tradttton·
- Lecture/Discussion and High Tea
The Rev. Jerry Hargrove. Cathollc Chaplain
The Newman Center, Roman Catholic Ministry
Uruted M1tl.lstr1es at Howat'd University
4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
"The Role of Young Adults ln the Black Church:
Emergtng Opportunttles, New 01recttons"
-Symposium
Rankin Chapel Assistants

THE HILLTOP

5,30 • 7.00 p.m.
Bible Study
Rankin Chapel
The Rev. earolyn &rd
Ba
Baptist Student Fcllow:ip ptist ehaplatn
5:30 p.m.
"Boyz to Men..
•
Carnegie Building
Asst. Imam MalJlt
Little Chapel
of Columbia
Delane, Untvcrsity of the District

Muslim Student Assoctatlon

5:30 p.m.

"Far Slet~m Only.. _ Ra. S

Blackbum Center
Muslim Student As · P ·~tQn
a""
soctatton
9 "" p.m.
__._
I lov - 0 lov
Chapel Sea toe
·
-001 of Dl9lalty
•
Mays Bell
The Rev. Dr. Diane Brenda Tbarmaa Cb eel
WIUt•m~1 Preach
N
•••.--.-..
8•80 - 8·00
er, ew Genaltl Baptist Claarcb
· .. ·
p.m.
Rankin Ch•-•
Aluma• uad Prteucla Nipt"
F'f"
Boward Ualwiralty Choir
Dr. J. Weldon Norrta, Dbector
&!cei>tfonfoUoll1Vl(I Cowr t
7:SO - S:sd p.m.
School of D1Y1nl
the Queen of Sheba: Shades Ma)'B Hall
ty
and Hues of Color..-Lecture Thurman Ch
1

Dr. Allee Bell.ls, Asslst.aftt Preresser efOld T~ettt
Howard Untvcrsity School of Dtvmtty
•

7:30 - 7:50 a.m.

Tlmnclay. Mania 14
Rankin Chapel

Morning Praise
Wesley Foundation. United Methodist Mtntstry
1:00 · 8:30 a.m.
Reokto Cb• . 1
MorniDg Prayer■ _.,....
pe
Mr. Lawaen~ s. D&wwoJ, Director ~f

";6!~:

12:00.. • 12:45 p.m.
Belief and Hope: Cross-

Undergraduate
Library Media
G~!ruraj R~fl~tj<?!!~"
Center 't-140
- Vtdeo Sertes
· · --· · -• - - - ·
"What Are the Moral Ollemmas?
Facilitator: Dr. Arthurec Wrtght, Assistant Director
Founders' Library
•
12:30 • 2:30 p.m.
BJacJrhnna Center
"1'aralol SWOJd. Joto Plow Gellery Loaofe
Shan:a: A Tribute to Pe.er Ht•ken ID the Middle
Eut" - Sympoaium
R~:;:tatl..-e. c,f the lnacll Emu ■■y, PLO, and
Tlae Facalty Senate

ai00 --t,oo p,m.

&ohool of Dfflalty

""Tlae Black Church and AD

Mays Rell, Rm. #298

Edaoatecl Mt■tauy" - Faeulty/Stud.ent
Dtalope

Boward Scbool of Dtvtnlty
4:00 • 5: 15 p.m.
TBA
"The Genlus of the Black Church:Black Methodists
and Church Renewal" .. Lecture/Dtscusston and
HJghTea

.

Dr. ~vans E. Crawford, Interim Vice President for
Untvcrssty Advancement
United Mtnlstrtes at Howard University
Wesley Foundation
.
5:30 p.m.
Carnegie Building
"Grewth ef Islam l.tt

Little Chapel

AmertKKKa - Before Columbus...to the Black
Power Movement.. - Lecture
Mr. Al-Hajj Abdul-Maltk
Musllm Student Assoclatton
8:.45 p.m.
TBA
Forum on Relationships for Men
The Rev. Steve Fitzhugh, Fell<?91shtp of ehrtsttan
Athletes
Tom Skinner Associates
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
"The Genius of the Black Church: Ftne Arts for

Christ*
United Mlnistrtes at Howard University
Richard/Sarah Allen Fellowship, A.M.E. Ministry
R~ept,tonfeBowlng Program
Friday, Maraia 15

1:00 - 8:30 a.m.
Raalrto Cbapel
IIOl'llbll Prayen
lledltatlon: Dr. Steve FaYOJ'II, V1ce Plesidcmt for
8tadeat Mfaln
11:00 - 19:46 p.m.
Campa Yard
Huad■ AcroN The Campa•
12:00 • 12:46 p.m.
Undergraduate
..Belief and Hope; CfQnLibrary, Media
II

Cultural Reflections*
Center, L-140
- Vldeo Scrtes
·Mama and Uncle Willie: Sacred Stortes~
FacUitator: Dr. Arthurce Wright. Assistant Dlrectar.
Founders· Library

B7

1:00 p.m.
Khatib

Carnegie Butldlng
Little Chapel

Imam Khalid Abdul-Fattah
Muslim Students Assoctatton
4:00 - 5:80 p.m.
••nkt- Chapel
"'Sona and Dallflbt~ of Ab..b•m! a Jewleh,
CWlan. llaeJlm Trtalop"
· RM♦.~~ ~ t ~~~~t !DH•• Foa!!«!•t•,.
OeorfD W..ldogton Uahrenlty -- - - --- ···- -_ ,
Amtr Jolaari AIMhaJ.NeU!E, lla,e!hn Claaplalo
Tbe Rev• .Jo ■ epb DoDDella D Lath-- c••...•-aeu,toaa Fellcnnlalp eom.'ctt'
-- -r...u
5:30 p.m.
·
Carnegie BuUdtng
"'lbe Muslim Movement After Ltttle Chapel
Malcolm X.. = Lecture
Imam Khalid Abdul-Fattah. Leader of the Ji1Jamtc:
Party

Musllm Student Association
8:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Jlaolrtn Cb•pel
'"TM RIH of AfnHMmtrlo Blblloal Bormeaeatlfl:
Time to Renew Rope" .. Lecture
:0.. Caln &ope l'el4v, P,ofe ■eOI' of :New Teet-meat
~ ud Uteratare, llowarcl Sebool of
Dlvlnlty. A le•dla& Biblical Scholar, aatbor or
maay boob ud utJcla loclndta• Im,bUg4
Biblical Wateg: Race, ClaN •ad FamlJ?' (1989).
a.arptfoa.folJoefag Add.nu
9:00 -12 Midnight

·

TBA

Coffee House
United Mlntstrl~ at Howard Untver.stty
&atuday, Muell 18

9:00 • I :00 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
·oroWlng Deeper with Gcxi* - Workshop

The Rev. Eugene E. Burrellt The NavJgator5 Chaplain
The Navtgators Christian Fellowship
Breal(jmt • 8:45 a.m.

2:00 p.m.
.
"Ptlgrtmage to Black Saints

Washington National
Cathedral

and Shrines"
Howard University and State University of New York,
Buffalo Students
Eptscopel/ AngUcan MJntstry
5:30 • 10:00 p.m.
Blackbum Center
Islam\~ Bazaar and Afrtcan
Ground Floor Plaza
Market Place
~;00 P,m ,
Dk\Qkburn c,nt~r
"From the Streets to the
Ballroom
Nation of lslanu EUJah Muhammad to Wallace D.
Muhammad to the Sunni Musltm Movement•
- Lecture
Imam StraJ WahaJ. MasJtd At-Taqwa. New York
Muslim Student Association
Sanday, March 17
10:00 a.m.
Carnegie Building
Holy Eucharist
Little Chapel
The Rev. Beverly Moore Tasy. Episcopal Chaplain,
State. Untve.rs.tty of New York. Buffalo
The Rev. J. Carleton Hayden, Eplacopel Chaplain
11100 a.m.
Cltape•
Ullln:aetty Claepel Sea vice
DI'. James Fo1ba, Senior Miawta-, Rlveaalde
Clamcb, New York City
12:30 p.m.
Blackbum Center
Festtve Brunch
Private Dlnlng Room
Episcopal/ Anglican Mtntstry
1:00 p.m.
Carnegte Building
"Understan~ the Qu'ran"
Little Chapel
Musllm Student Assoctatton
2:30 • 7:00 p.m..
Blacldtana Oeater
..Belief•, Blythe, ud
BaDroom
M,-tata: ' • • - • • In Inter-Rellitoaa
Dtalope'" • Sympoetum
Ioterfalth Confeaeace of W•htngtoo. DC
~ ~-- ~~ !>!!!= ~f ~~ (}~~e,!
$10.00. ffJU1!8tf ,,_, wlude• «
oonamrmal
3:00 p.m.
Rankin Chapel
Btble Study Fellowship
The Rev. Lilli.a n C. Smith, United Methodist Chaplain
Wesley Foundation
6:00 p.m.
Carnegie Building
•Islam - What Do You Think? Little Chapel
Personal Reflections"• Symposium
Muslim Student Association
7:30 p.m.'
Rankin Chapel
(;9mpltne and Celebration
Ms. Flat Ltvtngaton, Peer Mlnlster
Absalom Jones/Canterbury Fellowshtp

~-••ta

....,,_tfoa:••I

Sponsored by:

Office of the Dean the Chapel.

F9r m~, 1~r9rm•1~; gol) •
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By Crlstel Williams
Hilltop staff Writer

Insomnia, according to the
American Sleep Disorders
Association, is the inability to
obtain adequate sleep for two or
more weeks. This condition affects
nearly 32.5 million adultS each year.
"Insomnia isn't an illness, but it
can indicate other serious problems

supplements are often used 10
remedy the effects of insomnia and
restless sleep. However, doctors
advise patients not 10 use these
remedies 100 often.
"Unless you have ser ious
insomnia, which could indicate
somethingmoreseriousthanplain
sleep less ness, I would leave
prescription and over the counter
sleep medications alone," said Dr.

'natural ways to get sleep because of
the dangers that sleeping pills
pose," Mundy said. "The body will
eventually get so fatigued that you
will go to sleep, but there are other
things you can do before it gets
that serious."
Marissa Atkins, a sophomore
broadcast journalism major said
her busy student schedule keeps
her from gelling adequate rest.

like warm mi lk to help you get to
sleep, the natural rhythms in your
body aren't interrupted and your
brain is ab le to rep lenish the
chemicals that allow you lo think
clearly and quickly."
Toking a warm bath, exercising
regularlyand·rcadingorwatching
TV before bed will also help you
get to sleep easier, experts say.
·'You should also cut out

The body will eventually get so fatigued that
you will go to s.leep, but there are other things
you can do before it gets that serious.
-Dr. Lynette Mundy, physician at Howard
Student Health Center
,

ranging from depression to sleep
apnea, which is when you stop
breathing for periods of time during
sleep," said Dominique Da Vy Iva,
who works in the neurodiagnostics
department of The Sleep Center.
DaVylva recommends setting a
regular sleep schedule, using the
bed for sleeping only and practicing
relaxation techniques such as
stretching.
Sleeping remedies such as
valium and vitamin B-12

Lynelle Mundy, a physician at the
Howard Student Health Center.
Occasional insomnia due to jet
lag, illness or emotional distress
and not for chronic insomnia or
sleep restlessness is usually the
reason for prescription medication,
Mundy.said.
Long-term use of sleeping pills
is unwise because medication is
often addictive and becomes less
effective over time.
"Students shou ld consider

"Since I've been at Howard,
sleeping has become a problem.
Either I sleep 100 much or not
enough," Atkins said. "I never feel
completely rested."
Mundy said sleep problems can
often be treated with s impl e
remedies.
"People don't often take th is
seriously, but drinking a warm glass
of milk before bed can make a
tremendous difference,'' Mundy
said. "When you use natural things

smoking and caffeine before you go
to bed," DaVylva said.
Both medical special ists say that
good sleep patterns can be
beneficial for students.
"Lack of sleep in adults makes
us irritable, less alert and we can't
concentrate,'' Mundy sa id. ''It's
even worse for young people trying
to learn. Lf you take a few hours
extra to sleep, you can spend the
rest of your time at your best.''

Co-ops offer cheniic·a l-free foods
forhealth-conscious eaters
By M. Cherie Black
Hilltop Staff Writer

LaDawn James forgoes weekly
visits Safeway and Giant, opting
10
·
d
h
.
,nstea
to pure ase orgamca11 y
1
grown vegetables and non-dairy
: soy beverages.
A patron of food cooperatives
such as Yes! in Adams Morgan,
James, a sophomore acting major,
: says she is willing pay more for
10
food she considers better for her
health.
"When you pay 99 cents for a
greasy hamburger and fries, that
should tell you what kind of food
you're getting," she said. "I'd rather
pay a couple of dollars more for
food that I know is healthy and
won't kill me in the long run."
Food co-ops arc stores which

i

j

I

sell organically grown fruits and stores like theirs, because, as their
vegetables, non-dairy milk, natural motto says, it's "for people, not for
juices, and usually no meat profit."
products.
However, one disadvantage to .
According to co-op grocers, co-ops is the higher price of goods,
there are significant benefits to as compared to
regular
eatingorganicallygrownfoods;onc supermarkets.
is that the fruits and vegetables are
Carrera says this is because of
free of pesticides.
the bigger purchasing ppwer of
Because of high demands on grocery chains.
commercial growers, chemicals arc
"The amount of buying power
used to speed the growing process the grocery store chains have allow
to provide as much rood as possible them to have cheaper prices on
to consumers.
things such as fruits and
Organic farmers, who don't use vegetables," he explained. ·'But it's
chemicals, rotate their crops 10 keep only pennies 10 maybe 25 cents
the soil fresh, wheresas commercial more compared to our store."
farmers grow crop aficrcrop on the
Aufu-F Peha, manager of Hctep
same soi l.
Foods on Georgia Avenue, says
Juan Carrera, a shared owner of they ~e ll many of their items
Glut Food Co-op in Maryland, says cheaper than grocery stores. "We
it's belier to buy at orgaiiic grocery sell more things like soy or non-

dairy milk than the grocery stores
do, so we can afford to make then
cheaper."
St ill, many other places are more
expensive. ls the higher price worth
it for seemingly hcal1h·1er 'ood?.
"
Natalie Little, a sophomore
accounting major. says yes. Even
though shopping is cheaper at
grocery stores. and the doll ar
differences limit the frequency of
her health food store visits, she still
shops at places like Yes! or
Everlasting Life on Georgia
Avenue.
"Most of the foods at the regular
stores arc made out of chemicals
and pest icidcs and have been
processed,'' s he said. ''I'm a
vegetarian, and at co-ops I can find
the foods I need that grocery store
don't provide."

;High-protein soybean products may cut
-risk of heart disease
By Crlstel WIiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer

For junior Aisha Braithwaite,
soy products provide a low-fat, non..., · dairy alternative for healthy eating.
" I eat everything from soy
margarine and cheese to tofu," said
Braithwaite, an administration of
justice major. "Since I grew up as
a vegetarian, soy products have
been a tasty way 10 get all of the
nutrients I need."
Soy products, which are growing
in popularity among the health
conscious, come from a starchy

*Building srronger quads key
to healing weak knees
People who have injured their
ee caps or who suffer from other
ypes of knee pain may find
uadriceps therapy beneficial. The
uadriceps muscle is actually a
roup of four muscles located on
he front of the thigh. Quadriceps
erapy is a non-weight resistance
reatment that involves flexing the
uscle. Some examples of this
herapy include:
-Contract the uadrice · muscle

food that is considered by some to
be a vegetable and by others to be
a fruit. The beans that are produced
by the soy plant are used as a
primary source of protein in
underdeveloped countries.
Some soybean-based food
products such as tofu, tempeh, soy
beverages, soy cheese and even
grits arc high in protein.
"Soy protein increases highdensity lipoprotcin (HDL) also
known as the 'good' cholesterol
and rids the body of low-density
lipoprotein (LDL), the 'bad'
cholesterol that clogs arteries,"
Wa.llace said.

"An ingredient called lecithin
which is a form of soy protei,n can
be found in cooking oil, cereals and
breads and other kinds of foods."
Soy is believed to offer other
nutritional benefits for women .
"Soy contains ,;strogen," said
Carl Wallace, a registered dietitian
at Howard University Hospital. "A
s tud y done on Asian women
showed that their low percentage of
menopause symptoms and
menstrual cramps was because of
the amount of soy products they cat.
Soy is a trend that we're just now
catching on to."

Soy products have been found 10
lower blood cholesterol levels and
reduce one's risk of develop ing
coronary heart disease.
Add ing soy to your d iet,
however isn' t enough to maintain·
good health. Proper eating as well
as exercise are the only ways to stay
in good shape, doctors say.
"Young African Americans need
to remember that getting into an
exercise program you'll enjoy and
making hea lthy cha nges in your
diet such as using soy are truly the
best ways to s tay happy and
healthy," .Wallace said.

nmes on an o or a pen o
5 minutes. Increasing time tbat the
muscle is held will strengthen the
muscle.
-Perform straight leg lifts, with
the foot pointed upward and
outward. Do this movement in 2 or
3 sets of 3 to 5 repetitions. A good
goal is sets of three or four in 10
repetitions. Once movement
improves, ankle weights can be
added.

ca stretc p aces emp as,s on c
three main structures in the calf
muscle area: the gastrocnemius
muscle, th'e soleus muscle, and the
Achilles tendon. Listed below are ·
some tips to achieving a good calf
stretch.
-While keeping both feet Oat on
the ground, alternately stretch each
culf, with one knee bent and the
other held straight
-Assume the same position and
repeat the stretch with both knees
bent.
Each position should be held at
least 20 seconds, doing at least 3

repellltons on cac

*The 'complete' calfsrretch
strengthens legs
Experts say a comprehensive

eg.

*Asrhma suffers should
remember to warm inhalers
Doctors advise people who bav
exercise-induced as1hma to war
their inhalers before using them
Failing to do so can prevent th
medication from spreadin
throughout the lungs properly
More importantly, cold medicatio
may fwthcr irdtate the asthmati
attack. Keeping an inhaler in a
inside pocket or as close to th
body as possible are simple ways t
keep illhalei:s warm.

College of Arts'
and Sciences
plans one-day 1
health .ea1·
r
J. I

AIDS awareness
educator Rae
Thornton sche duled as
keynote speaker
them on campus," Alexandcril,
Booths and presentatiODS r.
such local organizatio11 1
American Heart, D.C. RapeQii
Center, the American Red O.. (
AIDS activist Rae Thornton is Abundant Life Clinic, ndti
scheduled to speak at the Arts and Whi1man-Walkcr Healthc.i
Science Student Council health and
"There are a wealth of~
fitness fair Thursday, March 14, in the D.C. area and wilt
during Arts and Sciences Weck.
showcasing many of them lltt
Thornton, who contracted MIV, Thursda)•,'' Alexander said. "ntt
the virus believed to cause AIDS, shouldn't be any excuse IDrlllila
during unprotected sex in college. and faculty not to care of (1i
was featured in the Dec. '94 issue health care) here."
of Essence.
Alexander said alternative WI
She has toured the country care options also wiO It .
extensively
.------::---=
re premttl
advocat ing
during 61
safe sex and
health fa
A I D S
" We 'll ,
awareness
bringiag • ·
a m o n g
diffcr111
Africanphi losoplis
American
on wella1
college
the table•
students.
people 111
.. I ' V e
decide~
talked to
importut •
students,
them 11111•
this is a
they wut •
v e r y
I i v e.•
relevan t
AJcxmra
issue. We're
•·fori1151111Ct
n
O
I
we've in
invincible,"
'dK ·1
sat am, a
(Abundali
h'ch ·
Alexander, AIDS Activist Rae Thor ton wil l speak w 1 ~ Ill
treasurer on to students Thursday about her life by lheNatilc
the execu· with HIV.
Isla~) ul
· A &S'
B d h0
Whttmll·
1,vc .rts ' c,ences oar ,
Walker Clinic so studeatsc»
helped arrange th e program. We differentiate between tbe IC'lld
can take care of thcs.e things
even
approaches. 10 heat
. I h...
,
k'
when our parents ..aren t 1oo ,ng
Ea ch group w,·1.1 be ,._
,.,,,,._,
over our shoulders.
·
f
·
·
·
h
"'-._
. ffi .
th
variety o ac11v111cs t rou&--•
I leallh fa,ro ,c,a1ssay ey pan
I
day
s uc h
, ,
as ae...,_
.....
h
f
10 covert
c
spectrum
o
health
care
de
·
d
ct·
•=
.
.
mOns1rauons an ,a"".. •_.
during .the five-hour.
one-day
s'ck
lc cell screenings.
.
.I d
I h
I
sy~pos,um
tu e · Hca I
Blood tests for HIV teslil&II
Hohs11cally
bc o f',ere·d an d t h,c ,_,,.,nca•
• - . ..,
Th f · Spcakrng.
'II ,
e a,r w, ,ocus on health Cross will host a blood dri1t.
awareness and clinical services
available to students from health
Doctorswillbeonhandto•
care professionals in the physical fitness of individual!•
of shape, counsel them on thciill
community surrounding Howard. and eating habits.
"We wanted 10 get students to
Titc health symposium dlt
start seriously thinking about their held from 10 a.m. 10 3 p.m. iltr
health and get people to start Blackburn Center. There isl
utilizing the services offered 10 admission fee.
By Reglnold Royston
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

t:

**ASK THE EXTERN**
My roo111111t11e likes to play
CDs am/ rapes so loudly 1ht11
so111eri111es I ca11) hear a rhi11g for
a few hours afterward. The
deaf11ess is rempomr>1bur could I
lose my heari11g perma11e111ly?
, When sound waves arc 100
intense. blood vessels in the car go
into
spasm,
temporarily
interrupting the blood supply and
causing nerve damage. according to
the National Institutes on Deafness

and
Other
Di~
Clear inghouse. Gradual beldl
loss may be indicatcdbyri:tpP
the cars (t innitus) ud I
deterioration in hearing (11tilll
initially detectable only by adl
At first, these problems.may ldlr
a temporary period of time. Ill
continued incidents can~
make the problem permadAi
your roommate to turn dad ti
music and consider gcttia& I
hearing test.

**WEEKLY RECIP
"R.EAl.l1:IY" CHOCOLATE CAKE
1/2 cup margarine
3/4 cup light brown sugar
1/2 cup egg substitute or 1/2 banana
I tsp. vanilla extract
2 cups flour
l/4 cup coc.oa powder
I tsp. bal.;ng soda
l/2 tsp. salt
l !Sp. cinnamon
1 cup. unsweetened applesauce
Preh~at oven to 350 degrees. Grease 9-inch square
mari,arme _and s~gar until light and fluffy. Add egg su
v~mlla. Mt~ until smooth. Stir flour, cocoa, baking soda;
cmnamon m a separate bowl. Combine into wet nux~
applesauce; pour into pan. Bake for 30-35 minutes. Cool
rack for 10 minutes before removing from pan. Serves 9,
NUTRITIONAL LNFO.
290.9 calorics, 44.9 gm. carbohydrate, 10.7 gm.
cholesterol, 5.2 gm. protein, 425 mg sodium.
recipe couttesy of Elle magazine
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"FLING INTO SPRING"
Howard University Dance Ensemble
EXERCISE\DANCE\FITNESS

li :

.
.
'=
''

••
•

DATES: MARCH 5 TO MARCH 21
DAYS: TUESDAYS through THURSDAYS
TIMES: 7:30 p.m.-8:30pm
LOCATION: Bethune Annex Seminar Room
COST: $5. 00 Single Class
Special Class Series Package Available
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SWIMSUITS!
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LAW EN FO RCEME NT OPPO RTUNITI ES

.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

1OOO's of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Push-Ups, Thongs &DCups

The

Bikini Shop

Looking for a challenging and exciting career working for one of the fastest growing law
enforcement teams In the country? Then picture yourself as a member of The U.S. Border Patrol.
\

The U.S. Border Patro l Is the mobfle, cniformed, enforcement arm ot the U.S. OeP4rtment of
Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Sel'Jke (INS). The Bordef Patrol detects and prevents
the smuggling and unlawful entry o f undocumented aliens into the U.S. and Is also the priJ1141Y
drug interdlcting ageney along the U.S. land borders.
Border Patrol Agents enjoy one of the highest repuuitlons among law enforcement agencies
throughout the U.S. and are renowned for their Intense loyalty, fine esprit de corps, and
unmatched professionalism.

Ne cessary Qu a lif ications:
• Be able to leam to spe.ak and read
• U.S. citizen
SP4nlsh
• Hold a volid driver's license
• Not have reached your 37th b irthday by
• Posso background irJVestigotion
the time you are hired
• Posso drug test and medical exam
• Hove one yeor ot qualifying experience or a Bachelor's Degree

Sound Interesting?
If you think you can meet the challenge, apply by calling (912) 757-3001. This 24-hour·
a-day telephone application system will be open from MARCH 13-19, 1996 ONLYI

FREE

I

PARKING!
' .

All qualified applicants will be scheduledto take • written test and an oral Interview. All
vacancies will be along t he southwest border, with many vacancies anticipated in the
southern California area. Applicants who wish, may be tested In the Philadelphia or
Chicago area in early April.

OFF I
COUPON,

1819 M Street NW • 73515th Sl., NW
· (202) 331-8372 • (202) 393.3533

-----

''

.
•

Selected candidates must successfully complete a rigorous 19-week basic
trai ning program . Starting salary range: S24,505 - S28,929 per year, plus
outstanding benefits.
'

The INS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Celebrafe Sprint! Brmlf In Any
011 ValuJef Sun Spofs:
Whether you'd rather water ski, sunbathe, or
hang-out at an unnam~d but well-known theme park, there's
no better place for'Spring Break than Florida. And 'hluJet
has great low fares to seven of Florida's hottest Sun Spots.
And to make things even easier, 'hluJet never requires
a roundtrip purchase or a Saturday night stay.
call for reservations today. And
don't forget your sunscreen.

-...._

'
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- ~ ✓
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Spring Breali Valufares
JACJ<SONVIILE/ ORLANDO
TAMPA
fOI([' LAUDERDAI.£ I MIAMI
WEST PAIN BFACH
fOI(['MYERS

$89
$99
$109
1-800-VALUJET

Vt.Sit us on the In1emet at http://www.valujet.com

0
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EEPfJNG

processing mail for
national company!
Free supplies, postage!

~RS.

No selling! Bonuses!
Start immediately!

Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you

Genuine opportunity!

to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's• the safe

Rush S.A.S.E :

way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

~;;;.;;,=.~fl

GMC
Suite 216
1861 N. Federal HWY
Hollywood, FL

______________.....

(

._

33020

:'

•'

Just in case
you decide to buy
the books
this semester.

••

•

Thanks t9 you, all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the
paper, plastic, metal and glass that
~

you've been recycling.
Butto keep recycling wor:t<ing to
help protect the environment. you
need to buy those products.

VISA.
1f'or.jr : :=:i•.'.·
'

'

4-

.... - -

-:::,_ 1 :0
-

-

.. 1

°-~irllf5
L~L

So look for products made from

~w;i::19eS
~·:;/?;; c~.t·
t . :':EL;_ c' :'
.,,,,J...

recycled materials, and buy them. It

'!fPWS

would mean the world to all of us .
To receive a free brochure, write
Buy Recycled, Environmental Defense

It's everywhere
you want to be:

Fund, 2S7 Park Ave. South, New York,
NY 10010, or call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
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;La dy Bison center lea ds
team to NCAA tourney

Athlete of the Week

Denique Graves: A Tower of Power

' Th e 6-5 sophomore center
Imposing center intimidated
many conference foes.

By Marcus Matthews
Hilltop Staff Writer
What do you do when you see a
6'5" body blocking your chances of
sinking 1hc ball into the basket'?
Retreat. This is wha1 most of
.Ocnique Graves ' opponents do
when they see her around lhe goal,
'd ominating 1he paint. Graves, a
junior, all-conference center, is one
of the key reasons Howard ·s Lady
Bison are on their way to the
,NCAA tournamcni.
" Dcniquc is the pendulum from

which we swing," head coach
Sanya Tyler said. "She is a great
talent. We arc just so fortunate that,
out of 164 schools, she c hose
Howard. The kids believe in her and
she has definitely made believers
out of a lot of people at Howard."
Whether it be on the o[fcnsivc or
defensive end of the floor, Graves
wi ll do whatever it takes to help
Howard win. Her size and a1hle1ic
ability make her virtually
unstoppable once she gets 1he ball
down low; And, when sne docs have
a rare off-nigh1offensively, Graves
picks up her intensity on the
defensive end of the cour1, where
she rejects or redirects almost every
shot put up inside and becomes a
rebounding ~1onster..
"The desire to win and do my
bcs1 drives me on the court," Graves
said.
Teamma te Me lissa Young
agreed, "Whenever Deniquc pu1s
her mind into it, she can do
whatever she wan1s," the forward
said. "When we need her to get the
job done, she gets ii done."
Graves ' hard work during her
three years here at Howard arc
finally starting to pay off. Along
with teammates Amanda Hayes ana
Alisha Hil~ Graves was named to
1he AII-Mt::AC first team for 1hc
second time in three years. After
losing_ in the fina l ga me of the
MEAC tournament during her first
two years, this year, Graves helped
fuel the Lady Bison's drive through
the MEAC tournament, as they
captured the league c haml)ionship,
receiving an automatic bid to 11ic
NCAA tournament.
'' I think Coach [Sanya 1yler) has

a 10110 do with my success," Graves
said. " I owe my accompl ishments
to my teammates, as wen. I already
had the body, but she ffylcr] helpcc:l
me with the menia l aspect of
basketball. TI1at has helped me a lot
as far as maturing as a basketball
player."
In a nutshell, Graves has had a
banner year. Averaging 14 poin1s
and 9.2 rebounds per contest, she
became the e ighth player in school
history 10 score 1,000 points during
her career. This year,she also passed
the 500-mark in rebounds. Graves
led the MEAC in blocked shots,
with three per game, rankins her
sixth in the nation. "Whe n I hit that
1,000 J>,Oint mark, it felt good,'' she
said. ' It showed tbat a ll my hard
work has 001 been in vain."
Graves is definitely not a
stranger to success. A two-time
member of the United States
Olympic Sports Festival East
S!luad, Graves led her University
Cny High School to the city ti1le.
She was also Parade All-American
during her senior year of high
school, along with being named
one of Phi ladelphia ·s Players of the
Year.
So wha t 's left for such an
outstanding player to accomplish?
Dunk in an officia l basketball
ga me. Graves has jammed in
practice, but not in 1he actua l game
as of yet. Her most recent attempt
was 10 the MEAC tournamen t
championship game, in which she
brougl11 the crowd to its feet as she
tried" to dunk. Even though she
missed, she'll get another try at it
next week in the NCAA
tournament.

J u nio r guard Aman da Ha yes lit u p the Mid-Eastern Ath let ic Co nference las t week.
People that we re In Tallahasse a re pro ba bly still talking about h e r. Hayes w as o nce
assist s hy o f a triple-d ouble one n ig h t and scored 25 points the other to earn her the
MEAC tou rna ment's Most Valuable Pla yer.

'

'.B ison basketball teani's elite
:r eceive post-season awards

Women's track
team performs
well atMEAC

'

Kim Ford was named to t he
All-Rookie secon d team.
By Kisha Riggins
Hilltop Staff Writer
Going into the season, Sanya
Ty ler, head coach of Howard's
women's basketball team, said that
she had on her team three of the
best players and one of the deepest
benches in 1hc Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference (MEAC). The

Lionel Allen was selected to
the All-Rookie second team
and All-MEAC honorable
mention team.

Il
11

1

1,

trick was getting 1he rest of 1he
conference to believe it.
"This is one of the most talented
and deep teams I have had since
1'vc been here. We have had some
outstanding 1alent returning and we
had a fine recruiting year,'' 1yler
proclaimed in the pre-season.
But when asked abou t her
feelings regarding her secood place
pre-season pick, 1yler replied, "I
felt that we were slightcdlhis year."
Now that the M EAC tournament
has come to close, 1hc Lady Bison
have proven that 1hey deserve the
respect of the conference.
Three Lady Bison starters were
named to the AII-MEAC first team
and 10 the all-1ournament team.
This ach ievement marks the first
time in Howard 's his1ory that three
p layers were na med to the first
team.
Dcniquc Graves, a 6'5" junior
Crom Philadelphia, leads the MEAC
in blocked sho1s with nearly 3 per
game, ranking her s ixth in 1he
country during the regular season.
Graves is also eigh th in th e
conference in scoring ( 14 points
pe r game), fifth in reboundmg (9
per game), and fifth in field goal
percentage (47 percent). A tli,rdycar starter, Craves is also in strong
conten1ion for the All-American
award, having recorded 1 l doubledoubles this season. During the
tournament,
Graves
was
unstoppable inside the paint. In the
sem i-fina l game, s he s hot 73
percent for 24 points and, in the
tournament game. she blocked 6
shots and pulled down a game high
of JO rebounds. Graves 1s also the
eighth p layer in schoo l history to
reach Ilic 1,000 point mark.
Alisha Bill, a 6'0" sophomore
from l-lunting1on, W.V., averaged
17 points an<f9.8 rebounds, hitting
60 percent o f her shots during the
regu lar season. Hill was fourth in
the MEAC in scoring, and second
in rebounding and fie ld goal
percentage. During the MEAC
tournament, she scored her l,OOOth
point and became the fastest person
111 school history, between men and
women, 10 score 1,000 points. Hill
averaged 20 points a nd 8 rebounds

for 1he 1ou rnamen11 wi1h a career
high 36 poi nts during 1he sem ifinal game.
"Scoring all those points and
gell ing all those personal awards
are nice," Hill saicf. " But during the
tournamcni they weren't o n my
mi.nd. I just wanted 10 win; that's all
I was concerned with."
Amanda Hayes, a junior from
Columbus, Ohio. lead the MEAC in
assis ts with 5.4 peer out ing .
averaging 16 points a nd 3 steals.
This transfer from 1he University of
West Virginia, playing in her first
season for Howard. was ranked
seventh in scoring, fif1h in the
confere nce in steals, twelfth in free
lhrow percentage a nd eleventh in
rebounding. To be named to the
All-Tournament 1ea m, Hayes
averaged 19 points and 8 rebounds
per game and dished ou16 assists.
Kimberly Ford, a 5'4'' Lady
Bison g uard, made the All-Rookie
second tea m after averagi ng 4
points and 2 assists per game. Ford
a lso earned a starting position
during the lat1cr half of 1bc season.
Nicole Johnson from Del Ray,
Fla., was named to the All-Rookie
honorable mention team.
The Bison men didn't do so bad
themselves in th e post-season
honors.
Jabari Out1z, a 5' 11 '' start ing
point guard, made the All-Rookie
first team. Outtz is third in the
league in scoring at 17.7 points per
game. He is also fourth in the
MEI\C in assists, wit h 4 per game
and second in 1hrec-point
percentage at 35 percent.
Lionel Allen. a 6'8''ccn1cr from
Chicago, was selected 10 the AllRookie second team.
Allen , who turned down a
scholarship from Princeton to
attcnd. Howdrd. averaged 4 poin1s
and 5 rebounds per game.
The honorable mention teams
include Allen, senior Phil Chenier,
Outtz and junior guard Eric
Dedmon.
Statist ically, senior Anthony
Brown and Dedmon were the lop
two free throw shooters, with
Brown shooting 87 percent and
Dedmon 83 pe rcent.

By Antionette Sims

Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard
University's
women's track team made an
impressive showing at the
MEAC Championship Track
Meet. which was held on Feb.
24-25. During the meet, the
team was able to go hcad-10head with their competition and
come out o n top.
"The young _people did an
OUIStanding job, said William
Moultrie, f1ead coach of both
the men's and women's track
teams. ''We lost three quality
people along the way, but the
team
was
still
very
compc1i1ive."
Tham captain Janecl Martin
echoed Moultrie's sentiments.
" We ran faster and jumped
farther than we have in previous
meets," he said. "We realized it
· was a c hampion~hip and
performed as such.''
The team placed in various
even1s, offering outstanding
performances by many of the
runners. Martin placed third in
both the 55-meter dash and the
200-metcr dash. Vinnettn
Gordon came in first in the 55metcr hurdles, while placing
fifth in the long jump. Abbey
Harrr, who placed third in the
longJump, placed second in the

Jabarl Outtz was named to
the A ll-Rookie fi rst team .

Stet

triple jump. Stacey
came in third in the 800dash, Sheena Fergusou pl
fourth in the long jump,
Dion Walker came in foiutll
the 400-meter dash.
The relay teams also
performed well. The team,
which consists of Dion
Jamcllia McElroy, J
Mar tin, and Kenya Pal
placed third in the mile
While the distance medl
consisting of Renee Stephen!.
Kenyn Palmer, Nicole Pryor aad
Thmyra Edwards, placed fowa
"We performed well
MEAC because most of
ladies went to the meet and
it their best," Martin said.
The women's track
some big i:ncets in April and 11
now tryrng to focus
pcrfonning better than they
last year. Manin at1ributes
team ·s victory to indiv·
improvement and a strong
on winning.
Coach lvloultrie agreed,•
long as they remain com
and physically and mea
healthy, I think Howard's
team is always going to be
to be reckoned with,'' he
The Bison outdoor season
begin on Mar. 23, 1996
Hampton University.

ti

in
l

team

-G rappler wrestling .
Alisha "Tuff" Hill was an A ll·
MEAC first team as a
sophomore.

Co·n9ratu(ations to tfie
Women-' s Basket6a(( · Team)
Coac li Tyfer a~d lier staff for
6rin9in9 fiome a MEAC
champions liip.

le

Alph onso Taylor wrestle ~
at 126 lbs.

Derric k X. Henso n Is In thl
118-lbs d ivision.
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EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
J\ mericans are living longer than ever. So it"s qui1c
.fl. possible you 11 spend 20 or 30 .vea,-s or more in

TUESDAY, MARCH 12TH, 7-9PM
iEST TOWE.RS - COMMUNITY ROOM

can stan \\ith a modest amount and increase your

contribu1ion as your salary grows.
The impo1i:i.n1 1hi1~g is to stare now. Dd:iying for
even a.war or 1wo c:u1 have a bi.g impact on the
amoun1 of income you 'II have when you retire.

retirement. Cm you alford i1? Unless you 're independently wealthy, chances are you 'II need mol't' 1han
your pension and Social Security 10 suppor1 1hc kind
of lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help c,uure tMt you'll be in good
finMcial shope? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs to..'\'.-defe1Ted :innui1ic5 available c)nly to people in education and reseal"Ch.

TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.

,"

TIAA-CREF is the na.rion 's largest retirement
sy~tcm, mannging over$ l50 billion in assets for more
them I.i million people. \Ve offer a wide range of
SRA alloc..1.1ion choices, long-term investmen1exptor•
tise. and n.-m...1.rkably low expenses!
C.11 I 800 842-2776 l'or an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA l~rollmcnt Software.
Or ,~si1 us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa.crcf.org,
or http:// www.tiaa--cref.org.

SRAs arc c.asy. No pa.in, no swe;it.

The besi way to build strength - phy,ical or fiscal
- is tostan at a level that's comfortable and add 10
your regimen as _you go along.
With T IAA-CREF S RAs, you conveniently contribute chrough _your employer's payroll system. You

,,,

-

•

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.~
1m

I..\).,_,., rr P....-:, /-, _., Jw,,_..,...../1,...;, l"l't5.. l.i~r :\l\l.l.Hiul Sc-n• n.. 1.n, __ J,,,,-/li,wr,...~·,,w;_.,,-N>J /JM,1,
( ~ , 1 ..,l_v).
l'e,t0Mf'lr1.- N!l.w,~ion. Jr..-1,ul,n,: .-t.a'J" a,.J t:•ptno.(t,, ""ti I aCI() &12°713,J, fl:l('ll»ofl MO'J, (w a ~ u •
Rt:..J 1h, ~••J" t•...,f.,ll\· l•t.(Ol"f Y°'' lft•OI or t-ttwl ni.ont)' T l ,\A, CREJ' l..t.vidoM.I &- lnthlulillfl..l S..1•,,i,.-.. IA. . dio.et,buto CRl'.tl' "";f,f,.lrt
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GO GREEK!
,

The African - American
Greek Collection of New
Fashion Leather Jackets.
Custom jacket with a woolen body and
leather sleeves. Bridal satin lining and
pique knit cuffs & bottom. Inside pocket
with locker loop strip, zipper front with
wool facing and ski style collar.
The name of your fraternity embroidered
on the collar, crest on left front chest.
Your choice of Greek Fraternity Crest.
Sizes: Large, XL, 2XL

r'
I

$189.00 plus shipping and handling.

1320 14th St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 234-9522

Salutes Black History Month
"2 for the Price of 1"
For Howard Students
Ptlc• p•ld on Vi• hl~u IN

CJ

OA~

$
~®00-~

Call Now a nd Make Your Appointment!

Unity First Corp.

Relaxers

P.O. Box 4022, Sarsota, FL 34230
(941) 751-0507

Coloring
Men Haircuts

Manicures
Pedi cures
Weaving

For your convenience we acotpt

Beauty Supplies 25%

MASTEACARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS 6 DISCOVER
LAYAWAY AVAJLAlllE

Off

Eyebrow waxing

12:00 • 6 :00 p.1n.

•stack Owned and Ope,oled'
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ROCK BOTTOM
You're failing Physics. Your girlfriend dumped_
you. Your self-esteem is way low. So you call
Grandma for some sympathy. · She tells you to
''Stop whining and get a backbone." Ouch, talk
about tough love.
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Go Greyhound
and leave the driving to Lis.

No More Cab Fares
to the Bus Station
TO:
TO:

Nevv York City
Newark, N. J".

Round r-rrip:

NYC &

$22.00 One VVay
$22.00 One VVay

Newark

$39.00

TIME SCHEDULE:
.

Howard University-4:10 p.m. Leaves Shuttle Bus Stop
8:10 p.m. Arrival in Newark(Penn Station)
8:45 p.m. Arrival in New York(Port Authority)
New York-

3:45 p.m. Leaves New York(Port Authority)
4:20 p.m. Leaves Newark(Penn Station)
8:20 p.m. Arrives at Shuttle Bus Stop

**All State Clubs are urged to participate, some restrictions apply.
IF YOU MISSED
THE BUS, YOU CAN USE THE TICKET AT THE
.
.

'

GREYHOUND BUS STATION.

SPECIAL PURCHASES ONLY:
0ES NOT INCLUDE DIRECT BUS SERVICE AND CUSTOMERS MUST GO TO
GREYHOUND BUS STATION:

TO:
•

•

ONE WAY
$38
$35
$51
$62
$47
$62
$14
$35
$14
$29

PLACE
Alba.n.y, Ny
Boston., 1'--'.la.
Buffa.lo,. Ny
C ·h a.rlotte, Ne
Clevela.n.d, Oh
Detroit, 1'--'.li
Philadelphia., Pa.
R.a.Iejgh., Ne
R.ieh.mon.d, Va
St:.a.te College, Pa

ROUNDTRIP
$75
$69
$89
$119
$89
$119
$25
$69
$25
'$49

To get schedu.le for dep/arr times, please call

1800-231-2222.
he Greyhound Representative will be· at the Campus Store
EVERY FRIDAY from12 P.M. to 4 P.M. to sell Tickets
.

or General InJ:onnation call the Office of Student Activities at 806-7003.

Schedules of return trips

can be

eked up from the Office of Student Activities and Crarnton Auditorium. No price restrictions on scheduies
d tickets can be used for any Greyhound schedule leaving New York or Newark.
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SCRIBE TO Tll B HILLTOP
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AVE

•

.

'

•

EVERY ISSUE
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•
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•

CO E IATE
•

. NEWSPAPER MAI E
youR
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•

OME OR O IC

~AME-------------------------7
: COMPANY

•
•

•
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I ADDRESS
I
I
I PHONE

.

:
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___________
___________

I
I
I
I

1_,

I
,
.
.
L-T ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - - .-- - ~- - .J I
SEMESTER .MAkE dtECks pAyAblE TO: TliE HILLTOP

: $40 I
I

:

OR

. $60/ YEAR

2251 ShERMAN
WMliiNGTON,

AVENU~,

NW

DC 20001

I

I.
1

I

·cAll Kofi SiMpsoN, officEMANAGER, foR daAils AT 202,.806..-6866

I
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